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Pope Francis says
pandemic has proven
the ‘magic theories’
of market capitalism
have failed, world
needs a new type 
of politics
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Which filter 
to use?

How to set your AC to fight Covid
Covid rides on air. A cough or sneeze throws the virus far but even a conversation spreads it around. 

It can hang in the air for hours because it is so small and light – a human hair is 400 times thicker. 
How do we capture the virus and remove it from the air to prevent infections in homes, shops, 

offi ces and other indoor spaces? The Indian Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning 
Engineers (ISHRAE) has three broad tips and some specifi c recommendations

Moist air
Mucous membranes inside lungs 
keep foreign particles like dust and 
germs out. If the room air is too dry, 
the membranes dry out, leaving you 

prone to infection. Studies 
show bacteria are more 
infective when humidity 
is below 40%, while 
humidity above 80% 

can neutralise the Covid 
virus. However, such high 

humidity breeds fungi and 
dust mites, triggering allergies. So, 
it’s best to maintain humidity 
between 40% and 70%.

Not too cold
Viruses survive better at low 

temperatures (7-8°C) than at 
moderate temperatures 

(20.5-24°C), and do not 
last very long above 
30°C. Recent studies 
show the coronavirus 

survives on surfaces for 
14 days at 4°C; one day at 

37°C; and just 30 minutes at 56°C.

Fresh air
Ventilation is necessary for reducing 

the virus concentration in 
indoor air. Scientists say 

infections caused by low 
doses of the virus 
result in milder 
symptoms and 

are easier to 
fi ght off. ISHRAE 

makes specifi c 
recommendations for 
different environments.

Offi ces, shops and factories are occupied by a large number 
of people moving in and out frequently. While they usually 
have higher quality ventilation and air fi ltration systems, 
they also need to increase ventilation to reduce the risk of 
infection. ISHRAE has these recommendations:

Stopping virus spread 
between rooms

Captures 

65-80%
of particles 
1-3 microns* 
in size,
eg vehicle 
emissions

Captures 

50-85%
of particles 
0.3-1 microns 
in size,
eg smoke

Captures 

95%
 of particles 
0.3-1 microns 
in size,
eg smoke

Captures 

99.9%
of particles 
0.3 microns 
in size,
eg viruses

The above ratings are air fi lter standards for the US. MERV 16 is equivalent to an N95 mask 
*Human hair thickness=75 microns | Covid virus=0.2 micron 
[HEPA: High-Effi ciency Particulate Air; MERV: Minimum Effi ciency Reporting Value]

Specifi c types of air fi lters, each 
with differing levels of 
effi ciency, are required for 
different spaces. Industrial and 
healthcare facilities need better 
air fi ltration than homes.

AIR CONDITIONERS: Room 
ACs circulate air within a single 
room, limiting the virus to a 
part of the house. They draw 
fresh air through fi lters that 
remove dust and other 
particles, but leaving a window 
or door slightly open can also 
increase the outfl ow of air.

DESERT COOLERS: In hot and dry 
weather, they can cool room air by up to 
15°C. However, since they do not have air 
fi lters, fi tting a separate fi lter unit can 
keep out dust and other particles. Keeping 
windows and doors open while using a 
cooler releases humid air and increases 
air circulation.

 Install high-grade air fi lters 
and clean them regularly

 Provide a source of fresh air 
and enough exhaust ducts. Fresh 
air should be mixed at a higher 
rate even when no one is present

 Ensure the ducts are not leaky

 Ultraviolet irradiation systems 
can be used to disinfect ducts

Maintain indoor temperature at

24°C to 30°C,
and humidity between 
40% and 70%

Rooms should be kept at 

24°C to 30°C,
depending on humidity. 
If the air is humid, set the 
temperature closer to 24°C; 
if it’s dry, closer to 30°C. Fans 
should be used to increase air 
movement. In dry weather, 
keep a dish containing water 
in the room to ensure humidity 
does not drop below 40%.

FANS: In the cooler months, a ceiling fan is all you need to make 
a room comfortable. However, keeping the windows open and 
switching on nearby exhaust fans will increase ventilation.

 Limit the number 
of people per room. 
Where separation is 
not possible, the 
ventilation system 
should provide 
vertical, non-
turbulent airfl ow

 Toilet and kitchen exhaust fans
should stay on at all times. Flushing 
toilets release plumes of droplets 
that could be a possible, though 
unlikely, route for the transmission 
of Covid-19 and other illnesses

 Buildings without mechanical 
ventilation should keep windows open 
and use fans to draw in fresh air

Install air curtains at 
doorways to prevent 

mixing of air between different 
rooms when doors are opened

1
Installing doors 
where there are 

none or in corridors 
can reduce airfl ow

2

Increasing air pressure above 
suspended ceilings prevents 

airfl ow between rooms through 
the common space above

3 Creating a negative-
pressure space in the 

ceiling can help trap 
airborne contaminants

4

MERV 11-12

MERV 13-15

MERV 16
HEPA

HIGHEST
EFFICIENCY

Design: Sajeev Kumarapuram 

Sources: Indian Society of Heating, 
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning 
Engineers; McKinsey & Co

AT HOME
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New Delhi: India’s weekly
tally of Covid-19 cases has
dropped by 15% from its
peak during the September
7-13 period. This week’s tally,
at 5,50,545, was also 6.8%
lower than the count in the
previous week. 

In absolute numbers,
some 39,000 less cases were
reported this week as com-
pared with the previous one.
Last week (September 21-27),
the fall was higher at nearly
50,000. The highest number
of new cases recorded in In-
dia during a week was
6,45,014 (September 7-13).

Similarly, this week’s
death toll was lower by 511
(6.6%) as compared with the
last. The drop was similar in
the previous week at 521
(6.4%). Overall, deaths were
down nearly 13% this week
from the peak seen two
weeks earlier.

On Sunday, 77,100 new in-
fections were registered in
the country, a slight rise
from 75,186 recorded on the
previous day. These are the
lowest daily numbers re-
ported on any day except
Mondays in the end of Au-

gust. While the long week-
end — Friday, Gandhi Jayan-
ti, was a public holiday —
may have played a role in
keeping the numbers low, a

clearer picture on the scale
of the decrease in infections
could emerge from Tuesday
onwards.

However, the virus con-

tinued to surge in several
parts of the country despite
the overall dip. Karnataka
logged 10,145 fresh cases on
Sunday, the third time in a
week that the daily tally had
exceeded the 10,000-mark. 

Kerala added as many as
8,553 coronavirus cases to its
overall case count, taking
the number of active cases
to 84,497 and the test positiv-
ity rate to 14.56%. The day al-
so saw the highest single-
day recoveries of 4,851.
Among the infected were 99
health workers.

Tamil Nadu recorded
5,489 new Covid-19 cases and
66 deaths on Sunday, taking
the case tally to 6,19,996 and
cumulative toll to 9,784.
There are 46,120 people still
under treatment for the vi-
ral infection. While all dis-
tricts recorded new cases,
five of them had more than
200 cases each.

The pandemic has not
shown any signs of letting
up in Rajasthan’s capital,
Jaipur. The city has report-
ed more than 400 cases for
the past seven days in a row.
In the last 24 hours, the state
reported 2,184 cases taking
the overall tally to 1,44,030.

511 fewer deaths than last wk
COVID CASES FALLING FOR 3 WEEKS
All India Cases/Week (In Lakhs)

Deaths/Week
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The report said time was
ripe for ramping up eco-
nomic activities. “Yet,

the declining positivity rate
at all-India level sets the stage
to further push up the fron-
tiers of economic recovery.
For this, all stakeholders need
to get into the act as remain-
ing restrictions on access and
mobility are further eased.
More than “social distanc-
ing” it is “self-protection with
due precautions” that better
fits into the context of ‘jaan
bhi aur jahaan bhi‘,” the
monthly report of the finance
ministry for September said.

It also said that a raft of
economic data in September
points to a steady recovery in
almost all sectors, while as-
serting that with the country
unlocking every day, the de-
mand resurgence is palpable

across segments.
“Economic indicators al-

lude to a steady recovery in al-
most all sectors, with some
sectors shooting above their
previous-year levels as well.
This is despite headwinds of

increasing Covid cases in
non-metro cities and rural ar-
eas and rising food prices.
Positive results from the im-
plementation of the Aatma-
nirbhar Bharat (AB) package
and unlocking of the econo-
my are evident in India’s
high-frequency real sector in-
dicators of September,” ac-
cording to the finance minis-
try’s monthly economic re-
view for September.

The Indian economy has
been hit hard by the lock-
down, with the GDP falling by
nearly 24% in the June quar-
ter pointing to sharp contrac-
tion for the full year. But the
unlocking of economic and
other activities has led to im-
provement in a majority of
economic indicators with
most displaying a narrowing
of sharp contractions seen in
previous months.

Full report on www.toi.in

Economic recovery gains
momentum after unlocking

Ranchi: Jharkhand education
minister Jagarnath Mahto re-
mained critical on Sunday with

non-invasive ve-
ntilator support
supplying his
100% oxygen ne-
eds after he tes-
ted positive for
Covid-19 last

month. Doctors treating him at
Medica hospital here said the 53-
year-old showed signs of margi-
nal improvement.

Medical director and critical
care head of the hospital, Dr Vi-
jay Mishra, said, “Mahato was
brought to our hospital on Octo-
ber 1 with 100% requirement of
oxygen. For the first time since
his admission, he has shown sli-
ght improvement.” Mahato has
history of cardiac ailments and
underwent an angioplasty in
2018.He tested positive on Se-
ptember 28. — Gaurav Pandey

Covid positive
J’khand edu min
critical, on 100%
oxygen support

New Delhi: Bollywood Actor
Sushant Singh Rajput’s fam-
ily lawyer Vikas Singh said on
Sunday that he was highly per-

turbed by the
AIIMS’ medico-
legal opinion
submitted to
the CBI and
would request
the CBI chief to

constitute a fresh forensic team
in the case. Casting aspersions
over the AIIMS medical board
ruling out murder in the death
of Rajput, the senior advocate
said how can the expert team
give a conclusive opinion in the
absence of the actor’s body.

“Highly perturbed with the
report. Going to request the CBI
director to constitute a fresh 
forensic team. How could AI-
IMS team give a conclusive re-
port in the absence of the body,
that too on such a shoddy post
mortem done by the Cooper
hospital (in Mumbai) wherein
the time of death is also not
mentioned,” he tweeted.

The AIIMS medical board
has ruled out murder in the
death of Sushant and termed it
“a case of hanging and death by
suicide,” the premier institute’s
forensic chief Dr Sudhir Gupta
said on Saturday.

The six-member team dis-
missed the claims of “poison-
ing and strangling”, with Dr
Gupta saying panel did not find
any trace of poison and drugs in
the viscera. AGENCIES

Will request CBI
chief for a fresh
forensic team:

SSR kin’s lawyer

New Delhi: Delhi government
has decided to extend the closure
of schools at least till October 31.
Under Unlock 5.0, the Centre has
allowed state governments to re-
sume physical classes at schools. 

CM Arvind Kejriwal has sa-
id that as a parent, he under-
stands the seriousness of the Co-
vid situation and it won’t be app-
ropriate to take risks with child-
ren’s health, said education mi-
nister Manish Sisodia. The dir-
ectorate of education, in a circu-
lar on Sunday, announced the sa-
me adding that online classes
and teaching-learning activities
will continue. TNN

Delhi schools
to stay closed
till October 31

The aim is to assess the ti-
me spent on paid and un-
paid activities both in ru-

ral and urban areas and the re-
sults are expected to provide
key inputs for policymaking
across various departments
and ministries.

In rural areas, males 6 years
and above spent an average of
554 minutes (9.2 hours) in sleep
and “related activities”, the sur-
vey showed, while females
spent a tad extra at 557 minutes. 

The survey also showed that
when it comes to eating and
drinking, males in rural areas
spent about 10 minutes more
than an average female — 103
minutes and 94 minutes respec-
tively. Men in cities too avera-
ged higher than women in this
category — 101 minutes for ma-
les and 97 minutes for females.

The Time Use Survey (TUS)
is the first-of-its-kind assess-
ment conducted by the National
Statistical office (NSO). It was

undertaken between January
and December of 2019 and was
spread over 5,947 villages and
3,998 urban blocks, covering
138,799 households (rural: 82,897
and urban: 55,902). 

According to the NSO, infor-
mation on time use was collec-
ted from each member of 6 ye-
ars and above of the selected ho-
useholds. A total of 447,250 per-
sons (rural: 273,195 and
urban174,055) were surveyed. It
covered the entire country ex-
cept the villages in Andaman
and Nicobar Islands, which are
difficult to access, as per NSO.

The survey has measured
participation and time spent 
by people in paid activities, un-
paid caregiving activities, un-
paid volunteer work, unpaid do-
mestic service producing acti-

vities, learning, socialising, lei-
sure and self-care activities
among others.

The results show that wo-
men spent more time for unpaid
domestic services for house-
hold members. In rural areas, it
was estimated at 301minutes for
females while it was 98 minutes
for males. 

The average time spent in a
day per participant for culture,
mass media and sports practi-
ces across the country was 165
minutes. In rural areas, males
spent on an average 162 minutes
while females spent 157 minu-
tes. In urban areas, it was 171mi-
nutes for males and 181minutes
for females.

The average time spent per
participant in socialising and
communication, community
participation and religious pr-
actice was estimated at 143 mi-
nutes at the national level. In ru-
ral areas, males spent 151minu-
tes on such activities while fe-
males spent 139 minutes. 

Full report on www.toi.in

Men also spend more
time eating, survey shows
� From P 1

Vaccine procurement
will be done centrally
and consignments

tracked real-time to ensure
they reach those who need it
the most and there is no black-
marketing. Outlining the pri-
ority accorded to healthcare

workers, Vardhan said the list
of frontline personnel will in-
clude government as well as
private sector doctors, nurs-
es, paramedics, ASHA work-
ers, surveillance officers and
many other occupational cat-
egories who are involved in
tracing, testing and treat-
ment of patients. This plan-
ning exercise is to be complet-
ed by end of October.

The government is keep-
ing an eye on immunity data
with regard to Covid-19 dis-
ease while finalising these
plans, Vardhan said. “Our

government is working
round-the-clock to ensure
that there is a fair and equita-
ble distribution of vaccines,
once they are ready. Our ut-
most priority is how to ensure
a vaccine for each and every-
body in the country,” he said. 

Full report on www.toi.in

Vaccine shipments to
be tracked real-time

Guwahati: In a move that po-
tentially opens up a whole new
vaccine debate, Assam has offi-
cially written to the Centre with
a skip-the-line request for early
Covaxin trials at Gauhati Medi-
cal College and Hospital instead
of waiting for the scheduled
third phase to begin, reports
Kangkan Kalita.

“All kinds of hurdles —
managerial or bureaucratic —
should be removed. We are all
waiting for the vaccine trials to
start quickly, seeing the death
toll going up,” a top official said,
confirming state health minis-
ter Himanta Biswa Sarma’s let-
ter to Union health minister Dr
Harsh Vardhan.

Dr Lakshmanan S, who
heads the National Health Mis-
sion in Assam, said the state’s
premier medical college had
been officially included as a site
for the Stage 3 clinical trials.
Phase 3 is generally a step be-
fore the marketing of a vaccine.

Full report on www.toi.in

Assam writes to
Centre: Advance
Covaxin trials in
state hospital

Pradeep Maharathy, 65,
senior BJD functionary and

seven-time MLA from Odisha’s
Pipli constituency, died of post
-Covid complications at a hosp-
ital here on Sunday. He had
tested positive on September 14
and was discharged after
testing negative on September
28. Two days later he was re- ad-
mitted to as his condition wor-
sened. He was put on ventilator
support on Saturday. Doctors
attributed his death to “multi-o-
rgan failure leading to cardiac
arrest”. He was cremated at
Swargdwar in Puri. TNN

Odisha MLA dies of
post-Covid issues

� From P 1

� From P 1

The first-of-its-kind Time
Use Survey — undertaken by
the NSO — was spread over
5,947 villages and 3,998
urban blocks in the country

MOVE TO PREVENT
BLACK MARKETING
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New Delhi: Revealing details of India’s vacci-
nation plans for Covid-19, Union health mini-
ster Harsh Vardhan said on Sunday the go-
vernment is expecting to receive and utilise
40-50 crore doses to cover 20-25 crore people by
July 2021 and has started working on plans to
ramp up human resource and training capaci-
ty on a massive scale.

The Centre has also asked the states to sub-
mit lists of populations that would receive the
vaccine on priority, especially health workers
engaged in Covid-19 management, Vadhan sa-
id during an interaction on social media cal-
led ‘Sunday Samvad’. 

US President Donald Trump
says from his hospital room 
that the next few days will 

be the “real test” of his 
treatment for Covid-19

A limited number of pilgrims 
circled Mecca on Sunday after 
Saudi Arabia partially lifted 
coronavirus restrictions that
had been in place for months 

Sinovac Biotech, Chinese pharma co 
that is planning to conduct mass 

trial of a Covid vaccine in 
Bangladesh, asks the Hasina 
govt to co-finance the initiative

Cleric-cum-politician Maulana 
Fazlur Rehman has been appointed 
chief of Pakistan Democratic 
Movement, an anti-govt alliance 
created to oust PM Imran Khan

UK PM Boris Johnson says he 
knows people are ‘furious’ over the 
way his govt has handled the 
pandemic, but warns that Covid 
will make for a ‘very tough’ winter

World 
Covid Numbers

Cases: 34.9 million
Deaths: 1,034,100

Times Interact | P 8
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Two Navy personnel, in-
cluding an officer, were

killed after their power
hand glider crashed during
a routine training exercise
in Kochion Sunday. A board
of inquiry has been ordered
by the Southern Naval Com-
mand. P5

Glider crash kills
two Navy men

KPS Malhotra, deputy di-
rector of NCB, who last

week questioned actors Dee-
pika Padukone and Rakul
Preet Singh, among others,
in the prevalence of drugs
in Bollywood case, has test-
ed positive for Covid. P 3

Officer probing
actors tests +ve

Monday’s GST Council
meeting will be a stor-

my affair with the Centre
and Opposition-ruled sta-
tes divided not just over
‘shortfall’ compensation,
but also on a dispute resolu-
tion authority being pus-
hed for by these states. P 11

GST meet to be
a stormy affair

If you have credit card lo-
ans or dues, the benefits

from “interest on interest”
waiver will be substantial
as interest rates range from
19.5-42.4% per annum. P 11

Card users to
gain more
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A sizeable number of Co-
vid patients in the state

still seem to be reaching ho-
spitals too late to be helped.
Of the 37,457 victims till Octo-
ber 2, at least 10,299 (27.5%) di-
ed within 48 hours of rea-

ching a hospital, report Bha-
vika Jain & Malathy Iyer.
Even in September—the
worst month so far, and over
six months into the pande-
mic —over 27% (2,681) of pati-
ents who died were admitted
in a critical state and suc-
cumbed within 48 hours. P 2

27% in Maha
died within 48
hrs in hospital 

New Delhi: India may have
crossed the Covid-19 peak, ca-
seload data for the 14-day pe-
riod from September 17 to 30
suggests, the finance ministry
said in a report while cautio-
ning the disease was far from
over and urging all stakeholde-
rs to push for economic recove-
ry as positivity rate improves.

The report said that during
this period, the seven-day mo-
ving average of daily positive
cases had steadily declined
from about 93,000 to 83,000 whi-
le the seven-day moving avera-
ge of daily tests rose from abo-
ut 1,15,000 to 1,24,000.

“Yet, the declining positivi-
ty rate at all-India level sets the

stage to further push up the
frontiers of economic recove-
ry. For this, all stakeholders ne-
ed to get into the act as remai-
ning restrictions on access
and mobility are further ea-
sed. More than “social distan-
cing” it is “self-protection with
due precautions” that better
fits into the context of “jaan
bhi, aur jahaan bhi”,” the
monthly report of the finance
ministry for September said.

It also said that a raft of eco-
nomic data in September po-
ints to a steady recovery in al-
most all sectors, while asser-
ting that with India unlocking
every day, demand resurgence
is palpable across segments.

Covid may have peaked, 
eco recovery on: Finmin

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

New Delhi/Patna: Citing
ideological differences with
CM Nitish Kumar, LJP on
Sunday quit NDA in Bihar,
clearing the way for JD(U)
and BJP to apportion the 243
seats for the polls. LJP wo-
uldn’t put up any candidate
against BJP, but would fight
JD(U), it said. Its decision cau-
sed few surprises as it had al-
ready snapped ties with JD
(U), rendering its presence in
the Bihar alliance untenable.

Though LJP chief Chirag

Paswan emphasised his faith
in PM Modi, BJP, which has
declared Nitish to be its CM
choice, found it impossible to
meet Paswan’s demand for 30
seats solely at its expense.

JD(U) may now ask BJP to

consider removing LJP from
the alliance nationally, saying
LJP’s presence at any level in
NDA will send a wrong signal
to the electorate.

Even as it took almost two
decades for Mumbai to

go from 3.2 lakh registered
vehicles in 1980-81 to a mil-
lion, and another decade to
cross 20 lakh in 2011-12, the
city will cross the 4-million
vehicles mark in just three
years after surpassing the
last million in 2016-2017. The
present vehicle population
of the city stands at 39 lakh,
of which 11 lakh are private
cars, 23 lakh two-wheelers
and 5 lakh others like autos,
aggregator cabs and buses,
but with Mission Begin
Again picking up steam, au-
tomobile sales are expected
to see a rise and cross 40
lakh before the end of the fi-
nancial year. Somit Sen re-
ports, P 3

No. of vehicles
in city to cross
4m by March 

Mumbai: Building construc-
tion in Mumbai is costliest in
India with developers paying
22 kinds of premiums and
charges that constitute at lea-
st a third of the project sale
price, according to the state-
appointed Deepak Parekh co-
mmittee report for the sector,
reports Nauzer Bharucha.

But there could soon be so-
me relief for city builders.
Last week, civic chief Iqbal
Chahal wrote to the state ur-
ban development depart-
ment, suggesting that all pre-
miums, levies and cess char-
ges by BMC be reduced by
50% for one year or up to De-
cember 31, 2021. “All political
parties in BMC are on board,”
he told TOI.

Levies make up 1/3rd of
bldg cost, may be halved

22Premiums collected in
Mumbai under various 

heads. It’s 10 in Bengaluru, 
5 in Delhi and 3 in Hyderabad

 With respect to govt 
charges, Mumbai city 
is 13x more expensive 
than Delhi for residential and 
34x for commercial properties

PREMIUM CITY

Maharashtra reported the
highest number of cor-

ruption cases for a third year
straight. NCRB data shows 891
cases were reported in the sta-
te last year, with Rajasthan a
distant second (424). However,
the conviction rate in Maha-
rashtra was a measly 15%. P 2

Maha reports most
graft cases for 3rd yr

� See Opp Page �Relief for one year, P 4

CEO CORNER

HARSH GOENKA
CHAIRMAN | RPG ENTERPRISES

This is a great opportunity 
for India to attract big cos 
wanting to quit China. 
For that, we must remove 
the complex web of laws 
and procedures

P 11

➤ LJP’s action seen as a 
bid to unseat CM Nitish 
Kumar & echoes its 
campaign: “Modi se koi 
bair nahin, Nitish 
tumhari khair nahin” 
(We don’t have a grudge 
against Modi, but will 
teach Nitish a lesson)

➤ LJP will adopt the ‘Manipur 
model’, party says and fight 
the election alone and will 
form govt with BJP after it 

➤ Stand of LJP chief 
Chirag Paswan (L) to 
fight JD-U candidates, 
but not BJP is good news 
for BJP, but a worry for 
JD(U) as this may dent 
its chances & tip balance 
of BJP-JD(U) alliance

➤ Sources say BJP will keep 
121 seats & JDU 122, from 
which it will have to spare 5-6 
to HAM. So BJP may end up 
fighting more seats than JD-U

WILL FORM GOVT WITH BJP AFTER POLLS: LJP

�Former RJD neta killed, wife
names Tej, Tejashwi in FIR, P 8

�BJP to now take a fresh
look at list of nominees, P 8

� ‘For BJP-led govt’, P 8

� Shipments to be tracked: See Opp Page
� 511 fewer deaths: See Opp Page

� Odisha MLA dies of Covid complications
� Advance Covaxin trials in state hosp: Assam

20-25cr to get corona
vaccine by July: Govt

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

States Asked To Submit
Priority Lists: Vardhan

Amit.Bhattacharya@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Covid-19 infections in India
continued to fall for the third straight week,
adding to the growing evidence that the pan-
demic may now be past its peak in the count-
ry, at least for now. India recorded just over
5.5 lakh cases during the September 28-Oc-
tober 4 period, the lowest tally in five weeks.

The weekly death toll from the virus fol-
lowed a similar trend. The country recorded
7,143 fatalities in the last seven days, the lo-
west in four weeks, as per data collated from
state governments. This was the second
straight week of fall after fatalities had pea-
ked at 8,175 during the September 14-20 week.
The weekly toll has fallen by 13% since then.

7-day Covid count
lowest in 5 weeks

New Delhi:Congress-gover-
ned states are likely to call a
special assembly session to
pass a law to override the
three central farm Acts that
have triggered an opposition
from farmers in some states.

The Congress has drafted
a model Act to neutralise the
farm laws passed by Parlia-
ment recently, with provi-
sions that a crop cannot be
purchased at a price lower
than MSP. The claim of far-
mers as well as the political
opposition is that the new
laws will end the regime of
minimum support price
(MSP) and put the farmers at
the mercy of corporates.
Congress chief Sonia Gand-
hi had asked the party-ruled
states to explore ways to
block the central laws. TNN

To block farm
laws, Cong

states to call
spl sessions 

New Delhi:How much time
do Indians spend sleeping,
eating, engaging in perso-
nal hygiene, and in religio-
us and social activities?

A first-of-its-kind survey
by NSO reveals how people
spend their time in a typical
24-hour day, with the average
urban male sleeping for 534
minutes (8.9 hours), while fe-
males sleep marginally more
at 552 minutes (9.2 hours). Ur-
ban women, however, spend
more time doing unpaid do-
mestic services—averaging
293 minutes (4.8 hrs)— while
males put in 94 minutes (1.5
hrs), reports Surojit Gupta.

Indians sleep for
about 9 hours a
day, finds NSO

�Cong’s model Act, P 8

� Mum to increase domestic
flights by 50% next week, P 3
� Final orders in city bars at
12.30am, open till 1.30am, P 2

� See Opp Page

JD(U) May Seek
LJP’s Ouster At
National Level

LJP quits NDA in Bihar, but
will support BJP after polls

Dipak Dash, Akhilesh Singh 
& Abhay Singh TNN
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Mumbai: More than six months
into the pandemic, at least one in
four patients dying in Maharash-
tra seem to be reaching hospitals
at too late a stage to be helped.
Blame it on lack of awareness or
reluctance to avail public health-
care facilities, but 10,299 of the
37,457 Covid victims (27.5%) in
the state till October 2 were ad-
mitted in a critical state and died
within 48 hours of reaching ho-
spital.

In September, the worst
month in terms of caseload (5.5
lakh cases) and toll (9,910 deaths),
more than 27% (2,681) patients di-
ed within 48 hours before doctors
or medicines could make an im-
pact.

Maharashtra is the worst-hit
state in cases as well as fatalities.
The state has reported 14.3 lakh
Covid-19 cases till date. And the
Centre has pointed to delay in re-
porting (on the part of citizens)
during Covid-19 reviews held pe-

riodically. 
Public health minister Rajesh

Tope admitted that six months in-
to the pandemic, there is still lack
of awareness about the disease
and its symptoms in smaller citi-
es and rural areas. "A large num-
ber of deaths from smaller cities
and rural areas happen within a

few days of being admitted due to
this," said Tope. 

However, a review of deaths
in the relatively urban Thane cir-
cle last month also revealed the
same trend: up to 30% of patients
died within two days of hospitali-
zation. Dr Avinash Supe, former
KEM dean who heads the BMC

panel analyzing Covid mortality,
said while some delay testing due
to fear, many do so because they
believe their symptoms may be
due to some other condition or vi-
rus. “But this leads to a costly de-
lay,’’ added Dr Supe.

A senior state government of-
ficial said that there is still a lot of

social stigma attached to being
Covid-positive. 

“The state government’s ‘My
Family My Responsibility’ cam-
paign was launched on Septem-
ber 15 to tackle such gaps in our
Covid response,” said a senior
public health department offici-
al. Under the campaign, health te-
ams visit homes for early detec-
tion and to ensure testing and tre-
atment are carried out in time.

Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray has also directed dis-
trict administrations to boost
public’s confidence in govern-
ment-run Covid-19 facilities.
“Even in smaller cities such as
Beed and Latur, people look for
private hospitals for two to three
days before reaching govern-
ment facilities in a critical state,"
said a senior official from Au-
rangabad.

A state official said over 11
lakh people have been treated and
discharged from public hospitals
so far -- information that must be
publicised to enhance confidence
in the system. 

1 in 4 Covid victims admitted 48hrs before death

30% OF SEPT VICTIMS IN 60-69 AGE GROUP

Age-wise analysis of Sept deaths showed 60-69 
age group formed  biggest chunk of patients

age accounted for 20% 
of mortality last month

Every 3rd death was of 
a patient in their sixties, 
every 4rth victim was in 
his/her seventies

of the total 

9,910 deaths 
were in the 60-69 
age group

60-69 50-59

70-79

3,003

2,397

1,992

age group seems most vulnera-
ble to Covid-19 pandemic

of these 
elders were 
women

were 
women

923

704

555
1,437

2,080 were men

(24%) of 
Sept toll

more than
double 1,693

were men

men

women

age group 
accounted 
for

deaths in 50-59 group

No.1 In Fatalities, Maharashtra Is Still Unable To Ensure Early Testing Or Hospital Admission

The Navi Mumbai Municipal
Corporation (NMMC) issued

lockdown orders in 11containment
zones, to prevent the spread of Co-
vid. The lockdown will be in force
till October 31. Concerned civic offi-
cials have been instructed to ensure
containment norms are strictly fol-
lowed. The 11containment zones in-
clude densely populated areas of
Nerul village, Sector 10 and 19 of Ne-
rul, Sector 50 of Belapur, Darave
Gaon, Vashi Gaon, Sector 28 of Vas-
hi, Sector 3 and 19 of Sanpada, Sec-
tor 10 of Airoli, and Bindumadav
Nagar of Digha. — B B Nayak

11Navi Mum hotspots
in lockdown till Oct 31

Bhavika Jain & 
Malathy Iyer TNN

Mumbai:For the second con-
secutive day, the state kept
new Covid-19 cases well be-
low 15,000 on Sunday, though
the city kept up its streak of
adding over 2,000 new cases
for the fifth day.

The state reported 13,702
new cases and 326 deaths, ta-
king the total caseload to
14,43,409 and the death toll to
38,084. The state discharged
more people than it added
new cases — 15,048 people we-
re discharged, taking the to-
tal to 11.5 lakh and the rate of
recovery to 79.6%. 

In the city 2,402 cases were
reported, taking the tally to
2.12 lakh. There were 48 new
deaths recorded, taking the
toll to 9,108. The BMC update
said 38 of the deceased had co-
morbidities such as diabetes,
obesity and hypertension,
and 36 of the dead were above
the age of 60 years. 

The growth rate of Co-
vid-19 cases in the city betwe-
en September 27 and October
3, was 1.09% and the doubling
rate fell to 64 days after rising
to 66 a couple of days ago. 

BMC officials said there
was no dearth of beds, especi-
ally in the public sector, de-
spite the rise in cases. KEM
Hospital dean Dr Hemant
Deshmukh said beds were av-
ailable in all categories, in-
cluding ICUs. “We haven’t
crossed 200 in-patients with
Covid for a long time now tho-
ugh we have a capacity of aro-
und 500 Covid beds,” he said. 

The state did 75,908 tests
in 24 hours, taking the total to
71.1 lakh. The positivity rate
was 20.3%. The Mumbai Met-
ropolitan Region continued
to add the highest number of
cases in the state, and Pune

region the highest deaths. 
A total of 4,332 cases and

93 deaths were added in the
MMR on Sunday. The case tal-
ly increased to 4.9 lakh. The
total fatalities in the region
touched 16,297. 

Pune region added 3,408
cases and 95 deaths, taking
the tally there to 3.8 lakh and
toll to 8,262. 

The recovery rate in the
city rose to 82%, and in Kaly-
an-Dombivli it reached 90%.

In Navi Mumbai it was 88%
and in Thane, where guardi-
an minister Eknath Shinde
was discharged from a priva-
te hospital after undergoing
treatment for Covid-19, the re-
covery rate was 87%. 

In state, 15,048 discharged as
13,702 test positive for Covid

Sex-wise proportion 
of patients in the state 

in keeping with 
national trends

Analysis
available for 
13 L
cases. Study 
report as of 
9am, Oct 4

Cases per age group
% of total cases

As of Oct 4, Sunday

MMR LIKELY TO CROSS 5 LAKH CASES TODAY  
DAILY DISCHARGES HIGHER THAN CASES 

CORONAVIRUS

UPDATE

POSITIVE TREND:  The state registered a drop in cases on Sunday, 
when for the 8th day in a row, under 20,000 cases were reported

Male 
8.6 L
61% Analysis 

available 
for 

14 L
cases

Source: State government

Female  
5.4 L
39%

Distribution of Covid-19 cases in Maharashtra by age bracket

Testing: Pvt labs report more positives
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Of results

Maha Mumbai

New
Cases 13,702 2,109

Deaths 326 48

Total
Cases 14.43 L 2.14 L

Deaths 38,084 9,108

Discharged 11.5 L 1.76 L

  MAHARASHTRA   MUMBAI

2.55 L 28,108

Active 
cases

Case fatality 
rate (in %) 4.32.6

S L Shanth Kumar
Bhavika Jain & 

Malathy Iyer TNN

Mumbai: Even as the num-
ber of Covid-19 patients in the
city is rising once again on a
daily basis, the number of
post-Covid people reaching
out to doctors, even online, is
also going up.

“The most common comp-
laint is fatigue,” said Dr Ra-
hul Pandit, a member of the
state Covid taskforce, who
was among the first to start a
post-Covid OPD in the city at
Fortis Hospital in Mulund. 

Other complaints include
breathing difficulty and lack
of sleep. “We recently saw
three women whose hormo-
nal cycle was completely dis-
turbed after Covid,” he said.

While there are no central-
ized statistics about the num-
ber of recovered patients who
need medical help, many ho-
spitals and doctors are setting
up specialized service for
them. Many doctors and ho-
spitals offer online assistance
for post-Covid recovery.

Consider Dr Aashish
Contractor from H N Reliance
Foundation Hospital in Gir-
gaum who recently started
online rehabilitation service
for post-Covid patients. Many
of these patients are not com-
fortable travelling. They can-
not do intense treadmill type
of exercise. They need to be
monitored while being taught
breathing techniques and
gentle exercises. “We realised
monitoring can be done onli-
ne if we have high-quality vi-
deo and tools like heart rate
monitor,” said Dr Contractor.

A 63-year-old patient, who
was unable to carry out daily
activity for 6 weeks after reco-
very, needed only 3 weeks of

online rehabilitation to get
back on his feet. “He is now
back to his routine,” the doc-
tor added.

Covid-19, caused by SARS-
CoV-2 virus, is known to af-
fect many parts of the body —
right from causing headaches
to strokes to kidney failure.
Some studies have shown a
correlation between the
length of hospital stay for se-
verely ill Covid patients and
the time needed for the pati-
ent to normalise. 

“There is a subset of pati-
ents called ‘long-haulers’ who

need more oxygen support
and hospital stay,” said Dr
Pandit. They continue to have
symptoms like diarrhoea or
weakness for weeks after the-
ir recovery.

Many recovered patients
continue to need counselling
alongside physical rehabili-
tation. The uncertainty atta-
ched to Covid infection, along
with the economic uncertain-
ty, has led to anxiety and de-
pression among a group of pa-
tients. “We had to delay set-
ting up our post-Covid OPD
until we could find a counsel-
lor to join us,” said a doctor.

No. of survivors for
post-Covid e-rehab
increasing, say docs Mumbai: Two spells of thun-

dershowers accompanied by
lightning overnight led to
55.8mm rainfall in the 24 hours
ending at 8.30am on Sunday, at
the Indian Meteorological De-
partment (IMD) Santacruz ob-
servatory. This is the second hig-
hest 24-hour October rainfall in a
decade. The highest 24-hour Oc-
tober rainfall in the last ten years
was 71mm, recorded on October
13, 2011. The all-time high record
for the same is 140.8mm recorded
on October 04, 1988.

The city experienced loud
claps of thunder, lightning and
moderate showers between 5pm
and 8pm on Saturday, and 3.30am
to 5am on Sunday. Several Mum-
baikars took to social media to
post images and videos of the
lightning and thundershowers. 

In the last 24 hours (Satur-
day-Sunday), the Colaba obser-
vatory recorded 15mm rain. The
automatic weather systems at
various locations in the city sho-
wed that some suburbs of Mum-
bai, Thane, Navi Mumbai and
Kalyan received between 70mm
and 100mm rainfall overnight. 

The showers brought relief
as temperatures dipped. Santa-
cruz recorded a minimum tem-
perature of 22.6°C, 2.1° below
normal and down from 25.6°C on
the previous day. Similarly, the
maximum temperature of
29.5°C on Sunday was lower than
Saturday’s 32.8°C. The mini-
mum and maximum temperatu-
re at Colaba was also lower, at
24°C and 28.4°C respectively. The
city did not record any rainfall
on Sunday. 

“The weather systems were
indicating movement of intense
echoes over coast from the East
to West. This is the cycle of thun-
dershower clouds formation
and maturing,” said KS Hosali-
kar, deputy director general,
western region, IMD. TNN

City sees 2nd
highest 24-hr
October rain
in a decade

Mumbai: The Golden Temple
Mail rolled out with “better and
safer” features runs since Satur-
day. All coaches on Golden
Temple Mail trains are now
“lighter in weight, can accom-
modate more passengers and
can run at better speed, said a ra-
ilway official.

This Mail has been given
LHB coaches. The acronym
stands for the name of the Ger-
man company which has develo-
ped the coaches of these trains.

Besides, these LHB coaches
have “anti-climbing” features.
What it means is that in case of a
collision, coaches of this train
will not climb on top of one other. 

“The coaches are lighter in
weight, have higher carrying ca-
pacity and higher speed potenti-
al,” said chief spokesperson of
Western Railway, Sumit Thakur.
“...The upgrade will make a jour-
ney safer and comfortable.”

The coaches also have modu-
lar interiors and require less ma-
intenance, claimed Thakur.

This train, formerly called
The Frontier Mail, was the first
to get an air-conditioned coach
in 1934, he said, adding that the
LHB coaches are now another fe-
ather in its cap. —Somit Sen

Safer, comfy
ride on train

that got 1st AC
coach in 1934
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A
s a former drug and alcohol
addict, 44-year-old mara-
thoner Rahul Jadhav is well
aware of things people do to

run away from themselves. So, every
Tuesday, when this counsellor at
Pune-based deaddiction centre Muk-
tangan, appears on the screens of re-
covering addicts, the relapse-fearing
group listens with rapt attention to
his matter-of fact sermons on things
like ‘craving’, ‘positive substitutes’
and ‘anger management’.

These weekly online follow-ups
with discharged patients are among
a host of virtual activities at the

sprawling deaddiction centre that
has cut down its admissions from 30 a
month to 15 in the wake of the pan-
demic. Social distancing guidelines
and precautionary protocol have led
deaddiction centres across the state
to limit admissions and resort to vir-
tual or on-phone counselling. Muk-
tangan, for instance, has not only
shifted the weekly in-person meet-
ings of spouses and children of pa-
tients to the web, but have also been
celebrating “sobriety birthdays” of
patients on a videoconferencing app.

“When the lockdown was put in
place, getting alcohol or substances
to abuse wasn’t easy. For a patient
with addiction issues, staying at a
residential facility is key as it en-

sures he doesn’t get access to drugs. If
apatient is going to be at home, there
are chances he could slip back to his
old habits and treatment would be in-
effective,” said psychiatrist Dr Sagar

Mundada, who did weekly video con-
sultations with each of his patients.
Very serious patients are being ad-
mitted after being tested and found
Covid negative. Mundada added that
in the current scenario, families of
patients have been coached on how to
be effective caregivers and counsel-
lors themselves at home. “What we
noticed is that some withdrawal pa-
tients stuck around for long term
while others vanished once their
symptoms went away. The latter is
most likely to have a relapse,” he said.

It is for this reason that Kripa
Foundation—a non-profit working
in the field of addiction since 38 years
—pushes addicts into attending vir-
tual meetings with others like them.

“We want them to listen to others’ sto-
ries. I have convinced people infected
with Covid to attend virtual Alcohol-
ics Anonymous meetings from their
hospital bed,” said Fr Joseph Perei-
ra, founder-trustee of the founda-
tion. In July, it had to temporarily
shut admission to their residential
facilities at Vasai and Bandra when
patients and staff got infected with
Covid and two members of the staff
died. “We have been flooded with re-
quests for virtual consulting in the
lockdown,” said Pereira. The non-
profit has seen an increase in female
patients during the lockdown. Their
telephonic helpline has also been
buzzing 10 times more than normal.

Something crucial is lost in the

transition, though. “Our main focus
at Muktangan is recovery through
family support so we used to encour-
age family meetings with the patient
in-person. Encouraging the same
level of bonding is tough online,”
said Sonali Kale, coordinator, Muk-
tangan. “Also, we cannot ask many to
share their stories or address their
problems as we used to due to time re-
strictions.” 

Some professionals have been
outrightly refusing to counsel pa-
tients online. “The number of enqui-
ries for video counselling from peo-
ple suffering from alcoholism and
sleeping pills abuse has increased.
But I don’t undertake online counsel-
ling as such cases can only be treated

in restricted environments,” said
Amit Chhabra, director of the Tru-
care Trust Rehabilitation Centre in
Thane. 

Given the rise in Covid cases in
Pune, Anatta Humanversity, a luxu-
ry rehabilitation centre, has recently
moved base to Dehradun. “We have
been getting enquiries from all over
India and from Sri Lanka, too, but the
air bubble does not allow for flights to
come in from there yet,” said Vanda-
na Hiranandani, administrative di-
rector and family therapist. Support
has been flowing on Anatta Queens, a
WhatsApp group that Hiranandani,
whose husband was a victim of ad-
diction, has been running for pa-
tients’ spouses and relatives.

Deaddiction counselling moves online to restrict group gatherings

VIRTUAL CHECK-IN: ROUTE TO RECOVERY

Sharmila Ganesan Ram & 
Nitasha Natu TNN

CURIOUS KITTY SEEKS BLESSINGS
Kaushik Naik

A kitten seems to admire an idol of goddess Ambe at a workshop in Malvani, Malad (west)

Mumbai: Mumbai University
will soon have its own Covid-19
testing laboratory. The facility,
which will be called the Infectio-
us Diseases Testing Laboratory,
aims to make the university
self-sustainable during a pande-
mic. Though not everyone is
convinced with the varsity’s de-
cision to act as a service provi-
der, the management council
has sanctioned Rs 4.5 crore
from the disaster management
fund, set up with contributions
from the student community. 

Part of the amount will also
be used for a brain-behaviour la-

boratory, which will study the
psychological implications of
the Covid pandemic.

A senior university official
said that testing will not be rest-
ricted to Covid-19, but will be ex-
tended to other infectious disea-
ses as well. “It will be part of a
larger health centre that will ca-
ter to the community in and aro-
und Kalina campus, which in-
cludes over 3,000 campus resi-
dents. The initiative was propo-
sed after taking the Governor’s
consent,” he said. The centre
will undertake research and
training too. A laboratory with
minimum bio-safety level-2
(BSL-2) is required for Covid-19

testing as per ICMR guidelines.
Auniversity official mentioned
at the meeting that the nanosci-
ence centre already has a BSL-2
laboratory, which can be repai-
red and made functional by in-
stalling the necessary equip-
ment required for Covid-19 diag-
nostic testing. 

Meanwhile, some academi-
cians have pointed out that pro-
viding services is not a univer-
sity’s mandate and that the pri-
mary focus should be on trai-
ning and research. “Also, if the
university had to set up a labo-
ratory, it could have sought fun-
ding from the government or
the local authorities. There was

no need to use the disaster ma-
nagement fund collected from
students for this purpose,” said
an educationist. The university,
however, clarified that the mo-
ney will be used from the inter-
est accrued and not from the
corpus. The official said the Go-
vernor has given a mandate to
all state universities to use the
disaster management fund to
offer deliverable solutions for
Covid-19.

Murlidhar Chandekar, V-C
of Amravati University, said
their laboratory became func-
tional in May. Nanded Universi-
ty was the first in the state to set
up a Covid testing laboratory.

Univ to set up `̀4.5cr Covid testing lab,
centre to map impact on mental health 
Yogita.Rao@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: The last order for
hard drinks in a bar can be pla-
ced at 12.30am. Restaurants
and bars will be open till
1.30am from Monday, said the
Association for Hotels and
Restaurants (AHAR).

Municipal commissioner
Iqbal Chahal said all guideli-
nes remained the same except
that patron presence will be li-
mited to 33% conpared to the
50% in the rest of the state.

AHAR said 50% of the res-
taurants and bars in the city
had already completed the sa-
nitisation of premises.

Customers will be scree-
ned for Covid-19 symptoms
such as high temperature, co-
ugh and cold. Putting on face
masks will be mandatory ex-
cept at the time of eating and
drinking.

Hotels, food courts and res-
taurants can operate at 33% of
their capacity.

All restaurants, bars and
cafes will have to regularly
screen their employees for Co-
vid-19, ensure use of masks,
and disinfect the premises
twice a day.

Drink orders
till 12.30am,
bar closing
time 1.30am

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Navi Mumbai will soon get a
medical officer of health,

said civic chief Abhijit Bangar.
“We have requisitioned for head
of health department with the
government...There are a few
aspirants...we will soon pick the
right candidate.” The post has
been vacant since two months
despite the rise in Covid cases in
the region. —B B Nayak 

‘NMMC to soon get
health dept head’

TIMES NEWS NETWORK
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Mumbai: The special inves-
tigation team (SIT) that ar-
rested four police constables
for the March 30 death of a Vi-
le Parle man, Raju Devendra
(22), in Juhu has dropped the
murder charge and invoked
the lesser charge of culpable
homicide not amounting to
murder against them in the
chargesheet submitted befo-
re the Andheri Metropolitan
Magistrate Court recently.

The SIT had initially re-
gistered the FIR and arrested
the four constables, Santosh
Desai (48), Digambar Chavan
(39), Ananda Gaikwad (37)
and Ankush Palve (35), under
the sections for murder, un-
lawful assembly and rioting
in the Indian Penal Code.

The case has now been
committed to the sessions co-
urt, where the accused will
have to be produced in person
or through video-conferen-
cing on October 13. The trial
will be conducted before the
sessions court.

The accused are lodged in
Taloja jail. They have submit-
ted bail pleas before the ses-
sions court and these will be

heard this week.
The over-450-page char-

gesheet filed before the ma-
gistrate court included the
Cooper Hospital post-mor-
tem report that showed mul-
tiple internal injuries and
brain haemorrhage suffered
by the victim that led to his
death. The four constables
were suspended after they
were arrested by the SIT on
September 9.

The SIT was formed un-
der the supervision of ACP
Milind Khetle on August 18 by
police commissioner Param

Bir Singh based on the order
sent to him by the Bombay
high court to investigate De-
vendra’s killing.

The police have recorded
the statements of the victim’s
family as part of the eviden-
ce, supporting it with techni-
cal evidence like CCTV and
the medical report. The evi-
dence also includes the fibre
sticks allegedly used by the
accused to assault the victim.

ACP Khetle said on Sun-
day that the chargesheet had
been filed but declined furt-
her comment.

The SIT submitted its in-
vestigation report before the
high court on September 21
saying the four policemen tri-
ed to pass the death off as a ca-
se of mob lynching triggered
by Devendra’s attempt to en-
ter a house to commit theft. 

“The CCTV footage from
the spot showed no mob lyn-
ching. The four policemen
were found thrashing De-
vendra, based on which the
arrest was made for murder
and rioting. Earlier, the Juhu
police registered a false case
against eight unidentified
persons and showed it as a ca-
se of mob lynching after an
FIR that said the mob attack-
ed the victim thinking he had
come for house-breaking. La-
ter, the SIT went through the
CCTV footage and found no
mob lynching but a clear case
of assault by the four police-
men leading to the victim’s
death,” a police officer said.

Devendra’s elder brother
Manikam said the SIT had re-
corded his statement and that
of his brother Shankar and
their mother on September 2
and a week after that it had ar-
rested the four police cons-
tables. “We want justice to be
done,” he said.

SIT kills murder section against
4 constables in Juhu death case

IT’S CULPABLE HOMICIDE NOW

All four constables 
arrested by SIT on Sept  9

Subsequently suspended

Decision on termination 
from force will depend on 
whether they are proved 
guilty in case or not

As far as charges go, 
murder section in FIR has 
been diluted to culpable 
homicide not amounting to 
murder in chargesheet

Age | 22

Residence |
Chawl in Vile 
Parle (west)

Family | Two 
brothers and an elderly mother

Family claim | Elder brother 
Manikam says his brother was 
a wireman by profession and 
police framed him in false case

Police claim | Devendra had a 
criminal history

ACTION ON 4 COPS SO FAR DECEASED RAJU 
DEVENDRA

V Narayan & 
Rebecca Samervel TNN Mumbai: Maharashtra has

reported the highest number
of corruption cases against
public servants for three years
in a row, from 2017 to 2019. 

According to the latest data
released by the National Cri-
me Records Bureau (NCRB),
891 graft cases were reported
in Maharashtra in 2019; Rajast-
han came a distant second
with 424 cases. The conviction
rate in Maharashtra, however,
has been a measly 15% in both
2018 and 2019. 

According to the NCRB da-
ta, though corruption cases re-
duced by 5% between 2018 and
2019 in Maharashtra, the state
still accounts for 21% of all
graft cases recorded in India in
2019. Anti-corruption bureau
(ACB) officers attribute the
high number to their policy of
not dithering and setting up a
trap soon after a complaint is
verified as authentic. 

The north-eastern states of
Sikkim, Mizoram and Naga-
land reported the least num-
ber of corruption cases—zero,
two and one, respectively—in
2019. But former Maharashtra
ACB chief Pravin Dixit poin-
ted out that just because a state
reports fewer corruption ca-

ses does not necessarily mean
its public servants are honest.
“There’s a possibility that the
people might not be sufficient-
ly aware. The Maharashtra
ACB has publicised its websi-
te, app and helpline. Online
complaints are also recorded.
People believe their grievance

would be heard,” he added.
The low conviction rate in

Maharashtra is a result of de-
lay in cases coming up for trial
and quality of investigation fo-
und lacking, said legal eagles.
“The most crucial part in a cor-
ruption case is establishing
that there was a demand for

money. Merely nabbing a pub-
lic servant with currency is
not enough,” said advocate VN
Shinganapurkar. “The panch-
nama should record the exact
sequence of events and even
minutest details shouldn’t be
left out. Not following procedu-
ral requirements could cost
the case.”

Lawyers said some comp-
lainants may be acting out of
frustration or seeking vendet-
ta. “As a case drags in court,
the complainant either goes
hostile or reaches a truce with
the accused and gives state-
ments that won’t help the case
to be proven beyond reasonab-
le doubt,” advocate Ashwin
Thool said. “But scrupulous
investigations, for instance, a
demand of the bribe recorded
on audio coupled with a red-
handed acceptance of the bri-
be could secure a conviction.”

Madhya Pradesh has done
better than Maharashtra with
a 73% conviction rate in 2019
out of the 333 cases where tri-
als were completed. 

As far as departmental ac-
tion in Maharashtra is concer-
ned, 21corrupt public servants
were dismissed from service,
28 were awarded major pu-
nishment and 42 were given
minor penalties.

Maha leads in graft cases for 3rd yr
in row, but logs 15% conviction rate

NCRB REPORT 2019 
(No. of cases under the Prevention of 
Corruption Act and Indian Penal Code)  

STATES WITH MINIMUM CASES

STATES WITH MAXIMUM GRAFT CASES

Maha

Raj

TN

K’taka

Odisha

MP

2018
2019

                                     936

               372

        264

              378

                  429

       256

                               891

                424

               418

             379

           353

         318

Source: 
NCRB

2018
4,129

2019
4,243

Mizoram Nagaland

7

16

1 2

INDIA

SIKKIM reported ZERO CASES
in 2018 and 2019 

Nitasha.Natu@timesgroup.com

FOUR MILLION VEHICLES BY NEXT MARCH
MUMBAI’S ROADS WILL BE CLOGGED WITH

From 3.2 lakh registered vehicles in 1980-81, it took two dec-
ades for Mumbai to reach the 10 lakh mark and just a decade 
to cross 20 lakh vehicles. And with increased consumer 
spending and easy EMIs, it took just 5 years for the city to add 
another 10 lakh vehicles on its roads, and just 3 years more to 
reach close to the 40 lakh mark. Somit Sen reports

VEHICLES IN CITY

Cars
Two-

wheelers 
Other 

vehicles

 The average speed of 
vehicles in Mumbai has 
come down to 20 kmph 
from 45 kmph a few 
years ago

 Two-wheelers, 
app-based cabs and school 
buses registered the maxi-
mum growth in recent years

 The number of two-
wheelers is now more than 

double the number of 
private cars on roads

 Experts say there 
will be a further rise 

in the registration of bikes 
and scooters in Mumbai in 
the next few years

AVG SPEED IN CITY: 20KMPH
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Two-
wheeler 

28
Private car  

49

Auto, 
taxi 

13

Tempo, 
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8
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2

*Till Oct 4, 2020

Going by automobile sales 
in Mission Begin Again, the 
number of vehicles in the city is 
expected to cross 40 lakh before 
the end of the fi nancial year

  Growth 
of vehicles in 
Mumbai

Figures 
in lakh

Mumbai:KPS Malhotra, depu-
ty director of Narcotics Con-
trol Bureau (NCB), probing the
prevalence of drugs in Bolly-
wood has tested positive for Co-
vid-19 Friday, said sources.

On September 28, Malhotra
and his team had questioned
actor Deepika Padukone, talent
manager Jaya Saha, actor
Sushant Singh Rajput’s former
manager, Shruti Modi, actor
Rakul Preet Singh and film pro-
ducer Madhu Mantena. 

Officials were not willing to
comment if they would advise
the celebrities to take a Covid
test or undergo home quaran-
tine. In mid-September, around
20 officers of the NCB had test-
ed positive.

Malhotra, who is attached
to the NCB’s Delhi office, was in
Mumbai as part of the investi-
gation. Director general of the
NCB, Ashok Jain, zonal direc-
tor Sameer Wankhede and
eight other officers who came
in contact with Malhotra have
home quarantined themselves,
sources said. 

Sources said Malhotra was

present at the meeting held this
past Wednesday and Thursday
which was attended by Jain
and Wankhede. None of the of-
ficers were available for com-
ment. 

While Malhotra, an officer
of Delhi Andaman Nicobar Is-
land Police Service (DANIPS),
is probing the consumption of
drugs in Bollywood, the second
case pertaining to the role of
Rhea Chakraborty, her brother
and others for alleged procure-
ment and financing of drugs
for Sushant Singh Rajput is be-
ing probed by Wankhede.

NCB officer who
questioned actors

tests Covid +ve
Ahmed.Ali@timesgroup.com

Deepika Padukone 

Mumbai: A team of J J Marg
police personnel, disguised as
food delivery boys, landed at a
posh housing complex in Beng-
aluru on Saturday, to catch a
man accused of rape. The accu-
sed was taken into custody.

The complainant, who
works as a manager at a health
club in Andheri, said the accu-
sed had promised to marry her.
The 28-year-old met the accu-
sed, Mohammad Shaukat, onli-
ne. He had claimed to be a foot-
baller from Punjab. On his visit
to Mumbai, he went the the wo-
man’s health club to meet her.
He also met her relatives and
their marriage was fixed. 

“He took her to a hotel in
Goregaon, tied her hands and
raped her,” said an officer. He
then went to her home in J J
Marg, and raped her there. Per
the complaint, he then deman-
ded Rs 2 lakh to marry her. The
woman told the police he had
taken pictures of her, which he
threatened to use to defame her.
Even after the money was gi-
ven to him, he refused to marry
her, said the police.

“The accused was staying
in Bengaluru with a woman.
We will interrogate him,” said
an officer. — Mateen Hafeez

Mum cops pose
as delivery boys
in B’luru, arrest
rape accused

Mumbai: Change of venue and smaller
idols will mark Durga Puja this season, in
keeping with the state’s guidelines. Certa-
in pandals decided to forgo the idols of Ma
Durga and her children altogether, and
worship a symbolic urn instead. Durga Pu-
ja will be performed from October 21-25.

Taking the lead in adapting to the new
normal is the Bombay Durga Bari Samiti,
the oldest Puja pandal in the city at 91years.
Its venue has been shifted from the spacio-
us Tejpal Hall near August Kranti Maidan
to the smaller Sangam Hall, Marine Lines,
as there will be no guests and no bhog dis-
tribution. Its artisans from West Bengal
were unable to make the annual trip to
Mumbai to craft the clay idol. “For the first
time in 91years, we are having a ceremoni-
al ‘ghot pujo’ instead of a ‘moorti pujo’.
Ghot pujo involves worshipping an urn
that symbolises the goddess. No guests will
be allowed in the pandal,” said Samiti pre-
sident Susmita Mitra. “It will truly be a
‘ghoroa pujo’ (homely worship) as devote-

es will get to enjoy it from the comfort and
safety of their homes.”

“Our rituals including pushpanjali,
aarti, Sandhj puja and Goddess’ bhog will
be digitally broadcast on social media. In
house artist Arunima Bhattacharya is cre-
ating a 3D backdrop of Ma Durga and her
children,” said Mitali Poddar, convenor of
the idol committee. Chairperson Jayati
Dasgupta said any cultural programmes
they host will be live streamed too. The
backdrop will be ‘Ek Chaler’, which means
all idols are surrounded by one ‘halo’.

The Juhu Philanthropic Association
shifted venue to Aram Nagar, Versova, and
will install a small 3.5ft idol in keeping with
guidelines, said organiser Mrinal Ray. “We
will minimise the number of visitors to fol-
low social distancing norms,” he said.

Bengal Club in Shivaji Park will install
a small 4ft idol for its 85th Durga Puja. The
other deities’ moortis will span 2-3ft. Spo-
kesman Joy Chakraborty said, “The puja
will be performed with full rituals and bro-
adcast live on digital platforms. No gathe-
rings will be allowed. Worshippers can of-
fer pushpanjali online only. All donations
will be accepted online through bank
transfer or payment banks. Prasad will be
despatched to devotees by courier.”

Media incharge Prasoon Rakshit said
charity funds would be set aside for the
CM’s Covid relief effort and for the club’s
free lunch and school uniform distribu-
tion. He said, “We will not organise the sar-
vajanik dhunuchi dance and sindoor khe-
la as of now (unless the government grants
permission later). There will be no bhog,
stalls or exhibition to avoid crowds.”

Smaller venues, symbolic worship
to mark Durga Puja amid pandemic

Bella.Jaisinghani@timesgroup.com
File pic

Mumbai: A 23-year-old man
from Navi Mumbai has been
arrested for allegedly stea-
ling gold and other valuables
after breaking into at least 13
houses in the Khar danda lo-
cality. His accomplice from
Kolkata, Saddam Shaikh ali-
as Bengali (22), who used to
fly down to melt the stolen
gold, has also been arrested.

The accused, Samir Khan,
a school dropout, used the
money to buy high-end cars,
bikes, to pay Rs 15,000 rent for
a flat in a plush housing
complex in Kamothe. and
sent money to his parents in

Delhi for monthly expenses. 
An officer from Khar poli-

ce station said stolen gold
worth Rs 8 lakh, a Skoda car,
racing bike and other electro-
nic goods have been recove-
red from Khan.

Khan used to pay Shaikh
for the air fare to melt the sto-
len gold chains and convert
them into gold biscuits
which, in turn, were sold to
unsuspecting jewellers. 

“Khan was nabbed after
the police learnt that he was
splurging on girls and drove
them around in high-end
cars,” said a police officer.

An officer said that Khan
used to do a recce in his high-

end cars before zeroing in on
a flat to be broken into. He
used to change the cars often,
said the office. 

During his interrogation,
Khan told the police of Sha-
ikh’s role and that he was pa-
id 10% commission to make
the gold biscuits. The police
then made Khan speak to
Shaikh on a WhatsApp call
and made Khan show him
photos of gold ornaments
which needed to be melted.
The police said they had ar-
ranged air tickets worth Rs
12,000 for Shaikh, 

Shaikh fell into the trap
and took a flight from Kolkata
last week. He was arrested as

soon as he arrived at the
Mumbai from Kolkata. “Sha-
ikh believed Khan and accep-
ted to come to Mumbai after
we sent him details of the
flight ticket on WhatsApp,” a
police officer told TOI on the
condition of anonymity.

After witnessing a series
of break-ins in Khar locality,
additional commissioner of
police Sandeep Karnik super-
vised DCP Abhishek Trimuk-
he who led the team—Khar
police senior inspector Gaja-
nan Kabdule, sub-inspector
Sachin Trimukhe and others-
—who nabbed Khan. 

Khan and Shaikh are no-
win police custody. 

Man stole gold to splurge on girls, bikes &
cars; paid airfare of aide who melted metal

V.Narayan@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: Malvani police on
Sunday arrested a 40-year-old
homemaker for allegedly bran-
ding her six-year-old niece’s
private parts with a hot spoon
for spending Rs 10 on chocolate
instead of buying chicken li-
ver. Police said the accused tied
up the girl’s hands and stuffed
a towel in her mouth before
branding her several times.

The girl is recuperating at
KEM Hospital. The victim was
living with her aunt since she
was three months old after her
mother died and her alcoholic
father abandoned her. 

The accused’s sister-in-law

lodged a complaint on Satur-
day, said Malvani police in-
spector Arjun Rajane.

The accused has been boo-
ked for attempt to murder and
criminal intimidation under
the Indian Penal Code as well
as under the Pocso Act and
Child Labour Act. She will be
produced in court on Monday. 

The incident took place on
September 29 when the accu-
sed sent the girl to the market
with Rs 50 to buy chicken. Cops
said the aunt got upset when
the girl returned home with
chocolate instead of buying
chicken liver with the balance
money. She allegedly tied up
the girl’s hands, gagged her

and branded her. In her comp-
laint, the sister-in-law said,
“She used to make my niece do
household work and beat her
up for small mistakes. On Sa-
turday, I dropped in to check on
the child. I saw that she was in a
lot of pain. After a lot of coax-
ing she told me what had happ-
ened and showed me the burns
on her private parts. She said
her aunt had threatened her
with dire consequences if she
told anyone about the assault.” 

She took her niece to the po-
lice station and lodged a comp-
laint. Cops got the girl admit-
ted at Shatabdi Hospital. She
was later shifted to R N Cooper
Hospital and then to KEM. 

Woman brands 6-yr-old niece’s
pvt parts with hot spoon, held
V.Narayan@timesgroup.com

Thane: The Thane police are
likely to deploy drone cameras
to check inaccessible areas, in-
cluding the mangroves skirting
the Thane-Vashi creek, in their
continued efforts to find the bo-
dy of Rakesh Patil (30), Thane
corporator Manik Patil’s son
who was allegedly shot dead by
his stepbrother Sachin on Sep-
tember 20 and dumped in the wa-
ters at Vashi creek. 

The manual search opera-
tion, involving scuba divers and
local fishermen, has yielded no
results. “It is possible that the bo-
dy may have got trapped in the
dense mangroves, but as access
is dangerous, we may deploy
drone cameras after consulting
seniors,” said Kasarwadavli po-
lice inspector Pradeep Ugale.

Thane police said they have
reached out to their counter-
parts in Raigad considering the
possibility of the body being
swept away there due to strong
currents during the recent
downpour. Meanwhile, police
got an extension of the remand
of Sachin and his driver for two
days. —Manoj Badgeri

Drones to help
look for body
of neta’s son

in mangroves? 

Mumbai: A 19-year-old girl who
had filed a case of rape against a
28-year-old man she met during
lockdown, was found hanging in
her home on Friday. A resident of
Nalasopara, the girl was haras-
sed by the police and neighbours
over the incident, said her mot-
her. The girl’s mother refused to
take custody of her body. She
was cremated only after additio-
nal police superintendent Vijay-
kant Sagar assured that action
would be taken. A departmental
inquiry has been initiated.

The girl had tried to elope
with the accused, a mineral wa-
ter delivery boy. They engaged in
sexual relations, but could not
get married as temples were
shut. She came home and told
her mother, who said she would
get them married, but the accu-
sed turned down the plan. The
girl filed a rape case on Septem-
ber 29, following which he was
arrested. In a suicide note, the
girl said women in the neighbo-
urhood had taunted her for try-
ing to elope, and that she did not
get support from the police on
her rape complaint. Her mother
said the officer used abusive
language and asked her “demea-
ning” questions, which drove
her to suicide..— Sandhya Nair

‘No support’
from police on

rape complaint,
teen hangs self
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The alacrity with which the anti-corruption
bureau goes after low-ranking public servants caught accepting
bribes should also extend to cases involving the big fish. When
prosecution of those in charge of entire departments or handling
plum assignments is delayed, it demotivates complainants from
coming forward. However, as the data suggests, Maharashtra is
relatively better at reporting corruption than most other states. 

TIMESVIEW:

New Delhi: Mumbai will so-
on have improved domestic
air connectivity with the sta-
te government agreeing to in-
crease daily flights by about
50%. Currently, 100 daily do-
mestic arrivals and as many
departures are allowed from
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj
International Airport
(CSMIA). This number is be-
ing increased to 150 daily do-
mestic arrivals and as many
departures from this month
— taking the number of 200
domestic arrivals-cum-de-
partures to 300, say people in
the know.

Airlines have been allo-
wed to add flights to and from
Mumbai whenever they can.
The increase should kick in
from early next week. Simi-
larly, Chennai — which cur-

rently allows 50 daily domes-
tic departures and as many
arrivals — is doubling these
numbers. Once these restric-
tions are relaxed, there is go-
ing to be a significant increa-
se in domestic air travel base,
said senior airline and air-
port officials.

This extended weekend
recorded healthy traveller
numbers. While October 2
saw 1,76,601 domestic pas-
sengers — the highest daily
number since scheduled
flights resumed on May 25

with 30,000 people flying wit-
hin the country on Day One. If
the pandemic spread remains
under control and states don’t
re-impose restrictions, the
aviation ministry expects do-
mestic air travel to return to
the pre-Covid level of over
three lakh daily passengers
between Diwali (November
14) and the year-end.

Delhi Airport has made
terminal 2 operational from
this month to allow more do-
mestic flights.

Recently Delhi and Mum-
bai airports made Covid tes-
ting facilities operational for
incoming international pas-
sengers so that a negative test
report can allow them to take
connecting domestic flights.
Airport operators have requ-
ested the government to al-
low testing against payment
for any passenger.

Mumbai to increase domestic
flights by 50% from next week
Saurabh.Sinha@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: A fire broke out on the
first floor of a ground-plus-three
storey residential building at
Masjid Bunder on Sunday after-
noon. Nine fire engines and se-
ven jumbo tankers were rushed
to the site and the fire at Ismail
building was brought under
control by late evening. 

No one was reported as inju-
red till the time of going to press.
Initially flagged as a level 2 fire, it
was later tagged as a level 3. TNN

Fire in bldg at
Masjid Bunder,
no one injured
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O
ne doesn’t have to
lie to tell an un-
truth. Of course,
lying is the most
direct and effi-

cient form of untruth, but there
are other ways too. For weeks
now, Indian state and much of
mainstream media has been
practicing a different tech-
nique, one which does not de-
pend on lying (although that
doesn’t stop it from doing so) but
has a similar effect.

It involves rescaling our
sense of reality by exercising
the power of disproportion.
Simply put, it involves sup-
pressing or ignoring certain
facts and amplifing others.
Make hitherto trivial events feel
momentous and diminish the
significance of others so that
they feel unimportant.
After all, there are no
universal standards for
judging what is impor-
tant and what is not. So
powerful mainstream
media can decide as to
what reality does it want
to make up for us. Not necessar-
ily through fake news, but by a
reinterpreted sense of what is
important and what can be ig-
nored or downplayed.

There are several elements
to this strategy. Apart from se-
lective suppression and magni-
fication, it involves recharacte-
rizing an issue so that its more
troubling aspects are down-
played. The relatively insignifi-
cant aspects of an important is-
sue are highlighted so as to give
a sense that it is not being ig-
nored while avoiding discuss-
ing the more problematic areas.
The emotional ante is upped for
trivial issues to an extent to
which it starts feeling like a life-
and-death issue. Media cover-
age is self-justifying, in that the
more an issue gets covered the
more important it seems.

The horrific Hathras rape
and murder, and the Sushant
Singh Rajput- Rhea Chakrabor-
ty case are excellent illustra-
tions of how this technique
works.

In the Hathras case, sup-
pression by the state has taken
on dimensions so monumental
that even the usually servile
media has taken note. To not al-
low the family a last glimpse of
their daughter, to tap their
phones and try and make them
undergo a narco test, to threaten
the family with dire conse-
quences in case they spoke up,
to ban any media interaction
and cordon off the whole vil-
lage, the list of autocratic ac-
tions taken to deny the problem
rather than address borders on
the unbelievable, even in to-
day’s times.

Then there is the attempt by
some to acknowledge the prob-
lem but in terms that minimises
it. It wasn’t really rape, because
no semen was found in the vic-
tim’s body. It’s not really about
caste, but a problem faced by all
women. It is terrible, but unless
unemployment is fixed, men
will get frustrated and commit
these heinous crimes. 

The other tactic is to try and
present a small non-issue as the
major problem. Why was a jour-
nalist trying to convince the par-
ents of the victim to complain
against the government? Isn’t
this a clear sign of a conspiracy?
Is the Opposition try to incite
rioting and wasn’t it imperative
for the state government to act
to prevent this from happening? 

Presenting the Bollywood

drug mafia as a defining issue
for the country shows this tech-
nique at work in a sophisticated
way. Since the only conceivable
charge that could be placed at
Rhea Chakraborty’s doorstep
had to do with her mention of
recreational drug use, weed has
become presented as an unmen-
tionable evil.

This is patently absurd. For
one, the use weed and its varia-
nts cuts across all strata of so-
ciety, from sadhus, Holi and
Shivratri revelers, students,
business executives, politicians
and people from Bollywood. It is
sold in licensed shops in parts of
the country and is part of our
cultural fabric. Opium use is
rampant in many parts of the
country as part of community
tradition. This doesn’t justify
any form of drug abuse, but one
can hardly pretend that the

mere mention of mari-
juana is a grievous
crime.

The frenzied emo-
tional manner of pre-
sentation, which bor-
ders on the psychotic,
serves to recalibrate our

sense of reality. The power of
disproportion when used con-
sistently is that we lose our
sense of bearings. We start asso-
ciating certain ideas and words
with blasphemy, and the mere
invocation of these is enough to
set us off, without regard to the
issue at hand. 

It has always been true that
our sense of reality has been
shaped by media. There are on-
ly so many things that we can
know through direct personal
observation and experience, so
we have to rely on someone
else’s account of what is hap-
pening in the world to make
sense of it. It is obvious that any-
one taking on this mantle of dis-
tilling events all around us into

a few items of ‘news’, will even
when acting in good faith, will
impose their own frames of
what is important and what is
not.

As the market has become
more central to media, it has
embraced the popular with gus-
to, and its sense of proportion
has been increasingly guided by
what is more market friendly.
This does explain why a film ac-
tor’s suicide would evoke such
wall-to-wall coverage. One
would expect that this case
would hog headlines, but one
would also expect that the cover-
age would examine all possible
aspects of the case. After all,
sensationalism doesn’t care
about what story is told, as long
as it is titillating. What it does
not explain is the manner in
which the issue has been
framed and the deliberate at-
tempt to fashion a pre-deter-
mined narrative, one that has
been punctured decisively by
what should have been the basis
of any reports in the first place-
expert medical opinion. This is
not an example of market-dri-
ven sensationalism but of agen-
da-driven narrative building.

Both Hathras and the SSR
cases are examples of how the
manner in which we process re-
ality is being tampered with. A
world where we lose our sense of
proportion is one where we be-
come infinitely malleable to any
suggestion. We can be made to
believe anything, outrage on de-
mand and ignore the worst ca-
lamity that may lie all around
us. As is the case right now.

santosh365@gmail.com

The Power of
Disproportion

Arch political rivals from
Nagpur, BJP’s Devendra
Fadnavis and Avinash

Pandey of Congress will play a
crucial role in the upcoming
elections to the Bihar assem-
bly. While former CM Fadna-
vis has been entrusted with
drafting a poll strategy, Pan-
dey will be coordinating with
leaders of Rashtriya Janata
Dal and constituents of the
Mahagatbandhan.

Pandey was instrumental
in tackling the political crisis
in Rajasthan. During the Ma-
harashtra assembly elections
too, Pandey had set up war ro-
oms across the state and was
also part of the Congress com-
mittee which decided to join
hands with the NCP and Shiv
Sena and form the Mahavika-
saghadi. Fadnavis, on the
other hand, single-handedly
campaigned during the 2019
Lok Sabha and assembly elec-
tions. He had addressed a re-
cord 150 meetings during the
assembly elections and cove-
red more than 250 out of 288 as-
sembly constituencies. The
party had won 105 seats, emer-
ging as the single largest party.
Fadnavis has already embar-
ked on a massive campaign for

the Bihar polls. Fadnavis feels
the JD-U and BJP combine will
retain power, while Congress
feels the RJD-Congress combi-
ne will dislodge Nitish Kumar.

Relief for home minister
The AIIMS report submit-

ted to CBI stating Sushant
Singh Rajput had committed
suicide and was not murdered
has come as a huge relief to ho-
me minister Anil Deshmukh.
BMC’s Cooper Hospital too
had submitted a report to the

Mumbai police stating it was a
suicide, but doubts had been
raised over the credibility of
the civic hospital eventually
leading to the CBI probe. Desh-
mukh, who had reviewed the
investigations by the Mumbai
police as well as the reports
submitted by Cooper Hospital,
felt they had done a highly pro-
fessional job and there was no
scope for any cover-up. Desh-
mukh says the CBI can now
probe the abetment to suicide
angle, but his stand has been
vindicated.

Political rivals from
Nagpur prepare for
Bihar election battle

CITY CITY BANG BANG

Not Alone in Grief
Nearly 25 people in the city 

who have lost loved ones 
to Covid-19 are now less lone-
ly in their journey through 
grief  because of  Thane-based 
Dr Rajani Jagtap. Weeks after 
her husband and best friend 
Dr Shridhar Jagtap suc-
cumbed to the virus on July 
7, this 53-year-old chief  medi-
cal officer launched an online 
support group called ‘Staying 
Alive’ on August 23 to instil 
hope in others. “You don’t 
need to fight your grief  alone. 
Even though the virus ex-
pects you to maintain dis-
tance,” promised the digital 
poster of  the support group 
that now sees bereaved wives, 
husbands, sons and daugh-
ters meet, share their stories 
and ascend the various stages 
of  grief—denial, anger, bar-
gaining, depression and ac-
ceptance—virtually. Some are 
grappling with the sudden 
shock of  eating a meal alone 
while others are burrowing 
through paperwork after hav-

ing lost two family members. 
So, the timely reminders to 
cry, cook, exercise, draw, fill 
forms, vent and live that come 
from the online “trust circle” 
created by Jagtap along with 
psychologist Divya Andar, 
nutritionist and dietitian 
Ramya Ramesh, Art of  Living 
trainer Unmesh Masurkar, 
anaesthesiologist and fitness 

expert Dr Bina Apotikar and 
a lawyer who guides them 
through insurance and other 
paperwork, help. “They real-
ize that it’s okay not to be 
okay,” says Andar.

Working It Out
As the lockdown has trig-

gered a debate on how to 
curtail long and gruelling 

commuting hours in the city, 
old-timers recall the serene 
era of  the 1950s and ’60s when 
most Mumbaikars would sim-
ply walk down to their work 
stations (as opposed to the 
workstations of  today). For-
mer municipal commissioner 
Sharad Kale says, “Take the 
example of  ‘girangaon’ (the 
textile hub of  the Lalbaug-

Parel-Sewri stretch) in south-
central Mumbai. Labourers 
lived right next to their mills 
and rushed to the entry gates 
as soon as the customary si-
ren rent the air.” Traditional 
markets were dotted with 
chawls where lived clerks, 
gumastas and accountants. 
Loaders and porters had their 
dwellings in and around the 
Dongri-Abdul Rehman Street-
Masjid Bunder belt, just a 
stone’s throw from the mar-
ket. Cinema studios such as  
Bombay Talkies, R K Films 
and Prakash Studios, to name 
a few, hired local residents as 
small-time actors, stuntmen 
and technicians to curtail 
travel travail, say trade ex-
perts. “Beyond Mahim and 
Sion were idyllic villages 
where locals tilled the land, 
grew vegetables and caught 
fish. They would venture out 
once or twice a year—espe-
cially during Christmas to 
visit the Gateway of  India and 
feast on Bombay halwa in 
Kalbadevi,” says Raghunath 
Patil, a Mumbai veteran. 

Coffee Time
One of  the advantages of  

visiting coffee shops till 

the pandemic struck was 
that one could sit there for 
as long as one wished, por-
ing over a book or tapping 
away on a laptop, after order-
ing just one cappuccino, says 
Muzaffar Karimullah, an 
executive with a private 
firm. This laid-back  coffee 
culture is not new to India. 
In medieval times, Delhi’s 
kahwa-khanas or tea and 
coffee houses were vibrant 
addas that poets and writers 
patronized. Over endless 
cups, they exchanged notes, 
quoted poetry and read out 
stories. Old-timers speak of  
several Hindi cinema leg-
ends who would visit some 
chaikhanas along the crowd-
ed Mohammed Ali Road and 
Bhendi Bazaar for sessions 
where movie scripts were 
discussed. “And who can for-
get the service that the dwin-
dling Irani cafes, famous for 
their chais, have rendered to 
the city,” says Karimullah.  

(Contributed by 
Sharmila Ganesan-Ram, 

Ambarish Mishra & 
Mohammed Wajihuddin. 
Compiled by Rucha Biju 

Chitrodia)

HEAVY DUTY: A migrant worker from UP sells second-hand electronics seated between trucks at Dharavi  

S L Shanth Kumar

Mumbai: Cyber police in
Mumbai have been on overdri-
ve since the lockdown began
as social media platforms be-
gan to amplify the discord and
friction in society over restric-
tions brought on by the pande-
mic. 29 police stations in
Mumbai have registered 37
first information reports
(FIRs) and six non-cognizable
offences and arrested 32 peo-
ple for offences ranging from
provoking tension to defa-
ming persons in authority. At
least 29 other suspects are
shown as wanted.

Police officers say action
in these 43 cases was required
because of the extreme tenor
of the messages. Disobedien-
ce of promulgated orders,
which invites a 6-month sen-
tence, was the IPC section
most frequently invoked.

Examples (see graphic) in-
clude a man from Lucknow
held for uploading a video on
YouTube in which he threate-
ned to assault the Maharash-
tra chief minister. In another,
a Kandivli resident was trans-
mitting a fake message about
the death of a doctor from
Andheri. WhatsApp was the
medium used the most for cir-
culating hate speech and fake
news or rumours (13), followed
by Facebook, TikTok and
Twitter. In many cases, steps
were taken to block the user’s
account. In instances where
cases were not filed, police has
blocked the posts, as TOI re-
ported on September 28 (‘Ma-
ha blocks nearly 5k online
posts in 6 mths’).

State (cyber) superinten-
dent of police Balsing Rajput
said, “We are continuously
monitoring social media plat-
forms and actions are initia-
ted for instigating and sprea-
ding rumours through these
channels.”

Lawyer YP Singh said lack
of accountability under the
law has fuelled such undesi-
rable activity. “Whenever of-
fensive or divisive social me-
dia post is made, police should
register FIR under section
295A of the Indian Penal Code
and section 66A of the Infor-
mation Technology act. These
are cognizable and non-bai-
lable sections,” said Singh.

Cyber expert Ritesh Bha-
tia said probes often get ham-
pered due to lack of support
from social media platforms.
“More awareness programs

are needed,” said Bhatia. Cy-
ber lawyer Vicky Shah said,
“There is a mechanism of

@PIBFactCheck to verify in-
formation but not all are awa-
re of it. People should use com-

mon sense before sending/for-
warding a message. Not all
messages being received are

true and they should ask the
person who sends the same
about authenticity/origin.”

32 held in city for toxic messaging 
V.Narayan@timesgroup.com

AREA-WISE CASE STATISTICS 

FANNING FAKE NEWS & RUMOURS ON SOCIAL MEDIA

POLICE STN FIR NC* ARREST** MEDIUM USED MESSAGE TYPE

Khar 3 0 2 FB & WhatsApp
Rumours, fake, 
hate speech

Borivli 0 1 0 WhatsApp Fake news
Aarey 1 0 1 WhatsApp Fake news
DN Nagar 1 0 1 WhatsApp Fake news

JJ Marg 2 0 2 WhatsApp
Rumours, fake 
& hate speech

MRA Marg 1 0 0 FB Hate speech
Dongri 3 0 3 WhatsApp/TikTok Rumours, fake
Chunabhatti 1 0 1 WhatsApp Fake news
Agripada 1 0 0 WhatsApp Fake news
Colaba 1 0 0 WhatsApp Fake news
RCF 2 0 2 WhatsApp/TikTok Rumours

CASE STUDIES
MARCH | Case at Khar 

police stn for 
a rumour that 
an employee 
of a pharmacy 
in Khar (West) 

was corona positive. Staff 
at the store learnt about it 
when customers started 
inquiring about the message

MARCH | Kandivli resident 
Sanjay Gandhi held for 
allegedly sparking a rumour 
about the death of a doctor 
in Andheri (W) who had 
tested positive. The doctor’s 
neighbour, a businessman, 
was among those to receive 
the WhatsApp forward. He 
lodged a complaint after 
learning that the doctor was 
doing well

MARCH | JJ Marg police 
arrest a 35-year-old man 
for allegedly spreading 
a rumour on WhatsApp 
about armed forces being 
called into areas populated 
by minority communities 
to bring residents “under 
control.” Message was 
first posted on a WhatsApp 
group called Mumbai Ekta 
and listed out localities. 
It said people from these 
areas were flouting 
lockdown, due to which 
forces had been called in to 
rein in the situation.

APRIL | BKC police arrest 
Avinash Varma 
(26), J Siddiqui 
(20), Salman 
Shaikh (22), 
Sajid Shaikh 

(24) and Nafeez Ansari (28) 
— after they come across a 
defamatory video made by 
them showing police in poor 
light asking for bribes. BKC 
police said the TikTok ID of 
the men was used to track 
their location.

APRIL | A Lucknow man 
live-streaming allegedly 
threatened to enter 
Matoshree and assault 
CM Thackeray for not 

acting against those who 
had lynched sadhus in a 
village in Palghar on April 
16. Case was registered 
against Anurag Goswami 
Bhriguwanshi after an 
FB account holder, who 
came across hate speech, 
approached BKC police

APRIL | BKC police 
arrest resident of Panvel, 
Paresh Borse, for fake 
messaging – he allegedly 
morphed images of CM 
Thackeray and minister 
Aditya Thackeray on to a 
photograph of pallbearers, 
with the word ‘Maharashtra’ 
written on the coffin

APRIL | Bandra police 
register FIRs 
for rumours 
which led 
to migrant 
workers 

gathering outside Bandra 
railway station. One 
person was arrested. It 
happened after Prime 
Minister Modi extended 
the nationwide lockdown. 
One of the FIRs was against 
Vinay Dubey of Navi 
Mumbai, who uploaded a 
video asking workers to 
gather at the station to 
demand that they be sent 
back to their hometowns

MAY | Bandra police file FIR 
against actor and film critic 
Kamaal Rashid Khan for 
derogatory remarks on Rishi 
Kapoor and Irrfan Khan, 
who passed away in April. 
KRK had made a remark 
about Kapoor and liquor 
shops

JULY | VP Road police 
file a case for derogatory 
remarks on CM, ministers 
Aaditya Thackeray and Nitin 
Raut on Twitter. Nagpur 
resident Sameet Thakkar 
tweeted objectionable 
posts on June 1, June 30 
and July 1. Thakkar has 
over 42,700 followers on the 
microblogging site, he is 
followed by the PM’s social 
handle

! ?
# **

BKC 3 0 6 FB & TikTok Rumours, fake 
& hate speech

Marine Drive 1 0 0 FB Rumours
Bandra 4 2 2 FB/TikTok Rumours & hate
Azad Maidan 1 0 1 Twitter Hate speech
Shivaji Nagar 1 0 0 TikTok Rumour
Antop Hill 1 0 0 TikTok Rumour
Juhu 0 1 0 WhatsApp Rumour
Wadala 1 0 0 WhatsApp Rumour
Mulund 1 0 1 Other social media Rumour
Kalachowki 1 0 0 WhatsApp Rumour
Pydhonie 1 0 0 Other social media Hate speech
Santacruz 1 1 0 FB Rumour
Malabar Hill 0 1 0 Twitter Rumour
Malvani 1 0 1 Other social media Hate speech
Cyber 1 0 0 Instagram Rumour
Matunga 1 0 0 Instagram Fraud
VP Road 1 0 0 Twitter Rumour
Bangur Nagar 1 0 0  FB Hate Speech

*NC: Non-cognisable complaint in which FIR is not filed
**29 others are shown as wanted; in some cases, police are yet to trace the accused

The Central Railway, along
with Lions Club, installed a

unique ‘Neki ki Deewar’(Wall of
Kindness) at Mulund station du-
ring the Daan Utsav week, for pe-
ople to donate old clothes for the
underprivileged. “Be a cause of
someone’s happiness,” reads the
message on the wall. A babycare
room, ladies’ toilet and other fa-
cilities are also in place. TNN

‘Wall of kindness’
at Mulund rly stn 

Mumbai: In a rare Sunday he-
aring, the Bombay high court
declined permission to 10 skil-
led staff from the ammuni-
tion factory in Pune to appear
for a departmental competiti-
ve examination on October 5. ‘

A bench of Chief Justice
(CJ) Dipankar Datta and Jus-
tice Girish Kulkarni, at a vi-
deo-conference hearing from
the CJ’s bungalow, expressed
sympathies to the employees
who wanted to take the exam
for departmental promotion,
but said they had to abide by
law and precedents.

The reason for no relief
was that the 10 employees had,
while seeking an order on
compassionate grounds over
delay in submitting applica-
tion for the exam within a Ju-
ne 15 deadline due to the pan-
demic, had not challenged the
recruitment notice. 
—Swati Deshpande

In rare Sunday
hearing, HC sits
in exam matter 

A19-year-old youth was found
hanging at his home in

Vikhroli on Sunday. The decea-
sed, Aditya Kamble, was living
with his mother. The police said
that Kamble had been suffering
from an illness for over a month.
The Parksite police registered a
ca se of accidental death. TNN

19-year-old hangs
himself at Vikhroli 

According to the Deepak
Parekh committee re-
port, in Bengaluru, deve-

lopers have to pay 10 kinds of
premiums and charges, in Del-
hi five, and in Hyderabad three.

It is learnt that based on the
committee’s recommenda-
tions, the state government is
likely to reduce by 50% the hef-
ty premiums and charges paid
by builders for a period of one
year. The proposal is likely to
come up for discussion in the
state cabinet meeting on
Thursday.

This reduction, said develo-
pers, will help boost construc-
tion activity as many building
projects became financially un-
viable for them because of the
high premiums.

A builder developing a plot
on Pali Hill in Bandra said that
while the land cost is Rs 30 cro-
re, he had to pay premiums and
cesses amounting to a mind-
boggling Rs 60 crore. Another
developer, who wanted to
construct an office building in
Chembur, found that the pre-
miums he would have to pay

the BMC totalled Rs 6 crore
when the plot value itself was
Rs 5 crore.

The Parekh committee re-
port said, “The premium and
charges collected in Mumbai is
significantly higher than other
comparable cities. The number
of heads increases based on the
type of project and land hol-
ding. Thus, for Mumbai, the
hefty premium translates into

significantly higher costs, re-
sulting in deep inefficiencies
and increased working capital
requirements in a market whe-
re lenders are risk averse and
reluctant to fund developers.’’

“When compared to the
land value in each city (on the
basis of the stamp duty ready
reckoner values), the multiple
of premium payments to value
of land in Mumbai ranges from

1.96x land value for residential
developments in the suburbs to
4.23x land value for commerci-
al developments in Mumbai Ci-
ty,’’ it added.

Suggesting reduction and
rationalisation of charges, the
committee said that premium
for staircases, lift well and lob-
bies, amongst several others be
reduced by 50% under the De-
velopment Control and Promo-
tion Regulations (DCPR)
which is payable to the munici-
pal body/state government.

“These premiums/charges
should be paid at the time of
granting the occupation certi-
ficate, without any interest be-
ing levied. In respect of any on-
going project where part instal-
ment of the premium has been
paid, these projects too should
be eligible for reduced char-
ges,’’ the report recommended.
“If a developer gets approval of
say, a 10-storey building, but has
constructed only two storeys,
he will be charged only for tho-
se two floors.’’

In the last financial year,
the BMC collected Rs 2,500 cro-
re through various premiums
on construction.

Reduced levies for one year will help
boost construction activity: Builders

MUMBAI COSTLIER AMONG CITIES 
State government charges as 
a multiple of land value

RESIDENTIAL |
Mumbai city is 13x 
more expensive 

than Delhi, 3x more costlier 
than Chennai, 1.4x more than 
Bengaluru, and 1.5x more than 
Hyderabad

Mumbai’s suburbs 1.2x more 
expensive than the island city

COMMERCIAL | Mumbai city 
is 34x more expensive than 
Delhi, 2.5x more costlier than 
Chennai, 3.8x more than 
Bengaluru, and 2.8x more 
than Hyderabad

Mumbai’s suburbs 1.2x more 
expensive than the island city

(Source: Deepak Parekh committee 
report)

�From P 1

A26-year-old woman from Ne-
rul was conned of Rs 4 lakh

by a scamster, who fraudulently
debited the amount from her
bank account using her internet
banking login details between
July and September. An FIR has
been registered against the uni-
dentified cyber criminal. TNN

Woman duped of
`̀4 lakh in e-fraud
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Santosh Desai

Thane: A day after scrap cardboard fell from a truck plying on
Waghbil flyover in Thane and killed a man in a car 20 feet below, the
Maharashtra State Road Development Corporation (MSRDC) be-
gan repair work on the flyover. One lane on the carriageway heading
towards Ghodbunder Road was closed to undertake the repair work.

The truck, driven by Abdul Khan (22), is believed to have lost ba-
lance on the pockmarked flyover and tilted, causing the cardboard
stacks to fall onto the car below on Saturday. In the car were two emp-
loyees of a private firm in Mumbra. Nalasopara resident Deepak Ka-
nuaje (27) died on the spot, while Mira Road resident PB Devrakunda
(32) was injured. Police and locals said the two probably decided aga-
inst using the flyover, like many other motorists, due to the multiple
potholes on it. Khan fled the scene, but was caught and arrested later. 

Activists and local leaders raised the issue of damaged roads on-
ce again. They claim agencies do not respond, and instead squabble
over jurisdiction. Senior MSRDC officials said the local civic body
should be responsible for maintaining the highway. A senior civic of-
ficial said the would be undertaken next fiscal year. “The incident co-
uld have been averted if the stretch was repaired in time,” said Shiv
Sena corporator from Waghbil, Naresh Manera. — Manoj Badgeri 

Day after mishap, MSRDC
scrambles to repair bridge

Scrap cardboard fell from a truck plying on the flyover, killing one man

Anil Shinde
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DELHI CM KEJRIWAL TO LAUNCH ANTI-AIR POLLUTION
CAMPAIGN TODAY FOLLOWING MEET WITH OFFICIALS

DAY AFTER FORENSICS CONFIRM RAPE, YOGI SENDS ADDL
CHIEF SECY & ADG TO VISIT HATHRAS VICTIM’S FAMILY | 6

New Delhi: As a tense
“standstill” between Indi-
an and Chinese armies
along the Line of Actual
Control in Ladakh drags
on, the possibility of a mis-
understanding or accident
triggering a larger conflict
remains a concern despite
an uneasy calm holding
for the moment.

There has been no pro-
vocative action since the
September 10 meeting be-
tween foreign ministers S
Jaishankar and Wang Yi
resulted in a “consensus”
over not escalating and re-
fraining from sending
more front-line troops to
the LAC. This means their
have been no aggressive
approaches by PLA as was
the case after Indians sur-
prised the Chinese by tak-

ing control of certain
heights on the south bank
of the Pangong Lake.

As things stand, the
next meeting of military
commanders is awaited af-
ter events related to Chi-
na’s National Day, cele-
brated on October 1, are
over. But in the mean-
while, the deliberation
with which China has
brought up the 1959 claim
line, though fully aware
that India has never ac-
cepted it, is seen as 

a toughening of post
-ure, a digging in despite
pledges to disengage and
de-escalate.

The upping of ante has
been noted by Indian plan-
ners, who see it as a chal-
lenge and a confirmation
of their assessment that
Chinese actions on the
ground generate no trust
— a point put across plain-
ly by Jaishankar and De-
fence Minister Rajnath
Singh to their counter-
parts. Figuring out if Chi-

na’s foreign ministry is
“on or off board” with the
leadership or part of a
‘smoke and mirrors’ game
is seen as besides the point.
The ground situation re-
mains very tense.

Hundreds of troops at
close proximity create an
unpredictable and volatile
situation, said sources
adding that nerves and
suspicion can result in un-
intended consequences.
There does not seem any
possibility of a scale-down
unless there is a substan-
tive engagement at the
apex level as other means
are not working, they said.

There is confidence on
the Indian side that its mil-
itary is better trained in
mountain warfare and
China’s upper hand in
“gizmos” has limited utili-
ty along the LAC. Having
altered the “status quo” in
the Pangong area to its ad-
vantage, India is not hur-
rying to provide China a
face-saver even if it does
not want a costly conflict.

China Upping
Ante, Noted By
Indian Planners

Fear of spark at powder keg
LAC, India & China on edge

New Delhi: Filing of cases electroni-
cally, or e-filing, is the first step in mi-
grating to a virtual court (e-court) sys-
tem, which has become a necessity in
the pandemic-hit world. A recent sta-
tus report submitted by the govern-
ment before a parliamentary commit-
tee, however, showed 11of the 25 high
courts in the country are yet to adopt
the e-filing system. 

In about half of the states, e-filing
is still in the trial stage, both in the
high courts and the subordinate
courts. Bengal, Telangana, Bihar,

Gujarat, Assam, Karnataka and J&K
are among states with high pendency
of cases where the HCs are yet to im-
plement the very basics of the judicial
reforms, either in the HC or in the sub-
ordinate courts under them. And this
only means further delaying the proc-
ess of digitisation, making the reality
of virtual courts a distant dream.

“Digitisation of case files is pro-
gressing at snail’s pace,” the parlia-
mentary standing committee on law
and justice observed after reviewing a
report from the law ministry tabled
before Parliament.

Full report on www.toi.in

Half of HCs are yet
to take first step
towards e-courts Nagpur: A 22-year-old married

Nepali woman, who was alleg-
edly raped repeatedly and film-
ed by an acquaintance, managed
to flee from Lucknow in Uttar
Pradesh to reach Nagpur in
Maharashtra, travelling around
900km in a cab, to register an
FIR. The woman was fearful of
approaching the Lucknow po-
lice because of the accused’s
“friendship with cops there”.

Scared of her alleged tor-
mentor Pravin Yadav and his
nexus with UP police, she decid-
ed to seek help from a friend in
Nagpur to lodge a complaint. Ya-

dav is learnt to have lured the
woman by promising to help her
financially during the lockdown
before beginning to exploit her.

Yadav had made videos of
their intimate moments and
used the same to threaten the
survivor into submitting to his
carnal desires. The last straw
was Yadav’s act of posting the
videos on her social media ac-
counts, passwords of which
were apparently with him. After
posting the videos to make sure
her family members back in Ne-
pal, including her husband, get
to see them, Yadav changed her
passwords so that the survivor
cannot delete the videos. This is
when she decided to file an FIR,.

City police chief Amitesh
Kumar confirmed that a case
was registered.

Woman flees UP,
travels 900km in
cab to file rape

plaint in Nagpur

New Delhi: India will
once again demand ‘com-
plete de-escalation’ by Chi-
na at troop face-off sites as
well as along the entire
frontier in eastern La-
dakh, in accordance with
the first in, first out’ princi-
ple, during the seventh
round of military talks
now slated for October 12.

But with China yet to
show any real intent on the
ground for de-escalation
with a clear-cut de-induc-
tion timetable, India re-
mains prepared with ‘high
operational military read-

iness’ to deal with any con-
tingency, said a senior de-
fence official on Sunday.

The next two months
are decidedly crucial be-
cause once the harsh win-
ter fully sets in eastern La-
dakh, it will willy-nilly
bring to an end the ‘mili-
tary campaigning season’

for either side to launch
any full-scale operation in
the high-altitude region.

“As of now, it’s difficult
to predict how things will
pan out. From December
onwards, it will become ve-
ry difficult for both sides to
operate at those heights,”

said another official.
“There will be vastly re-
duced operational efficien-
cy. But our armed forces
are geared to remain for-
ward deployed throughout
the winter, with operation-
al logistics more or less in
place now,” he added.

The October 12 mili-
tary talks will be held in
the backdrop of both sides
agreeing not to further es-
calate tensions by sending
additional soldiers to the
frontlines during the sixth
round on September 21.

The military dialogue,
in which there was no
breakthrough on the pro-
posed de-escalation, was

followed by another round
of diplomatic talks. But
China concurrently also
upped the ante by once
again bringing up its uni-
laterally defined line of ac-
tual control of 1959, which
India has firmly rejected
in the past.

During the seventh
round of military talks,
the Indian delegation will
include Lt-Generals Hari-
nder Singh and P G K Me-
non (who will take over
from the former as the 14
Corps commander on Oc-
tober 14) as well as joint sec-
retary (East Asia) Naveen
Srivastava in the external
affairs ministry.

Next round of military talks with
China to take place on October 12

Rajat.Pandit
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: A fresh low-pressure
area over Bay of Bengal is likely
to be formed around October 9
and it may intensify into a depres-
sion in the next 2-3 days, bringing
heavy rainfall to north coastal
Andhra Pradesh and Odisha
coasts during October 11-13.

Predicting its impact over
eastern coasts, the cyclone warn-
ing division of the India Meteoro-
logical Department (IMD) on
Sunday issued warning for these
regions asking fishermen not to
venture into Andaman sea, east-
central and adjoining south-east
Bay of Bengal during the period.

The IMD predicted fairly
widespread rainfall over Odisha,
Bihar, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh
and Gangetic Bengal till October
7. “The current low-pressure area
lies over north-west Bay of Ben-
gal and adjoining Odisha coasts.
It is very likely to persist there till
October 5 and become less
marked thereafter,” said the IMD.

The weather department pre-
dicted isolated heavy rainfall over
Odisha till October 6 and in
Jharkhand, Bihar and Chhattis-
garh till October 7.

Bay of Bengal
depression: AP 
& Odisha could 
see heavy rain

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Itanagar: An Assam Rifles ja-
wan was killed while another
was injured when a group of
militants ambushed the team
in Changlang district of Aru-
nachal Pradesh on Sunday, a se-
nior district police official said.

The Assam Rifles team was
on its way to its camp in a water
tanker when the vehicle was
ambushed by a joint group of
ultras near Tengmo village
around 9 am, Changlang SP Mi-
hin Gambo said, adding that
Ulfa and NSCN(K) were sus-
pected to have been involved in
the incident.

The exchange of fire lasted
for about half an hour, Gambo
said. He said the deceased ha-
vildar has been identified as Bi-
rendra Singh Yadav. The in-
jured have been shifted to hos-
pital, he added. TNN

Jawan killed, one
hurt in Arunachal
ambush by ultras

Kochi: Barely two days after a
Navy captain died in a motor
glider mishap at Karwar in Kar-
nataka, two officers of the force
were killed on Sunday after
their glider crashed during a
routine training exercise on the
Kundannur-Willingdon Island
road in Kochi, Kerala.

Both the crew members of
the glider — officer Lt Rajeev
Jha (39) and Petty officer (electri-
cal air) Sunil Kumar (29) — were
rushed to INHS Sanjivani but
were declared brought dead.

The reason for the accident
is unclear and a board of inqui-
ry into the mishap has been or-
dered by the Southern Naval
Command. Both officers suf-
fered serious injuries due to the
impact of the crash that shat-
tered the aircraft into pieces.

Naval sources said Petty offi-
cer Kumar, an experienced glid-
er pilot, was conducting an in-
structional sortie for Lt Jha. The
power hang glider lost control
and crashed.

Glider crash in
Karnataka kills
2 Navy officers
during training

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Indian Army trucks move towards Leh. The deliberation with
which China has brought up the 1959 claim line is seen as a
toughening of posture, a digging in despite pledges to
disengage and de-escalate

Calcutta

Telangana

Karnataka

Patna

Gujarat

J&K

Guwahati

Uttarakhand

Manipur

Meghalaya

Tripura

Virtual Reality: HCs Where 
E-filing is Still in Trial Stage

High courts & case pendency

2,63,707
2,32,304

1,96,244
1,70,168

1,43,215
66,723

50,665
38,242

4,179
1,426
2,156

Note: Cases pending 
in these HCs as on October 4, 2020

Source: Parliamentary Standing Committee 
on Law & Justice; NJDG (High Courts) 

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Nashik: The 21-year-old
worker arrested by Deo-
lali Camp police for sen-
ding images of the rest-
ricted Army area to a
WhatsApp group in Pa-

jeev Kumar, who origi-
nally hails from Alapur
village in Bihar’s Gopal-
ganj district — 
was arrested by the 
police on Saturday un-
der various sections 
of the Official Secrets
Act, 1923.

kistan had deleted all
chats on the group 15 da-
ys prior to his arrest.
The police will now be
sending his cellphone to
the forensic lab to retrie-
ve communication
from the group.

The worker — San-

Man who sent pics to Pak deleted chats
Santosh.Sonawane1
@timesgroup.com

Remains of the crash at Karnataka

7TH SITTING

Pradeep.Thakur@timesgroup.com

RELATED REPORTS: P 7

Soumitra Bose TNN
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Hathras: Ten days after a pre-
liminary medico-legal report
(MLR) on the 19-year-old Dalit
girl who died last Tuesday
found “signs of use of force”,
the department of forensic
medicine at the Jawaharlal
Nehru Medical College Hos-
pital (JNMCH) of Aligarh
Muslim University on Satur-
day wrote to the circle officer
of Sadabad police station that
in its “final opinion, there are
no signs suggestive of vagi-
nal/anal intercourse” while
adding “there is evidence of
physical assault (injuries
over the neck and the back).”

In the MLR, which TOI is
in possession of, the doctor
conducting the exam had
written, “On the basis of local
examination, I am of the
opinion that there are signs
of use of force. However, opin-
ion regarding penetration
and intercourse is subject to
the pending availability of
FSL (forensic science lab) re-
ports.” When TOI contacted
the doctor, he declined to com-

ment, citing the confidential-
ity of the report, and said the
document would be produced
in court. All sections marked
for the presence of semen had
“do not know” written
against them. It had also
noted the patient had “loss of
consciousness at the time of
the incident” and “pain dur-
ing or after the incident”. 
A UV exam was not done “be-
cause (the) body (had been)
wiped several times”. The 
examination was carried 
out on September 22, the day

the girl spoke to the police 
for the first time since regain-
ing consciousness in hospital.
According to the MLR, the 
“informant alleged that the
survivor was sexually as-
saulted by four known per-
sons of the same village when
she (was) doing some work in
the fields”.

The same day, the chair-
man of the college’s neurosur-
gery department wrote to the
casualty medical officer of
the hospital’s emergency and
trauma centre, saying, “Pa-

tient is critical so kindly ar-
range magistrate dying decla-
ration.” In that, the girl said
she was gangraped.

The MLR, which is record-
ed by a doctor, was the first to
document her state. It had
found no “injuries” or “abnor-
mality” of the pudenda, and
ruled that the cervix and vagi-
na were “healthy”.

The forensic report, pre-
pared by a lab, was based on
samples that had been sent 11
days after the incident, as ear-
lier reported by TOI. The de-
lay was partly on account of
the fact that the first FIR had
only mentioned attempted
murder because the victim
had not gained consciousness
to be able to give her state-
ment, according a senior 
police officer. When she did,
additional charges of gang-
rape were added to the FIR and
samples taken. Eight days had
already passed by then. The
samples were finally sent to
the lab another three days lat-
er.

On the basis of that foren-
sic report, which did not find
the presence of semen, ADG
(law and order) Prashant Ku-
mar had ruled out rape. The
postmortem report from Del-
hi’s Safdarjung Hospital,
where she died on September
29, had attributed the death to
“trauma”, noting that her pri-

vate parts and “anal orifice”
had “multiple old healed
tears”. The AMU medical 
college resident doctors 
association president Dr Md
Hamza told TOI, “Samples for
FSL analysis were collected
on September 22 and were
tested on September 25. Hence
they can’t substantiate rape.
But a preliminary medico-le-
gal report, which was pre-
pared on September 22, clear-
ly stated ‘signs of force’. The
girl had given her statement
before a medical officer and
magistrate.”

Union health ministry gui-
delines for collecting samples
for central or state forensic
science labs in cases of sexual
violence state, “The likeli-
hood of finding evidence after
72 hours (3 days) is greatly re-
duced; however it is better to
collect evidence up to 96 hours
in case the survivor may be
unsure of the number of
hours lapsed since the as-
sault.” Evidence on the out-
side of the body and on mate-
rials like clothing can be col-
lected even after 96 hours. The
MLR had said the girl’s
clothes and undergarments
had been “changed at the time
of admission in the hospital”,
adding that “clothes worn at
the time of incidence (sic) are
collected and sealed”. 

HOW THE HORROR UNFOLDED
Sept 14: 19-year-old in 
Hathras admitted to Aligarh’s 
JN Medical College with 
severe spinal cord injuries. 
FIR lodged against one 
man from her village for 
attempted murder & under 
SC/ST Act

Sept 22: The girl gives her 
statement to police, says 
four dominant caste men 
had raped her. Medico-legal 
examination is conducted 
at the Aligarh hospital. 
Preliminary report says 
“signs of use of force”

Sept 23: Rape charges 
added to FIR

Sept 25: Samples received 
by forensic lab

Sept 28: The girl is referred 
to Delhi’s Safdarjung 
Hospital. Doctors say she 
needs surgery but can’t 
proceed until she improves

Sept 29: She passes away. 
Murder charges added to FIR

Sept 30: Body “forcefully” 
cremated at her village by 
police and administration

Oct 1: Forensic report finds 
no semen, postmortem 
report says cause of death 
was trauma

Oct 3: Aligarh hospital gives 
“final opinion”, says “no sign 
of vaginal/anal intercourse” 
and adds “evidence of 
physical assault”

‘Physical assault’ but ‘no signs of
intercourse’, says forensic report
Intial Report

Had Indicated
‘Signs Of Force’ 

Anuja.Jaiswal
@timesgroup.com

Lucknow: A day after the forensic report
confirmed rape of 22-year-old Dalit woman
in Balrampur, chief minister Yogi Aditya-
nath sent additional chief secretary 
(Home) Awanish Awasthi and ADG (law and
order) Prashant Kumar to visit the victim’s
family on Sunday.

Talking to reporters after interacting
with the family, Awasthi said that the family
hinted at involvement of more accused in
the case, and also pleaded to give harshest
punishment to the perpetrators.

He also said that the district magistrate
had been asked to keep in regular touch with
the family members and also stand by them.
He also said that if the local authorities will
be deemed fit then a case of National Securi-
ty Act (NSA) could also be invoked against
the accused. TNN

UP govt to fast-track
Balrampur rape case

Akashdeep.Ashok
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Around the
same time of the year, 132
years ago, Hathras – an in-
dustrial hub in the British
Raj known for its cotton
mills, asafoetida and desi
ghee production – became
the meeting point of two
great spiritual minds. Swa-
mi Vivekananda, then an
itinerant monk, was travell-
ing from Vrindavan to Hari-
dwar in September 1888
when he decided to take a
train from Hathras. 

A young station master
from Jaunpur, Sharat Chan-
dra Gupta, who had recently
joined duty, took note of the
young monk’s fascinating
appearance, particularly his
“devilish eyes” and invited
him to his quarters.

According to legend, a
day later when Vivekananda
boarded the train for his fur-
ther journey, Sharat had al-
ready quit his job to join him.
Popular as Gupta Maharaj in
the Ramakrishna Order, he
was a direct monastic disci-
ple of Swami Vivekananda,

often referred to as his first
disciple. Credited with the
establishment of the order
in Madras, Gupta travelled
to Japan in 1903 to spread Vi-
vekananda’s teachings. His
later days were spent in the
company of Sister Nivedita
as her protector and guide.

In his book ‘Life of
Swami Vivekananda by His
Eastern and Western Disci-
ples’ (1947), Swami Viraja-
nanda writes, “When Swami
Vivekananda had asked 
Sharat (in Hathras that day)
as to what he had to offer as
food to the guest, the latter

replied quoting from a Per-
sian poem, ‘Oh Beloved, you
have come to my house, I
shall prepare the most deli-
cious dish for you with the
flesh of my heart’.”

In the monastic life, 
Sharat, later Swami Sada-
nanda, was very close to Vi-
vekananda and he joined
him in his tour of northern
India in 1897. 

After returning to Cal-
cutta from his Kashmir trip
(1897-98), Swami Vivekanan-
da deputed Sadananda to 
the task of looking after Sis-
ter Nivedita. 

How Hathras gave Swami
Vivekananda his 1st disciple 

Swami Sadanand sitting to the left of Swami Vivekanand in 1897

Delhi: The Editors Guild of In-
dia on Sunday condemned the
manner in which the media was
prevented by the law enforce-
ment agencies of the Uttar Pra-
desh government from “report-
ing on developments in and
around Hathras”. 

Condemning the “hurried
cremation” of the girl’s body
without the presence of her fam-
ily members, the Guild, in a
statementsaid, “Equally repre-

hensible is the way the govern-
ment has tapped the phones of
journalists engaged in covering
the Hathras incidents. Worse,
the tapped conversation of the
journalists has been selectively
leaked, leading to a social media
calumny againstthem.”

“Not allowing the media to
visit the incident spots and tap-
ping the phone conversation of
journalists undermine and ob-
struct the functioning of the
media,” the Guild statement
added. “Hathras is the worst
such case in the scale of interfe-
rence, but the Guild also notes
with concern that such attacks
against the media are becoming
part of a growing trend seen in
recent months, in which a few
other state governments have al-
so indulged in such harassment
of journalists. The Guild con-
demns these and demands cor-
rective action,” it added.

Tapping of
journos’ phones
reprehensible:
Editors Guild

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Lucknow: Congress leader
and party general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra
and BSP chief Mayawati have
accused the BJP government
of shielding the district ma-
gistrate (DM) of Hathras, Pra-
veen Kumar Laxkar.

In a tweet, Gandhi said the
family of 19-year-old Dalit girl,
who was allegedly raped and
killed in Hathras, found the
conduct of the DM reprehen-

sible. “Who is
saving
him...he
should be im-
mediately re-
moved and his
role in the en-

tire episode be investigated,”
Priyanka said. 

She said the victim’s fam-
ily has been demanding a judi-
cial inquiry, yet the state gov-
ernment has recommended a
CBI inquiry while carrying
out an investigation by the
special investigation team.

BSP chief Mayawati said
the family of the victim has
accused the DM of threaten-
ing them. “Yet the discreet si-
lence maintained by the state
is surprising,” Mayawati said.

Meanwhile, Nizam Malik,
a Congress functionary in
UP’s Bulandshahr district
was arrested for allegedly an-
nouncing Rs 1crore reward on
“the head of Hathras gang-
rape and murder accused.”

Oppn parties want
Hathras DM’s scalp

Agra: A large gathering of upper caste
men converged at former Hathras Sadar
legislator from BJP Rajveer Pehalwan’s
residence in Hathras on Sunday “in sup-
port of the four accused” in the gang-rape
and murder of the 19-year-old Dalit girl.
“The Constitution says the accused in the
case cannot be pronounced guilty until
charges are proven,” Pehalwan said. 
Later, he told TOI, “People feel they are
innocent. I spoke to the family of the 
accused. The victim’s family is changing
its statement.” TNN

Meet at BJP ex-MLA’s
home seeks ‘justice’ 

UP CM Yogi Adityanath on
Sunday launched a

blistering attack on the
opposition, accusing it of
triggering a caste conflagration
in the state to eclipse
development work carried out
by the BJP government, reports
Pankaj Shah. Yogi’s statement
comes in the backdrop of the
opposition’s mounting attack
on the government over the
Hathras incident. Addressing
BJP workers at Naugaon Sadat
in Amroha district through
videoconference, Yogi said the
opposition was unable to digest
the leap of development in UP
and was plotting to destabilise
government functioning by
fanning caste conflicts.

Oppn starting caste
conflict to eclipse
UP devpt, says Yogi

SC lawyer Samridhi
Kushwaha, who was legal

counsel for the victim’s family
in the 2012 Nirbhaya
gang-rape, met the Hathras
victim’s family on Sunday and
said she would represent
them in the legal battle,
reports Anuja Jaiswal. “I met
the family and offered my
services. They have accepted
my offer,” she told TOI.

Nirbhaya’s lawyer to
fight Hathras case

Agra: The protest of the Val-
miki community continued for
the fourth consecutive day.
Over 100 protesters indulged in
stone-pelting in the middle of
the city causing damage to gar-
bage collection vehicles. TNN

Valmiki community
protest enters Day 5

Hospital That Examined Hathras Girl Writes To Police
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DMLT, PGDMLT, MSc (MLT)
BSc (MLT), OT, Dialysis,
X-ray, Nursing, Hosp. Mgmt.,
Maharashtra Institute Bycu-
lla 022-23709787/9004992372.

Indian Institute of Tech-
nology (IIT) Bombay, has
extended the application
deadline for Graduate Apti-
tude Test in Engineering
(GATE) 2021till October 7.
Earlier, registration was
supposed to be closed on
September 30. GATE 2021
examination will be conduct-
ed over six days and twelve
sessions on February 5,6, 7,
12, 13 and 14, 2021.This year,
two new subject papers ES
(Environmental Science and
Engineering) and XH (Hu-
manities and Social Sciences)
in Economics / English /
Linguistics / Philosophy /
Psychology / Sociology are
introduced in the GATE.The
eligibility criteria is relaxed
for the 2021exam. GATE 2021
score will remain valid for
three years from the date of
announcement of results. 

GATE 2021:
APPLICATION
DEADLINE EXTENDED 

The University Grants
Commission (UGC)
has maintained that

the academic session for the
first-year undergraduate
and postgraduate students
would commence from No-
vember 1, 2020. The UGC al-
so scheduled the date for
the next academic year on
August 30, 2021.

Institutes, however, are
in a fix about the completion
of the course within the sti-
pulated time as half of the
year has already gone by
without the conduct of clas-
ses. As per a recent report, a
university in West Bengal is
finding it difficult to comple-
te the entire curriculum wit-
hin nine months.

“We have lost quite a lot of
teaching time because of the
ongoing crisis. Physical clas-
ses are not going to take pla-
ce for some time now. We will
continue with the remote
classes for the new semester.
It is too early to predict if we

will be able to finish the clas-
ses within the stipulated ti-
me. We are yet to devise a
plan for the new academic
year,” says Sayantan Das-
gupta, associate professor,
Department of Comparative
Literature, Jadavpur Univer-
sity.To compensate for the
lost period, the university
has upgraded the technical
infrastructure, he adds. The
online lectures have been re-

corded and are available to
the students for download.
Full-fledged online classes
are being held. The institute
also plans to conduct classes
during the weekends to fill in
for the teaching time lost in
the initial months.

At Delhi University, the
undergraduate admissions
are slated to begin with the
release of the first cutoff
from October 12. The acade-

mic session at the universi-
ty will begin from Novem-
ber 18. “We have no choice
but to finish the entire sylla-
bus in the available time.
The university cannot
change the curriculum,
thus, the syllabus cannot be
altered to adjust the course.
The administration is still
working on a schedule. We
will compensate by imple-
menting extra classes such
as during the weekends,”
says Suman Sharma, princi-
pal, LSR College for women,
Delhi University.

The admission at the IITs
is yet to take place as it will
depend on the result of the
JEE (Advanced). The insti-
tutes are still preparing
plans on formulating an aca-
demic calendar for first-year
BTech students who will be
admitted to the college post
the result declaration.

“We have started only a
month late than our normal
time, so we do not see much
difficulty in completing the
academic year almost on ti-
me. However, we are yet to

take a call on the academic
calendar of students who
will join through JEE(Ad-
vanced). We hope to comp-
lete the autumn and spring
semesters by the summer of
2021,” says Ajit K Chaturve-
di, director, IIT Roorkee.

The IIMs are likely to fa-
ce less disruption in comp-
leting the course for the
2020-22 academic year as
admission to these institu-
tes was not delayed much
due to the crisis. “Our aca-
demic calendar in the MBA
programme will get mini-

mal impact as we started
the session in online mode
from the first week of Au-
gust. Our effort has been to
mimic the classroom expe-
rience as far as possible
with optimal use of techno-
logy. To minimise the im-
pact of internet-related dis-
ruptions and other chal-
lenges in the online tea-
ching mode, the instructors
provide additional tutorials
and class recordings to the
students,” says Peeyush
Mehta, MBA chairperson,
IIM Calcutta.

How will HEIs compensate academic losses

c-Puniti.Pandey
@timesgroup.com

As half the year has gone without any academic activity, students will now have to attend extra classes and cut down on holidays

ISTOCK

Bengaluru: In December 2019, a
thief in Madhya Pradesh’s Shajapur
district left a note at a government
bungalow he broke into. He called
the owner a “miser” and expressed
anger over his efforts not fetching
the expected “reward”.

But not all of his tribe was as un-
successful as him in the past few
years. From mobile phones to cars
and cattle to jewellery, thieves, rob-
bers, burglars and dacoits in India,
in five years, stole items/property
worth 10 times the cost of the Atal
Tunnel PM Narendra Modi inaugu-
rated on Saturday. 

Of the Rs 32,892 crore worth
items stolen between 2015 and 2019,
property worth less than a quarter
has been recovered.

A state-wise analysis of items
stolen in 2019 shows that five states —
Maharashtra, Delhi, Rajasthan,

Karnataka and Uttar Pradesh — ac-
count for 58% of their total value.
While Maharashtra remains on the
top consistently in the five-year peri-
od, Gujarat makes it to the top five in
a couple of years. 

Data also shows that homes are
the most unsafe places to store valua-
bles, followed by keeping them on-
person while one the road. 

Crimes at residential premises
and roadways account for 63% of the
value of items stolen in 2019. In
terms of cases, 61% of all cases were
reported either at people’s homes or
on the roads. Stolen motor vehicles,
cash & jewellery and electronic gad-
gets account for 70% of the total val-
ue of stolen items in 2019. 

Full report on www.toi.in

Items worth ̀̀ 33k cr
stolen in 5 yrs: Data

Chethan.Kumar@timesgroup.com

Kanpur: Three cops deployed to secure the family members of the
Unnao rape victim, who had died after being set ablaze by upper
caste men last year, were suspended after her six-year-old nephew
went missing late Friday in the Bihar police station area of Unnao
district.IG (Lucknow range) Lakshmi Singh went to probe the case
on Saturday. She ordered suspension of gunner Narendra Kumar
Yadav, constable Rajesh Kumar and lady constable Anuj. TNN

6-yr-old relative of Unnao rape victim missing

Awoman was raped by a man in front of her son, inside a dilapi-
dated traffic police chowky in Halvad town in Gujarat, police

said. The incident was recorded by a passerby, Haresh Jadhav,
who circulated the video. The cops interrogated Jadhav and with
his help they arrested the accused, Mahendra Rathod. TNN

Guj woman raped in front of her son

Nagpur: Two cousins, aged 20 and 24 years,
were lured with promise of good jobs to Ti-
kamgarh in Madhya Pradesh, and ‘sold’ into
marriage to two persons, who almost turned
them into sex slaves, with most male members
of the families savaging them for around two
months. The two women were rescued by the
police after they alerted a family member
about the torture.

A city-based trafficker had sold one wom-
an for Rs 90,000, while the other was taken
away against a payment of Rs1lakh. 

Family sources said the women had been
married off to elderly persons at a temple, but
even the sons from earlier marriages and oth-
er male members of the families would force
themselves upon them. — Soumitra Bose

Cousins lured with jobs,
sold for `̀2L as sex slaves

HOMES MOST UNSAFE
TO STORE VALUABLES
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Panaji: Union minister 
Prakash Javadekar on Sun-
day alleged that parties oppo-
sing the newly enacted farm
laws were acting as “middle-
men for middlemen”. 

He said the actual
situation is that farm-
ers earn less for their
produce and custom-
ers have to buy it at
higher rates. The mid-
dlemen hike the prices
and the farm laws deal with
this problem by eradicating
these middlemen, he said. 

“Sometimes I feel the 
opposition parties have be-
come middlemen for middle-
men,” he told reporters on
the second day of his visit to
Goa as part of BJP’s initia-
tive to create awareness
about farm laws

Claiming that the agita-

tion against farm laws will
die out on its own, the minis-
ter said, “Falsehood has lim-
ited life while truth lives for-
ever.” “Congress and NCP
launched their campaign to

protest against the
farm bills. I am going
to ask them to look at
their manifesto. For-
mer PM Manmohan
Singh has spoken
about such (agricultu-

ral) reforms in his speeches.
But, Congress has now done a
u-turn,” he said.

He alleged that the oppo-
sition parties were spreading
a “myth” that APMCs (agri-
culture produce market com-
mittees) will be shut down
under the new laws, and gov-
ernment will stop purchas-
ing the produce or the MSP
would be stopped. AGENCIES

Oppn being middlemen
for middlemen, says BJP 

New Delhi: Common-
wealth games gold medal-
list shooter Shreyasi
Singh, whose father Digvi-
jay Singh was a seasoned so-
cialist functionary from Bi-
har, joined BJP on Sunday.

Singh joined the party at
its headquar-
ters here in
the presence
of its general
secretaries
Bhupender
Yadav, who is
in charge of its Bihar affai-
rs, and Arun Singh. She lat-
er met party president J P
Nadda.The 29-year-old Arj-
una Awardee, who won a go-
ld medal in the 2018 Commo-
nwealth games in Gold Co-
ast, is likely to be fielded by
BJP in the assembly polls. 

Her father was elected to

Badhni Kalan (Moga): Con-
gress member Rahul Gandhi
accused the Modi government
at the Centre of colluding with
corporate groups and working
against the interests of farm-
ers in an address at his first ral-
ly in a Moga village from
where the party started a
three-day tractor march. 

“The Modi government is
bent upon stopping MSP, clos-
ing food procurement system,
and putting down mandis as
per the wishes of billionaire
corporates. Punjab and Harya-
na farmers provided food secu-
rity to the nation and previous
Congress governments built
infrastructure but, now, the
Modi government is out to fin-
ish all this,” he said at the rally. 

“I guarantee you that the
day the Congress government
is formed (at the Centre), these
three black laws (the agri-re-
lated laws recently passed by
Parliament) will be scrapped
and thrown into the wastepa-
per basket,” he said.

“There could be some
shortcomings in the system
and reforms may be needed,
but not finish the system itself,
as the Modi government is do-
ing and by this the farmers will
be at the mercy of Ambani,
Adani, etc,” he said. Rahul 
was accompanied at the rally
by Punjab chief minister 
Captain Amarinder Singh,
Punjab Congress chief Sunil
Jakhar, party MLAs, and other
senior politicians.

Rahul claimed the Modi

government is a puppet run on
the diktat of two corporate
groups, who were pulling the
strings to control the govern-
ment and frame laws favoura-
ble to their businesses. “Modi
is running on a policy to finish
off farmers, much like the
British, who finished farmers
and ruled India,” he said.

CM Amarinder Singh said
his government was fully
against the laws and wants
these to be withdrawn and will
support farmers on this issue.

Modi govt bent on stopping MSP, will scrap
farm laws if voted to power at Centre: Rahul
Neel.Kamal@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: In the presence
of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, BJP president JP Nad-
da on Sunday presided over
the central election commit-
tee meeting to discuss candi-
dates for the Bihar assembly
polls and byelections for 56
assembly seats in 11 states
and a Lok Sabha seat.

Other members of the
committee, including Home
Minister Amit Shah and MP
Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan, were also
present in the meeting
which reviewed the recom-
mendations made by the
state election committee of
Bihar and states where by-
polls are to be held. 

Sources said the party
will announce the candi-
dates for Bihar in a couple of
days as it will have to review
the list of candidates afresh
in view of changed political
equations after LJP decided
to go it alone. 

Bihar election in-charge
Devendra Fadnavis and par-

ty General secretary Bhu-
pender Yadav returned from
Patna on Saturday night af-

ter holding over candidates
with the state leadership as
also JD(U) seniors.

Names May Be
Announced In A
Couple Of Days

BJP to take fresh look
at Bihar nominees list

TIMES NEWS NETWORK
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In his parting statement on
Sunday, Chirag directed his
fire-power at Nitish, stress-

ing once again LJP’s “strong
ties” with BJP and that it would
remain part of NDA at the na-
tional level.

“There is no bitterness be-
tween LJP and BJP. After the
poll results, all winning LJP
candidates will join the devel-
opment model of PM Narendra
Modi and form the BJP-LJP
government. LJP believes that
there should be a BJP-led gov-
ernment in Bihar,” the party
said in a statement.

LJP’s Bihar parliamentary
board chairman and MLA, Ra-
ju Tiwari, said, “LJP will ac-
cept a BJP chief minister.” Ear-
lier in the day, party sources
said they would adopt the Ma-
nipur model where the party
had gone to polls alone, but af-
ter the results, it supported BJP
to form government there.

“Wining Bihar is politically
crucial not only for JD(U) but
also for BJP, which has lost 11
assembly polls since 2014. It
can’t happen that LJP remains
part of alliance at any level,” a
JD(U) functionary said.

If pursued, the demand can
put BJP in a quandary because
of its need, especially at this
juncture, to have a Dalit ally.

In the immediate run, LJP’s
exist is likely to clear the way
for a 50:50 split of seats between
JD(U) and BJP but also has the
potential to inject a new com-
plexity in the power-sharing
dynamics between the two. As
per the understanding the two
sides had hammered out, JD(U)
is expected to contest 122 seats,
leaving the rest 121for BJP.

However, there are indica-
tions to suggest that JD(U)
agreed to the suggestion for 
parity between partners on the
assumption that BJP’s actual
share would come down to 100
because it would have had to
leave a score of seats for LJP, 
a scenario which would have
left no ambiguity as to who is
the big brother in the alliance.
In the changed situation, how-
ever, it is BJP which may end up
contesting more seats than JD
(U), considering that Nitish Ku-
mar has to accommodate 6-7
candidates belonging to HAM
headed by former CM Jitan
Ram Manjhi.

Nitish weaned Manjhi, a 
Dalit, away from the RJD-led 
rival alliance with a view to
buffering himself against any
adverse fallout of the feud 
from Chirag.

Full report on www.toi.in

Should be a
BJP-led govt in
Bihar, says LJP
� From P 1

LJP workers celebrate in Patna on Sunday

Congress’s Rahul Gandhi and Punjab CM Capt Amarinder Singh during
a tractor rally to protest the new farm bills in Punjab on Sunday

Members of various farmers’
organisations block a railway
track during a protest in Punjab

New Delhi: The Election Commission on Sunday ap-
pointed two senior former IRS officers as special ex-
penditure observers for Bihar assembly polls due to
be held between October 28 and November 7.

Madhu Mahajan, ex- IRS(IT):1982 and B R Balakri-
shnan, ex-IRS(IT):1983 will, as special expenditure ob-
servers, supervise and monitor
the work being done by the elector-
al machinery and ensure that st-
ringent and effective enforcement
action is undertaken based on in-
telligence inputs and complaints
received through C- VIGIL and vo-
ter helpline no. ‘1950’ against all
persons/entities trying to induce
voters by distributing cash, liquor and freebies etc.

EC on Sunday said Mahajan was earlier appoin-
ted as special expenditure observer for TN and Karna-
taka during LS polls in 2019 as well as for Maharashtra
assembly polls in 2019. Balakrishnan too had served
earlier as special expenditure observer for bypolls to
Huzurnagar constituency of Telangana in 2019. TNN

EC names expenditure
observers for Bihar polls

Patna: The murder of a mahadalit
and former RJD leader on Sunday
sparked a political controversy as
the wife of the deceased has accused
RJD leaders Tejashwi Prasad Yadav,
Tej Pratap Yadav, Anil Kumar Sadhu
and three others of hatching a 
conspiracy to kill her husband. RJD
has rubbished her allegations made
in the FIR lodged with Khajanchi
Haat police station in Bihar’s 
Purnia town.

Sadhu is the son-in-law of
Union minister Ram Vilas Paswan
and also RJD’s state scheduled caste
cell president.

The deceased, Shakti Kumar
Mallik (38), was to contest the as-
sembly election from Raniganj (SC)
seat as an independent candidate af-
ter having been expelled from RJD,
his family members told the police.
Mallik was earlier state general sec-
retary of RJD’s scheduled caste cell.

Three unidentified armed per-
sons barged into Mallik’s house at
around 6.30am and shot him dead.

Purnia SP Vishal Sharma told
TOI over phone that Mallik’s wife
Khushbu Devi, in the FIR, has ac-
cused Tejashwi, Tej, Anil, Kalo Pas-
wan, his wife Sunita Devi and Manoj
Paswan of hatching a conspiracy to
kill her husband as he was planning
to contest assembly elections from

Raniganj as an independent candi-
date. She also alleged that her hus-
band was asked to pay Rs 50 lakh for
an RJD ticket and later he was ex-
pelled from the party for not meeting
the demand, the SP said.

Sharma said she has provided
Mallik’s video in which he labelled
several allegations related to grant of
party tickets and demand for money.

The SP said there was no direct
evidence against the accused leaders
in the case, but investigation has
been initiated. “Mallik was shot
twice in his chest and once in fore-
head,” Sharma said.

Ex-RJD neta killed
in Bihar, wife names
Tej, Tejashwi in FIR

Lok Sabha several times
from Banka and had also
served as a member of Ra-
jya Sabha. His wife Putul
Singh also represented
Banka as an independent in
Lok Sabha following his

death in 2010. She later
joined BJP but was expelled
from the saffron party dur-
ing the Lok Sabha polls last
year after she filed her nom-
ination as an independent
from Banka. AGENCIES

Ace shooter in BJP, may
contest Bihar election

Union minister and LJP founder Ram
Vilas Paswan underwent a heart su-

rgery on Saturday night, his son Chirag
Paswan tweeted on Sunday. Sources

said the minister’s co-
ndition is critical. Pas-
wan (74), who has be-
en in active politics for
more than five decad-
es, is one of the count-
ry’s most noted Dalit

faces. Chirag said if needed, his father
may undergo another operation in a
few weeks. PM Narendra Modi, home
minister Amit Shah and defence minist-
er Rajnath Singh spoke to Chirag to enq-
uire about senior Paswan’s health. TNN

Paswan undergoes
heart surgery

Former Punjab minister
Navjot Singh Sidhu, who
had withdrawn himself

from Punjab’s
political scene
after his portfo-
lio change last
year, made a co-
meback of sor-
ts at Rahul Ga-
ndhi’s rally in Mogaon Sunday.

Sidhu slammed the Modi
government for attacking the
federal structure and snatch-
ing rights of states. He urged
the state to convene a session of
the Assembly to pass a resolu-
tion nullifying the agri Acts. 

Emphasising the model th-
at has failed in the US and Euro-
pe is being enforced in India, he
said, “Where there is a mandi,
there are farmers, otherwise th-
ey will turn into labourers”. 

Full report on www.toi.in

Sidhu returns
to political

action at rally 

Sources said the Cong-
ress states may call a
special session of the

assembly to pass the model
law. While this state legisla-
tion to block the central laws
is likely to be rejected by the
Centre whose assent is man-
datory for them to come into
force, Congress believes it
will make a political point
by doing so as it will further
entrench BJP on the side of
the central laws and Cong-
ress against them. Sources
said dates of the special ses-
sion will differ from state to
state depending on their
convenience. 

What is not clear is if sta-
tes that have governments
supported by Congress like
in Jharkhand and Maha-

rashtra will also join the
bandwagon. Also unclear is
the stance of states like West
Bengal that don’t have a
Congress presence but have
come out against the laws
and protested against them
in the recently concluded
Parliament session.

‘Model law’ of Cong states
may be rejected by Centre
� From P 1

Vikassheel Insaan Party (VIP) will contest all the 243 assembly se-
ats in Bihar, its president Mukesh Sahni said on Sunday. Sahni

quit the Mahagathbandhan on Saturday after RJD, while announcing
seat-sharing among the constituents, did not mention how many se-
ats VIP would contest. Accusing RJD leader Tejashwi Prasad Yadav of
backstabbing him, Sahni said he could consider working with Tej Pra-
tap Yadav if he heads RJD in future, but not with Tejashwi. Sahnisaid
he would announce on Monday 71candidates of VIP for the first pha-
se of elections to be held on October 28. He also said he was still in
talks with some other political parties for future course of action. So-
urces said he was in touch with RLSP chief Upendra Kushwaha, who
had also quit the Mahagathbandhan recently, and JAP chief Rajesh
Ranjan, alias Pappu Yadav, who is trying to form a strong alliance. TNN

Sahni-led VIP to fight all 243 seats in state

The Patna district administration has identified 47 open grounds
and 19 halls where political parties can schedule their public

meetings during the Bihar Assembly polls, a top state official said.
The number of participants, however, cannot exceed 100 people at
such rallies till October 14, irrespective of the size of the ground.

“The district administration has, so far, identified 47 grounds
and 19 halls in the district where election meetings or rallies could
be held for campaigning in the assembly polls,” Patna District
Magistrate Kumar Ravi told PTI on Saturday. He also said the
district administration was open to accommodate more venues on
the suggestions of parties. Ravi said as per the latest Central
government guidelines, from October 15, norms will be relaxed to
allow up to 200 participants in a hall, while there is no limit of
participants at open grounds, subject to strict observance of
Covid-19 protocols. AGENCIES

Patna identifies venues for poll rallies

Debashish.Karmakar
@timesgroup.com

12th Death Anniversary

SMT. ROOP KANAYALAL
PUNJABI (JAGTIANI)

Graceful Lady
We miss you deeply
You will forever remain 
alive in our hearts.
Kanayo and Parivar.

BATTLEGROUND
BIHAR
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THE GREATEST USE OF 
A LIFE IS TO SPEND IT 
ON SOMETHING THAT 
WILL OUTLAST IT

— WILLIAM JAMES

I WAS DISHEARTENED BY REJECTION IN INDUSTRY: MILLIE BOBBY BROWN
SAYS SHE ALMOST QUIT ACTING AFTER NOT GETTING A ROLE IN ‘GOT’

BILLIE EILISH ENCOURAGES FANS TO TEXT ‘BILLIE’ TO 50409 TO
REGISTER TO VOTE IN TIME FOR 2020 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

Chidanand.Rajghatta
@timesgroup.com

Washington: US President
Donald Trump said that he is
“feeling much better now”
thanks to therapeutics, amid
conflicting reports from doc-
tors and aides about when ex-
actly he tested positive for co-
ronavirus, what caused him to
be rushed to a military hospi-
tal, and his current status. In a
4:02-minute video address re-
corded in the Walter Reed Ho-
spital on Saturday, Trump clai-
med he is “starting to feel go-
od” and the “next period of few
days will be the real test”, while
asserting “I’ll be back soon-
…look forward to finishing up
the campaign.” He described
the top-line therapeutics he is
getting as “miracles from god”.

The upbeat presentation
came even as a new NBC/WSJ
poll, conducted after the first
presidential debate, but before
Trump’s Covid-19 diagnosis,
showed Joe Biden’s national
lead among registered voters
has expanded from 8 points to
14 point — 53-39. Biden led
Trump 51-43 in a September
poll before debate.

Saturday night’s video add-
ress was recorded after Trump
was reportedly unhappy with
his aides telling the media that
his “vitals are very concer-
ning”. His doctors also bungled
in initially providing a time-line
that suggested Trump tested po-
sitive on Wednesday — which
would have made him a wilful

spreader of the virus conside-
ring he took part in events on
Thursday — forcing the White
House to issue a clarification
that he tested positive on Th-
ursday night after the event.

There is already growing
ire even in Republican circles
about the reckless manner in
which the Trump White Hou-
se disdained social distan-
cing and mask mandates,
with one party insider, Ed

Rollins, quoted as saying,
“There was a panic before
this started, but now we’re
sort of the stupid party.”

The stupidity continued to
show up on Sunday talk shows
with Trump aides making bi-
zarre charges that Democratic
challenger Joe Biden wore
masks as a “political prop” and
falsely claiming that the presi-
dent had advocated mask wea-
ring and social distancing

even though he scorned Bi-
den’s mask wearing even du-
ring the debate. 

Despite Trump’s effort to
project a positive message to a
campaign, the fiasco continu-
ed to unfold in many ways.
When the White House relea-
sed photos of the president ap-
pearing hard at work while in
hospital on Saturday night to
give the impression of busi-
ness as usual, media forensics

hawks quickly zoomed in on
the papers on his desk to show
that he was signing on a single
blank sheet of paper with a
sharpie. They also found data
embedded in the photos sho-
wed they were taken just 10
minutes apart but showed
Trump working in two diffe-
rent places, generating deri-
sive comments about “sta-
ging” the presidency.

Full report on ww.toi.in

Says Next Few
Days Will Be
The Real Test

I’m better, will be back soon: Trump

Amajority of voters in New
Caledonia chose to remain

part of France instead of bac-
king independence on Sunday,
in a referendum that marked a
milestone moment in a three-

decade long decolonisation
effort. French President Emma-
nuel Macron welcomed “an
expression of confidence in the
republic with a feeling of gra-
titude... and modesty”. He said
“all together, we will build New
Caledonia tomorrow”. The ove-
rseas ministry said 53.3% of
voters have chosen to maintain
ties with France, while 46.7%
supported independence. 

AROUND THE WORLD

Venice’s long-delayed underwater barriers passed their first
emergency with flying colours on Saturday, protecting the 
Italian lagoon city from a tide that peaked at 130cm, a level 
that would normally inundate about half of the city

New Caledonia
voters choose to
stay part of France

AFP

Beijing: Chinese President
Xi Jinping said he stands re-
ady with Bangladesh lea-
ders to better align the two
countries’ strategies and jo-
intly promote the construc-
tion of his multi-billion dol-
lar Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) to take the strategic
partnership of the two co-
untries to new heights.

Xi made the remarks in
an exchange of congratula-
tory messages with his Bang-
ladesh counterpart,
Mohammad Abdul
Hamid, on the 45th an-
niversary of the es-
tablishment of the bi-
lateral diplomatic re-
lationship on Sunday.

In his message, Xi hailed
the steady and long-term fri-
endship saying he is ready to
work with Hamid to better
align development strategi-
es with Bangladesh, step up
cooperation under the fram-
ework of the BRI and push
forward the China-Bangla-
desh strategic, cooperative
partnership to a new level,
official media reported.

With Chinese invest-
ments worth over $26 billion
and $38 billion funding com-
mitments, Bangladesh is one
of the largest recipients of

China’s infrastructure pro-
ject.China has also offered ze-
ro-tariff treatment to 97% of
Bangladesh’s exports.

BRIhas been a bone of con-
tention between India and
China as a portion of the cor-
ridor passes through Pakis-
tan occupied Kashmir. Besi-
des Pakistan, where China
initiated over $60 billion, Be-
ijing has stepped up its in-
frastructure investments in
Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka

and Maldives raising
concerns of its gro-
wing influence in Indi-
a’s neighbourhood. 

Hamid said the
Bangladesh-China re-
lationship is develo-

ping rapidly and has covered
cooperation in key areas, to
which Dhaka attached great
importance, state-run Xin-
hua news agency reported.
Also, Chinese premier Li Ke-
qiang spoke with Banglades-
hi PM Sheikh Hasina. Li sa-
id that China is willing to de-
epen practical cooperation
with Bangladesh in various
fields. Hasina said the strate-
gic partnership between
Bangladesh and China has be-
en developed from the two co-
untries’ time-tested friends-
hip and cooperation. AGENCIES

Xi pitches for closer ties
with B’desh, calls for

joint promotion of BRI 

London: London’s Royal
Opera House is to sell a 1970s
painting of its former boss by
David Hockney as it seeks to
raise cash to get through the
pandemic, the worst crisis in
its history. Hockney’s Portra-
it of David Webster will be put
up for auction at Christie’s on
October 22. It is estimated to
be worth between £11 and £18
million ($14-$23 million), the
auction house said.

“The sale ofthe portraitis
avital part of our strategy for
recovery,” said Alex Beard,
CEO of the Royal Opera Hou-
se. “The proceeds will be used
to ensure that the world’s gre-
atest artists can once more re-
turn to our stages.” 

The auction house desc-
ribed the portrait by Hock-
ney, who is considered to be
one of the giants of British
art in the 20th and 21st ce-
nturies, as “an extraordina-
ry painting that captures the
artist’s mastery of paint and
flair for colour”. REUTERS

Royal Opera House to sell
painting to survive crisis

Islamabad : Firebrand cle-
ric-cum-politician Maulana
Fazlur Rehman has been
unanimously appointed as
the chief of the newly-for-
med Pakistan Democratic
Movement (PDM), an anti-
government alliance laun-
ched by 11 opposition parties
to oust PM Imran Khan.

The decision was taken on
Saturday during a virtual me-
eting of the opposition parties
attended by PML-N supremo
and former PM Nawaz Sharif,
PPP chairman Bilawal Bhutto
Zardari, Balochistan National
Party chief Sardar Akhtar
Mengal. According to PDM’s
steering committee convener

Ahsan Iqbal, Sharif proposed
Rehman’s name as the allian-
ce president, Dawn reported.
Bhutto suggested that the offi-
ce should be given on a rotatio-
nal basis to members of the
constituent parties. 

The members agreed that
Rehman should lead the
PDM in the first phase as he

had already led a demonstra-
tion against the present PTI
government last year.

Science and technology
minister Fawad Chaudhry re-
sponded by saying it was a sad
day for Pakistan thatsomeone
with ties to terrorist groups
was selected to lead the oppo-
sition movement. AGENCIES

Firebrand cleric appointed as head
of anti-government alliance in Pak

Acourt in Pakistan will on Monday hear a petition seeking a ban
on airing speeches of former PM Nawaz Sharif on TV channels,

days after the top PML-N leader made blistering remarks targeting
the country’s powerful army. A citizen, Amir Aziz, filed the petition
in the Islamabad HC and made 70-year-old Sharif, his brother
Shehbaz and the Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority
chairman as respondents, Express Tribune reported. AGENCIES

Plea in court to ban Sharif’s speeches 

Mecca slowly stirred from a
seven-month hibernation

on Sunday as pilgrims trickled
in after Saudi authorities
partially lifted a coronavirus
ban on performing umrah — a
pilgrimage to Islam’s two
holiest sites that is undertaken
at any time of year. Saudi
Arabia has allowed citizens and
residents to start performing
umrah as of Sunday at 30% cap-
acity, or 6,000 pilgrims a day. It
will open for Muslims from abr-
oad starting November 1. Last
year the Gulf state drew 19 mill-
ion umrah visitors.At midnight,
tens of registered pilgrims wea-
ring face masks prepared to
enter the Grand Mosque in
small groups. As pilgrims
circled the Kaaba, officials
made sure they kept a safe
distance apart. REUTERS

Umrah pilgrims
return to Mecca

Sinovac Biotech, the Chinese
company that is planning to

conduct mass trial of a corona-
virus vaccine in Bangladesh, has
sought the Sheikh Hasina gover-
nment to co-finance the initiati-
ve, officials said on Sunday. In a
letter to the government on Sep-
tember 22, Sinovac Biotech said
the phase 3 trials of the vaccine
would be delayed until Banglad-
esh co-finances the trial. Under
the agreement, Bangladesh wo-
uld get one lakh vaccines for
free and get priority to purchase
vaccines. The health division
secretary of Bangladeshsaid
the government would convey
its decision after consulting
with the relevant organisations
and people as the company did
not make the proposal when it
got “our acceptance to carry
out the trial”. AGENCIES

China co: B’desh must
co-fund vaccine trial 

Trump works in the presidential suite at Walter Reed hospital 
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The painting by David Hockney,
estimated to be worth £18 million,
is to be sold to raise cash 
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President Trump’s medi-
cal team acknowledged
delivering an overly ro-

sy description of the presi-
dent’s illness on Saturday. “I
didn’t want to give any infor-
mation that might steer the
course of illness in another
direction, and in doing so, it
came off that we were trying
to hide something, which wa-
sn’t necessarily true,” Dr Se-
an P Conley, the White House
physician, said in a briefing.

The doctors said that
Trump had a “high fever” on
Friday, and that there had be-
en two incidents when his oxy-
gen saturation levels had
dropped, one on Friday and
one on Saturday. They said the
president received oxygen at
the White House on Friday;
they were not clear about
whether he was administered
oxygen again on Saturday.
Trump’s oxygen levels drop-
ped to 93% at one point, they
said; that is below the 95% le-
vel that is considered the lo-
wer limit of the normal range.

Dr Conley also said that
the president had also been gi-
ven the steroid dexamethaso-
ne on Saturday. The drug has
been shown to help patients
who are severely ill with Co-
vid-19. Dexamethasone is one
of several treatments that the
president has been receiving.
On Friday, he was given an in-
fusion of an experimental an-
tibody cocktail being tested by
Regeneron. He is also receivi-
ng a five-day course of remde-
sivir. Nonetheless, the doctors
said Trump was doing better
and might return to the White
House as early as Monday. NYT

Prez suffered oxygen level
drop, given steroid: Doctor

Nonetheless, the doctors —
including Dr Sean Conley (C) —
said, Trump is doing better and
could be back in White House
as early as Monday

Reuters

Baku/Yerevan: Azerbaijan’s
President Ilham Aliyev deman-
ded on Sunday that Armenia
set a timetable for withdrawing
from Nagorno-Karabakh, and
said Azerbaijan would not cea-
se military action until that
happened.Aliyev said Azeri for-
ces were advancing to retake
lands that they lost to Armeni-
ans in the 1990s. Azerbaijani offi-
cials also said Armenian forces
had attacked Ganja, the count-
ry’s second largest city. Hikmet
Hajiyev, an aide to Aliyev, twee-
ted a video depicting damaged
buildings, and called it the re-
sult of “Armenia’s missile at-
tacks against residential areas”.
Armenia’s defence ministry
rejected the claim. AGENCIES

Azerbaijan’s No. 2
city hit in fighting

with Armenia

The White House has not sought help from the CDC to trace the co-
ntacts of people who attended a celebration in the Rose Garden

on September 26 for Judge Amy Coney Barrett, according to a federal
official. Dr Sean Conley, the White House physician, told reporters on
Saturday that his team was working with the agency to trace conta-
cts. But according to theofficial, while the CDC had a team of experts
on standby to help the White House, it has not been approached to do
so. In an interview on Sunday, Dr Scott Gottlieb, a former FDA commi-
ssioner, offered evidence suggesting that no robust contact tracing
effort was underway. Dr Gottlieb said he had spoken to several
officials who attended the Rose Garden event and who had not been
spoken to by any contact tracers. The celebration of Judge Barrett’s
nomination to the Supreme Court on Saturday is looking more and
more like a “super spreader event.” At least seven attendeeshave
already tested positive.Meanwhile, according to reports, two
members of the White House residence staff tested positive for the
coronavirus roughly three weeks ago. It raises questions about how
and when President Trump may have been exposed to the virus. NYT 

CDC not involved in contact tracing for
‘super spreader’ event at Rose Garden 
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Sacredspace
Start Loving

It is easy to love the people far
away, but not always easy to

love those close to us. It is easier
to give a cup of rice to relieve

hunger than to relieve the 
loneliness and pain of someone
unloved in our own home. Bring

love into your home. 

Vallsalar, Arutperumjyoti

An important idea which provides the foundation for India’s
Constitution is that citizens will be allowed to exercise their
agency. A newly independent nation gave itself a package of

fundamental rights and imposed restrictions on the arbitrary use of
power to reach this goal, with a key mechanism to achieve it being the
administrative structure, particularly the police force. Not only is
police important to ensure justice, it has also become the fallback 
option for governments dealing with almost any kind of emergency.
But several recent cases, such as the alleged gang-rape and death of a
Dalit teenager from UP’s Hathras district, actor Sushant Singh 
Rajput’s death in Mumbai, and the custodial deaths of a father and
son in Tamil Nadu’s Sathankulam town, have turned the spotlight on

grave lapses in police functioning. 
All these cases reflect very poorly

on the police force as well as other
agencies headed by IPS officers. For
example, with the AIIMS panel finding
that Rajput’s is categorically a case of
hanging and death by suicide, the 
Narcotics Control Bureau’s high-
intensity pursuit of Rhea Chakraborty
and others is under serious cloud.
So is CBI’s investigation of abetment,
where causative factors of suicide are
usually deeply individual, complex
and multifaceted. 

In Hathras many aspects of the police’s treatment of the victim,
her family, media and protesters have been reprehensible. The su-
spension of the SP and other police officers there shows that the state
itself accepts this. But will their suspension prevent the next Hathras
from happening? After all, there are structural flaws in the police that
lead to two mutually reinforcing trends: Criminalisation of politics
and politicisation of crime (note how the SSR case has found resonance
in the Bihar election campaign). Unless these flaws are addressed, 
India’s constitutional vision will not materialise for many people.

It is also true that India’s police force is ill equipped and made to work
in almost inhuman conditions. The Status of Policing in India Report
(2019) pointed out that at the national level only 75.2% of the sanctioned
personnel strength has been filled, in UP a mere 46.9%. Filling these 
resource gaps is important but so is operational autonomy for police.
For over a decade SC has tried to loosen the grip of the political executive
over the police force but governments, of all political persuasions, have
been resistant. A modicum of fairness in appointments and transfers is
a prerequisite for mending India’s criminal justice system.

Broken System
From Hathras to the SSR case, the toll of

delaying police reforms is piling up 

Litti chokha and dholaks, udan khatolas (helicopters) and 
railas (rallies), Bihar politics has always been so captivating
for some that former PM Atal Bihari Vajpayee once declared,
“Main Atal bhi hoon, aur Bihari bhi hoon.”

But tedious 2020 refuses to bring good cheer. There are no
cheerleaders, or crowds or razzmatazz at the IPL being played in

the UAE. If the Indian Premier League is a trifle dull, the Bihar Premier League
also looks lacklustre. As Bihar heads for assembly polls later this month, India’s
most politically colourful state is set for the first colourless virtual election.

Reporters may no longer be able to feast on sattu paratha and instead 
will only have to rely on small sound bites. Old slogans like “Rome Pope ka,
Madhepura Gope ka” and “Jab tak samosa mein aloo, tab tak Bihar mein Lalu”
are unlikely to be heard this time.

With social distancing, out goes the raila and in comes the virtual rally. In
the past, Lalu Prasad held a range of rallies: lathi rally, gareeb rally,
he’s even held a ‘George Bush bhagao’ rally. Lalu once claimed that he
would make Bihar’s roads as smooth as Hema Malini’s cheeks but is
now at the end of his political road in a jail hospital. In an election 

without campaigning, the veteran street side neta is missing in action. Between
Lalu’s sons Tej Pratap and Tejashwi, both seem to lack their father’s tez.

Ram Vilas Paswan, Indian politics’ most astute mausam vyaganik or 
weathervane who invariably senses changes in the poll climate, is also in 
hospital. Can son Chirag now light the election winning flame? Other heavy-
weights are also missing. Bihari babu and pride of Patna, Shatrughan
‘shotgun’ Sinha is living by his own famous cry: khamosh!

Nitish Kumar, who has performed more somersaults than an Olympic 
gymnast looks confident he won’t slip from the balancing beam. Quipped the
internet wag: Nitish Kumar has become Kursi Kumar. Pappu Yadav, ‘don’ of
Seemanchal-Kosi who once roared, “Lalu is a fake, I am the real Yadav,” has 
formed a new front. But will this front provide him a new udan khatola like his
earlier six seater chopper in which he attempted a high flying campaign?

Virtual rallies and Zoom debates are dull substitutes for nukkad nataks and
thronging crowds. After all, Bihar elections were never meant to be WFH.

Bihar Premier League

Sagarika.Ghose@timesgroup.com

Polls in India’s most politically colourful state 
were never meant to be Work From Home

The CBI court judgment
acquitting 32 accused
in the Babri Masjid
demolition is extremely
disappointing. It has 
come closely after the

Supreme Court judgment on Ram temple
at Ayodhya categorically stated that 
razing the mosque was a “criminal act”.
These judgments are preceded by violence
and lynchings in the name of gau raksha,
and unrest owing to the Citizenship
(Amendment) Act. All of this has a huge
bearing on the future direction of our
secular democratic republic. 

The Ayodhya dispute has been at the
centre of Indian politics for over four 
decades. We are a religiously polarised
nation today. But we never wanted to be a
religion based nation in the first place.
Ours is a land where people of diverse
faiths and belief systems have coexisted
for centuries. 

We won independence from the 
British thanks to a democratic freedom
struggle, in which women and men of all
religious backgrounds participated 
equally. We, the people of India, gave our-
selves the Constitution with its values of
equality, justice, democracy, pluralism
and equal opportunity to all. In our 
democracy all citizens are equal irrespec-
tive of faith, caste, gender, language.

Gandhi, Nehru, Ambedkar, Maulana
Azad and many other visionaries from
the freedom struggle painstakingly laid
the foundation of a plural and democratic
nation. So, what went wrong? How did
we reduce ourselves to being mere 
Hindus and Muslims? 

Even as our society has been diverse
and eclectic, forces of religious division
and hatred have always existed amongst
both Hindus and Muslims. The two 
nation theory was actively pursued by
these forces. Jinnah wanted Pakistan
and there were those who wanted a
Hindu rashtra. 

The outcome was a bloody Partition
with loss of innocent lives and mindless
violence. The Father of the Nation was
assassinated because of his insistence
on sarva dharma samabhava and 

Hindu-Muslim unity. 
Most ordinary Indians wanted peace

and prosperity then and they want it
now, as well. Some elite Muslims, mainly
from north India, migrated to Pakistan.
The majority of Indian Muslims 
rejected the theocratic nation of
Pakistan and stayed back in their own
country. But the Hindu right still 
holds Indian Muslims responsible for
the creation of Pakistan.

After Independence, even as we 
embarked on nation building through
various development initiatives, 
communal politics continued to form
the backdrop. The Congress brand of
secularism translated into pandering to
conservative Muslim leaders such as the
Shahi Imam, or other such religious
figures. This kind of secularism did not
translate into better living conditions
for Muslims who got marginalised 
politically, economically and socially. 

On the other hand, this pandering
to orthodox religious leaders gave
rise to the “appeasement of Muslims”
theory of BJP-RSS. On their part, even
today they do not give tickets to 

Muslims in elections. 
Congress appeasement of Muslim

conservatives during the Shah Bano
case helped RSS build up the Ram 
Janambhoomi movement. Thousands
of lives were lost in the communal riots
that followed countrywide. The Muslim
masses paid a heavy price for this kind of
politics and continued rigidity of the
clergy. The women led movement 
against triple talaq was a refreshing
change in recent years. It was supported
by all except conservative clergy and 
so-called secular political parties. 

Could the religious polarisation over
Ayodhya have been avoided? It is no 
more relevant to talk about so-called 
archaeological evidence about a mosque
or a temple originally existing at the 

disputed site. It is now only a matter of
faith turned into majoritarian politics. 

Back then in the 1980s, the Muslim 
leadership of Shahi Imam and Syed 
Shahabuddin should have conceded the
birthplace of Lord Ram. They failed to
do so. But that does not mean that 
those demanding a temple can freely 
raze the mosque. The courts have failed
to provide justice in the matter.

Ordinary people have suffered for the
follies of leaders. They have paid the 
price for divisive hate politics for too
long. Collectively, we have paid a heavy
price for politics of religious division
through civic unrest and disturbances.
We have witnessed several communal
riots since Independence – Moradabad,
Meerut, Bhagalpur, Nellie, Ahmedabad,
Bhiwandi, Surat, Bombay, Muzaffar-
nagar, Delhi, the list is unending. 

All Indians, including Muslims, want
education, jobs, affordable housing, 
health services and an opportunity to
flourish. Everybody wants safety and 
security to live and move freely. Everybody
wants to enjoy individual freedoms with-
out worrying about politics over places of
worship. Nobody wants public discourse
to be dominated by religious issues at the
cost of real issues affecting people.

Indians are an eclectic mix of casual
religiosity, agnosticism, spiritualism or
even secularism and deep religiosity. It
does not mean that they hate those from
other faith systems and want their 
subjugation. Our political parties need
to understand this. 

The PM talked about sabka saath,
sabka vishwas. But we are yet to see any
further movement on this count. 
Everybody is happy to see a Ram temple
at Ayodhya. But it is not going to resolve
the crisis faced by the nation on the 
economic front or the agrarian front. 

We have seen a blatant attempt to
falsely give a communal colour to the
fight against Covid recently. Such
politics is not going to lead India into the
future. The CBI court verdict is a deeply
ominous pointer for the future direction
of our vibrant nation.

The writer is a women’s rights activist 
and a founding member of Bharatiya Muslim
Mahila Andolan

Parlous State Of Polarisation
How did we reduce ourselves to being mere Hindus and Muslims? 

Zakia Soman

Ordinary people have
suffered for the follies of
leaders. They have paid
the price for divisive hate
politics for too long

The RJD-Congress-Left coalition has outpaced the NDA in 
announcing a seat sharing deal. Its task was made easier by the
exit of splinter caste-based outfits like RLSP, HAM(S) and VIP.

RJD overcame Congress and Left’s reservations against projecting
Tejashwi Yadav as the alliance’s chief ministerial candidate by 
accepting their demand for more seats. On paper, the three allies 
have propped up a viable social coalition. But without considerable
anti-incumbency, the alliance could come a cropper.

In Bihar’s caste cauldron, Congress believes it has some traction
amongst upper castes, especially Brahmins, and Muslims. CPI(M-L)

was popular among Dalits during the heydays
of Naxalism. But both parties are a shadow of
their former selves, BJP edging Congress out
among upper castes. During Lalu’s primacy,
RJD enjoyed the backing of most OBC 
groups, Muslims and Dalits. Over time, 
Nitish Kumar split the OBC and Dalit 
support for Lalu through his EBC-Mahadalit
focus and earned appreciation from Muslims

too. This JD(U) edifice is under strain from governance failures and
the pandemic undermining Bihar’s remittance economy. 

Tejashwi faces a tough task firing up Lalu’s residual Muslim-Yadav
social base without the latter at his side. He must also ensure the alliance
works on the ground and vote transfers happen smoothly, a la the NDA.
Another big unknown is the virtual mode of campaigning, necessitated
by the pandemic. Traditionally, BJP has dominated social media. In a
presidential contest with the ageing Nitish, much rides on the
impression Tejashwi conveys on the campaign trail. In 2011, 49.2% of
Bihar’s population was in the 0-19 age-group, many of whom would
have reached voting age now. With so many young voters, the election
accords young politicians another opportunity to turn around their
political fortunes. But gains will not come on a platter. The insipid
leadership Tejashwi has shown so far needs a rigorous upgrade.

Candidate Tejashwi
RJD-Congress-Left alliance needs to do a 
lot of work on the ground, in little time
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A thought for today

Four families of the nomadic 
Durmurgi tribe in northern 
Karnataka recently gave up their

traditional occupation of begging. They
were victims of the lockdown imposed
as a measure to contain spread of the
coronavirus. These families would
walk, from village to village, as their
forebears had done for ages, subsisting
on alms. The lockdown pushed them to
starvation. Good-intentioned govern-
ment officials gave them a reorientation
with regard to the virtues of hard work
that would help them earn a living.
These families were enrolled as labour
under the national rural employment
guarantee scheme. Reports said the
families were happy to embrace a
socially dignified means of livelihood. 

The news provides occasion to 
revisit the ancient practice (read 
‘institution’) of begging: Bhiksha,
begging, began as a religious practice,

not due to economic poverty. A prince
like Siddartha, as the enlightened 
Buddha, practised begging. So did
Diogenes, the Greek philosopher,
Christian friars and some nomadic
tribes. The most exalted beggar 
perhaps, was Mahavishnu who 
incarnated as a dwarf, Vamana, and
approached the king with a begging bowl,
to reset the corrupted cosmic order.

The enlightened person who
chooses poverty as a way of
life, does not beg, plead or
solicit for alms. He just
goes around or sits in calm.
The laity who feel inspired,
bring and lay their 
offerings before him.
They feel blessed if their
offering gets accepted by the noble soul. 

The sage of Shirdi often went around
the village, begging. He called at a few
select homes – not the richest in the
village – whose offerings he accepted.
Such “begging” is the obverse of

religions and nations, practised 
the Vedic value of aparigraha, 
non-possession. When Ramana 
Maharshi left home empty-handed to
discover Self, he received a dhoti from a
kindly donor. The Maharshi felt it was
too much to accept. He tore it on one
side, just enough for a loin-cloth, and
returned the ‘extra’ wear! 

Many mendicants in India went
around the villages discoursing or
singing edifying songs and psalms.
Sometimes, they carried an iktara, a
single-stringed harp, suggesting the
bare minimum. The very visit, the sheer
footfall of such a mendicant, was seen as
a blessing by villagers. His presence was
purifying and uplifting. And this 
positivity would linger even after the
mendicant moved to the next village. 

For such an institution to lose its
virtue and get degenerated into becoming
a nuisance, inviting legislative ban in
most countries today, is a sad reminder of
the shift in values and ways of life.

anna-daana, which requires that the
daana (charity) should consist of
items acquired by fair means, offered
with humility and reverence, to 
worthy recipients. 

‘Begging’ is respected in Hinduism,
Sufism, Buddhism, Judaism, and some
Christian denominations. Begging had
a code of conduct. A young Hindu, after

initiation, is required to beg for
himself and his preceptor. The

preceptor guides him regar-
ding the homes where to call.
Once the day’s requirement
is received, the pupil must
forthwith return and lay 
the collection before his
preceptor. Storing for the
morrow is evil. As Jesus

exhorted, seek from providence your
‘daily bread’. How much should a donor
give? The common measure was, a fistful.

After completing his education, if
the pupil so chose, he could become a
mendicant. Mendicants, cutting across

Devolution Of Begging From Virtue To Vice
Uma Ram and KS Ram

dilbert

BR AMBEDKAR

However good a Constitution may be, if those who are
implementing it are not good, it will prove to be bad

Chandra Bhan Prasad, a noted socio-
political commentator on Dalit issues, is
also the co-author of ‘Defying the Odds: The
Rise of Dalit Entrepreneurs’. He decon-
structs the reasons for atrocities against
Dalits in an interview to Avijit Ghosh:

■ In Hathras, a Dalit girl was subject
to a brutal physical assault leading to
her death a fortnight later. There
seems to be no end to crimes
against women and atrocities
against Dalits. Why?

India seems to have fallen into a
social emergency. The 1932 Poona Pact,
arrived at following an understanding
between Dr Ambedkar and MK Gandhi,
was a social contract of integrating Dalits
into the mainstream. That has taken a
hit. Once empathetic to the Dalit cause,
the ‘caste society’ has turned envious of
them. A new kind of consciousness 
seems to be emerging where violence is
turning into a fashion statement.

Back in the 1970s, Dalits were mostly
insulted when found breaking caste 
codes, for instance – wearing dhotis till
toes, putting on large pagdis, not getting
down from bicycles while passing 
through the upper caste localities. Dalits
were either scolded, called names, or
thrashed. Killings were rare. Rapes
too occurred but victims were not 
otherwise brutalised the way it has 
happened in Hathras or Lakhimpur
Kheri in recent weeks.

In recent decades, a middle class
has emerged within Dalits, thanks to
education and government jobs through

reservation. On the other hand, an
underclass has emerged from within
upper castes. This segment, simmering
with anger, blames Dalits, the Constitution,
and Ambedkar as reasons for their fall.
Remember at many places in UP, Ambed-
kar statues are caged with iron rods. 

In the past when ‘caste society’ 
chased Dalits, the government sheltered

them. Today UP CM Adityanath
seems to be representing caste
society more than representing
the government. Caste society
and government have dissolved

into one, a complete subversion of the
electoral mandate. 
■ During your field trips, do you sense
a rise in insecurity among Dalits?

Dalits in UP have become largely
free from upper caste control, 
although they remain unequal.
As elder Dalits tell me, before
1947 most Dalits were ‘owned’ by
upper caste families. That has
ended. Tractors have replaced
bullocks and ploughs. Harves-
ters have replaced hands. Dalit 
women have been freed from 
upper caste farmland. It’s a social
revolution, more intense
than the end of serfdom 
in Europe.

Of late, fear has
walked into Dalit
hamlets. Police now
seem to have bartered
its stars for its caste
emblems. Collectors
now kneel down 

before the caste order. Offices are now
caste ghettos. University department 
heads and vice chancellors now act as
their forefathers to whom caste came
first. Among the most harassed are Dalit
officers. They are given postings that
nobody else wants. 
■ BSP was for long unchallenged 
in Dalit politics in UP. Of late, 
Chandrashekar Azad’s Bhim Army is
making news. How do you see this
panning out?

The BSP has scaled Everest. It can’t
stay at the peak furthermore. The party
seems to be freezing. Azad is on the rise.
He’s facing turbulences, but a new 
Dalit star is in the making. Old Dalits, 

however, are still glued to BSP.
The BSP’s march from 

Bahujan to Sarvajan dampened
Dalit spirits. Its monument
symbolism, once needed, has
now outlived its shelf-life. On
the other hand, Azad’s 
physics, maths and English
taught in Bhim Schools offer

magnetic attraction. 
■ In these dark times, what

do you see are
the bright

spots for
Dalits?

In
2015, a
Dalit
woman
climbed
the 
peak of

civil services. A Mumbai-based Dalit 
girl has topped CA examinations this
year. A Bulandshahr-based Dalit boy
topped CBSE 12th exams in the 
humanities segment. A Lucknow-based
Dalit girl has scored 100 out of 100 in 
English in this year’s CBSE 10th Board
exam. Stories of Dalit successes are 
unfolding faster than ever before.

Despite odds, Dalits are making 
inroads in businesses as well. And they
are doing great. A Delhi based first time
Dalit businessman drives a Jaguar, a
Merc, and a high range Audi. A Dalit 
businessman in Hapur rides a Harley
Davidson. A UP-based first time 
businessman has offices in Germany,
Ukraine, the UK, China, Turkey, Saudi
and Mumbai. 

We are producing a coffee table 
book where we show 100 Dalit-owned
hospitals in UP and Bihar. Dalits 
launching their own hospitals are a
craze now. A few thousand civil servants,
MLAs, MPs, doctors, engineers don’t
solve poverty amongst Dalits but 
together they lift Dalits’ spirits. 
Similarly, a few thousand Dalit 
capitalists don’t solve poverty amongst
Dalits, but lift Dalits’ spirits.

It is more exciting that Dalits are 
working as data scientists in the UK and
US. Dalit IT professionals are rocking
the Silicon Valley competing globally. It is
dismaying that opinion makers market
Dalit poverty and atrocities more than
Dalit professionals competing globally.
The Indian society cheers Dalits riding
donkeys but fears Dalits riding horses.

‘India cheers Dalits riding donkeys but fears Dalits riding
horses ... caste society and government have dissolved into one’
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Remote work is the new norm, 
and all firms are  investing technologies 
to make it productive and safe. 
Keeping remote workers productive 
and secure is a big challenge for 
enterprises and certain areas have 
emerged as the biggest recipients 
of technology investments

WFH is here to stay

AREAS OF INCREASED TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENT TO BOOST THE EFFICIENCY AND SAFETY OF REMOTE WORK

Collaborative technologies Cybersecurity Cloud-native technologies

65% 56% 51%

PROPORTION OF EMPLOYEES WORKING
REMOTELY – BY REGION (%)

North America 
(US, Canada)

Asia Pacific (Australia, 
India, Singapore)

Europe (UK, 
Benelux, Nordics)

Prior to the pandemic During the pandemic 2025

10

60
37 45 41

67 70

9 8

Source: TCS Digital Readiness and Covid-19 survey
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‘Cut red tape & 
woo cos looking 
to leave China’

Converting Adversity 
Into OpportunityCEO CORNER

Rupali.Mukherjee@timesgroup.com

R
PG Enterprises chairman Harsh Goen-
ka says this is a great opportunity for 
India to attract large companies which 
want to quit China. However, for that 

to happen, the complex web of  laws and proce-
dures here should be removed, he adds…

How far has your business returned to normal? 
The initial impact of  the lockdown in March 
and April was severe and somewhat scary. 
Survival instincts and the fitness of  balance 
sheets were put to the ultimate test. By Au-
gust, we were almost 100% back to where we 
were last year, overall for the group. 

What challenges has the new normal posed? 
The first crisis to hit was workers migrating 
from our production and project sites. Supply 
chain disruptions affected our factories, and 
imports from China faced potential cut-offs. 
We had to remodel our shop floor to cope with 
reduced workmen, automate tasks and iden-
tify alternate supply channels. 

Has Covid-19 impacted remuneration, 
resulted in downsizing?
We have closed all our offices. The new normal 
is remote working. This will outlive the 
pandemic and will pave the way for a com-
pletely new way of  life. We have not made any 
cut in remuneration.

Will you look at more digitalisation & automation?
We began our digitisation drive about three 
years back and innovations like the intelligent 
tyre, fleet predictive algorithms and geospa-
tial analytics have been in use. An interesting 
product we developed during Covid is an ‘in-
telligent sensor-driven’ safety helmet that 
doubles up as a social distancing tool and 
warns you as you get too close.

Should the government go for a much bigger 
public investment to revive demand?
At this point, we must get money into the 
hands of  people to generate consumer de-
mand. This is a great opportunity for India 
to attract large companies which want to 
quit China. For that, we must remove the 
complex web of  laws and procedures. Small 
businesses need support too, and so do poor 
households. We must also have a large-scale 
public investment programme and special-
ised NBFCs to finance infrastructure. All 
this may mean that the fiscal deficit could 
take a hit, but I don’t see much of  an alterna-
tive in this crisis.

Small businesses need 
support, so do poor 

households. We must 
have large-scale public 
investment & specialised 
NBFCs to finance infra

HARSH GOENKA 
CHAIRMAN | RPG 
Enterprises

Mumbai: Tata Sons is reviewing its
budget airline joint venture with Mala-
ysia’s AirAsia as the latter faces finan-
cial challenges exacerbated by the
pandemic. The evaluation follows the
Malaysian company’s reluctance to in-
ject fresh equity into AirAsia India.

The holding company of the Tata
Group, which owns 51% in the six-ye-
ar-old low-cost carrier, is in discus-
sions to buy out the remaining 49%
held by AirAsia, said a source in the
know. Tata Sons has the first right of
refusal for the minority stake owned
by AirAsia in the India venture. 

AirAsia, which announced its big-
gest quarterly loss in August, plans to
raise $600 million through debt and
equity to weather the pandemic even
as it evaluates some of its operations
outside Malaysia. In recent months,
AirAsia’s founder and CEO Tony Fer-
nandes has said that India is a perip-
heral market, which it could exit one
day. In July, AirAsia’s auditor EY had
flagged going concern doubts on the
company’s operations after its cur-
rent liabilities exceeded assets.

“AirAsia, because of its financial
difficulties, is not keen on infusing ca-
pital into the India JV. It wants the JV
to take on debt to run the operations.
Tata Sons is forced to consider buying
out AirAsia,” said the source. Tata
Sons declined to comment.

AirAsia India has been unprofi-
table since its launch in 2014. Tata
Sons in its FY20 report said that the
airline’s net worth was completely
eroded and its auditor voiced worry
about the JV’s ability to continue as a
going concern. Tata Sons invested Rs
490 crore in AirAsia India in FY20,
while the JV posted a loss of Rs 317 cro-
re in the same period. Another source
said that “The environment (Fernan-
des’ financial scenario) will influence
Tata Sons’ decision on the JV and de-
termine the exit price for AirAsia”. 

Just before the pandemic, Fernan-
des had reportedly asked for a lucrati-
ve deal from Tata Sons against his wai-

ver of the non-compete clause so that
the latter could bid for Air India and its
budget unit Air India Express when
the government finalises the divest-
ment date. According to the agreement
between the two partners, Tata Sons
cannot invest more than 10% in anot-
her budget airline. And if it wishes to
do, it will need AirAsia’s approval. 

The launch of AirAsia India had
marked Tata Group’s return to avia-
tion, a business it pioneered in India
through Air India before the carrier
was nationalised. Tata Sons also ope-
rates Vistara, a full-service airline, in
partnership with Singapore Airlines.

AirAsia India has had a turbulent
history from the beginning — the sha-
re-sale by businessman Arun Bhatia af-
ter he aired his unhappiness over the
JV being run by the foreign partner in
alleged contravention of norms, for-
mer Tata Sons chairman alleging cor-
porate governance lapses between the
two partners, Fernandes and others be-
ing named in criminal conspiracy and
money laundering cases. AirAsia In-
dia, like other airlines, is seeing subdu-
ed demand after the country restricted
travel due to the rising Covid cases.

Tatas in talks to buy
AirAsia’s 49% in JV

Reeba.Zachariah@timesgroup.com

VENTURE FLIGHT PATH
June 2014 | AirAsia 
India, a three-way 
joint venture between Tata Sons (41.1%), 
businessman Arun Bhatia (9.9%) 
and Malaysia’s AirAsia (49%), 
commences operations

March 2016 | Tata Sons buys 7.9% 
from Bhatia, while its executives 
R Venkataramanan and S Ramadorai 
acquire 1.5% and 0.5% respectively 
from the businessman 

Sept 2018 | Tata Sons raises its holding
in AirAsia India to 51% by purchasing 
the stakes held by its executives

June 2020 | The Malaysian partner 
hints at exiting India, calls it 
a peripheral market

1.4L | Passengers AirAsia 
India carried in Aug ’20

7% | Its market 
share in August

TECHTONIC

Savio.DSouza@timesgroup.com

G oPro is synonymous with adventure. Its 
rugged Hero cameras have survived 
deep-sea dives and jumps from planes; 

they’ve conquered Everest, dirt-biked through 
rough terrain, and even parkoured with “zom-
bies”. But, every year, GoPro unveils a new cam 
that ups the ante. And this year’s Hero9 is the 
single biggest upgrade since the waterproof  
Hero5 in 2016 when the company ditched the 
protective housing that was required until then. 
WHAT’S NEW? The Hero9 Black sports a 2.27-inch 
rear touchscreen, and—for the first time—a 
front-facing 1.4-inch colour LCD that gives you 
a live preview when you’re facing the lens. Good 
news: The camera is still compatible with all of  
GoPro’s existing grips and mounts.

It allows for 20MP photos and up to 5k@30fps 
videos. Besides, via the GoPro app, you can grab 
frames from your recordings: For instance, from 
a 5K clip, you can extract a 14.7MP still.

The cam packs a Scheduled 
Capture feature, along with 
Duration Capture, that lets 
you preset a time—up to 24 
hours in advance—and turn 
off  the Hero9 to save battery. 
It switches ON automatically 
at the stipulated time to re-
cord video, Time Lapse clips 
or shoot photos for the dura-
tion you had set. 

Then, there is HindSight that captures up to 
30 seconds of  footage immediately before you 
press the shutter button, so you won’t miss split-
second action even if  you have a delayed reac-
tion. Similarly, LiveBurst lets you record what 
happens 1.5 seconds before and after your shot, 
so you can pick a single frame for the best picture. 

With the Hero8, GoPro had introduced Hori-
zon Leveling—on the GoPro app—that keeps 
your videos parallel with the horizon even if  
your camera was bumped around while you 
recorded. With the Hero9, this feature is part of  
the camera’s settings and can be activated at 5K, 
4K, 2.7K, 1440p and 1080p resolutions.

The Hero9 inherits the webcam mode that 
was introduced to the Hero8 in July this year, 
and you can use either model with your Mac; 
this feature is under beta testing for Windows. 

You also get a removable lens cover that can 
be replaced with the Hero9 Black Max Lens Mod 
that increases the field-of-view to an ultra-wide 
155˚-angle for greater video stabilisation up to 
2.7K@60fps, and enhanced Horizon Leveling.

And finally, you get a 1720mAh li-ion battery 
that gives you around 15-20 minutes extra when 

compared to the one hour (approx) you got from 
the Hero7’s and 8’s 1220mAh batteries. 
WHAT WORKS AND WHAT DOESN’T? This Hero9 is 
waterproof  down to 33 feet and drop-resistant. 
Its front screen is a welcome upgrade that helps 
you frame your shots when you are in front of  
the lens. At times, there is a slight delay before 
you see your action played out on this display, 
but it still gets the job done.

Under natural light, you get photos with vi-
brant colours and uniform exposure; the HDR 
mode delivers details without any big compro-
mises, and you can also capture images in the 
RAW format. Burst mode will let you shoot up to 
25 snapshots in one second, and Night Photo does 
an okay job of  capturing some detail in photos, 
but with a fair amount of  grain; it is still not close 
to the magic you see in phones like the iPhone 
11, Samsung Galaxy S20, or OnePlus 8 Pro.  

When it comes to video—the GoPro’s main-
stay—you will notice a crisp clarity in 5K when 
compared to 1080p- and 2.7K clips. Plus, the three-

mic setup does a great job to 
cancel wind sounds for clear 
and loud audio.

HyperSmooth 3.0 is Go-
Pro’s new video-stabilisation 
technology—and when cou-
pled with Horizon Leveling—
you can expect super-smooth 
footage along with unique 
perspectives that are just not 

possible with a smartphone. 
Videos look steady even if  you are bouncing 
about, up to 45 degrees, like when you are at full 
tilt on your bike.

On the downside, there’s an issue with the 
touchscreen’s responsiveness. Taps and swipes 
do not register as promptly as you are accus-
tomed to on your phone. Also, the Hero9 seems 
a bit sluggish and it even freezes at times, perhaps 
due to the punishing demands on its processor. 
SHOULD YOU BUY IT? The Hero9 will be available, 
late October, at `49,500, the highest price for a 
Hero Black yet. But, you get improved battery, 
dual preview screens, and added features like 
Scheduled Capture and Horizon Leveling. It also 
supports Live Streaming toYouTube, Facebook
and Twitch. To sweeten the deal, the cam comes 
in a durable travel case, with a clip mount, a 
microSD card, and ‘The Handler’ floating grip.  

True, the Hero9 does have its drawbacks, but 
most can be fixed with firmware updates. Re-
gardless, you get a device that works better than 
your smartphone for adventure holidays and 
vlogs, complete with its GoPro app for Android 
and iOS that lets you control the cam, and create 
pro-grade edits with videos and photos.

GoPro Hero9 Black

Bengaluru: India’s leading internet
firms and startups from across sectors
are coming together to form an alliance
with “Indian companies only” as they ta-
ke on US tech giants like Google, which
has faced the heat from the local entre-
preneurial ecosystem over its recent bil-
ling policy. This development comes after
the government held a meeting with the
country’s top entrepreuners on Saturday
evening with the latter accusing Google
of having monopolistic policies in India.

Last week, Google had “clarified”
that education, gaming, dating and
other content apps must use its billing
system in India for in-app purchases
as long as the apps are distributed
through its Play Store. This triggered
another debate over Google’s influen-
ce, whose Android operating system
controls over 95% of smartphones in
the country, after it took down the Pa-
ytm app for several hours last month
for violation of its policies.

The entrepreuners are preparing a
draft of recommendations to be sent to

the government within two weeks. 
Business-to-business e-commerce

platform Indiamart’s co-founder Dinesh
Agarwal confirmed to TOI that an allian-
ce, in the form of an association or an or-
ganisation, is in the works as many exis-
ting internet associations have overseas
companies like Google and Amazon as
their members, with their executives as
key office bearers. Founders of Paytm,
GOQii and Indiamart, among others, we-

re present at the meeting. Several of
them, later in the evening, spoke to IT mi-
nistry officials, where the government
wanted to hear out the current concerns.

Meanwhile, Paytm on Sunday said it
is starting a service where other apps
can be listed on its payments app and one
can use them within Paytm, similar to a
super app. It said it has been testing the
mini-app store with select users and it
will be free of charge. Decathlon, Ola,
Park+, Rapido, Netmeds, 1mg, Domino’s
Pizza, FreshMenu and NoBroker are
among the 300 companies that have joi-
ned its app-in-app programme.

Indian cos plan alliance
against US tech giants

Digbijay.Mishra@timesgroup.com

OPPOSE MONOPOLY

New Delhi: The government is unlikely
to opt for a traditional stimulus to boost
economic activity and will instead focus
on specific sectors through schemes such
as production-linked incentives, which it
feels deliver better bang for the buck as it
seeks to prioritise expenditure, especially
due to higher-than-budgeted defence
spending. While PM Narendra Modi has
held consultations with experts and offici-
als on a possible stimulus, the move seems
to have been deferred as the government
felt fund-infusion would not have had the
desired impact as economic activity had
just resumed after the lockdown. 

Demands for a stimulus have once again
emerged but officials said the government
is in no mood to hand out doles, given that a
large part of the transfers made under the
PM Garib Kalyan Yojana have been lying id-
le in the Jan Dhan bank accounts. There is a
chariness among individuals and this is re-
flecting in higher deposits.

The requirement for measures like
cash transfers has also come down as fac-
tories have restarted and many of them
are facing shortage of manpower. The
more encouraging GST collections for

August are being seen as signs of better
results in manufacturing, even while
discounting for bunched up filing. The
figures could indicate that the working
capital support offered might be wor-
king. Besides, officials have argued that

several steps have already been taken to
deal with the immediate crisis in the wa-
ke of the lockdown.

One of the key proposals made du-
ring the presentations to the PM was on
speeding up infrastructure spending to
create demand for sectors. Officials said,
several initiatives have already been ta-
ken by ministries such as railways,
which has linkage with reviving de-
mand for steel and other key inputs.

At the same time, officials said, ex-
tending schemes like production-linked
incentives beyond mobile handset ma-
nufacturing and pharma to sectors such
as lithium ion batteries and semi-con-
ductors will not just support industries
and create jobs but will also help reduce
dependence on imports in strategic are-
as. A cabinet note for extending such in-
centives to other sectors has already be-
en circulated, sources said.

The strategy is also necessitated by
the need to channelise limited resources
better at a time when revenue — both
tax, non-tax — and disinvestment rece-
ipts will be lower than originally antici-
pated. At the same time, there is a need to
focus on healthcare and defence in view
of the tension along the Ladakh border.

Govt unlikely to opt for traditional
stimulus, to focus on specific sectors

 One of the key proposals made 
by experts and officials during 
presentations to PM 
was on speeding up 
infrastructure spending 
to create demand

 Several initiatives have 
been taken by ministries 
such as railways, which has linkage 
with reviving demand for steel and 
other key inputs, officials said

 Extending schemes like production-
linked incentives beyond mobile 
handset manufacturing and pharma 
to sectors such as lithium ion 
batteries and semi-conductors 
will not just create jobs but will 
reduce dependence on imports in 
strategic areas, officials added

BOOSTER DOSE
Rajeev Deshpande & Sidhartha TNN

Mumbai: TCS, the country’s
largest IT services company,
said late on Sunday that it wo-
uld be providing Rs 1,218 crore
as an exceptional item in its
Q2 numbers for fiscal 2021. 

The company will announ-
ce the results on October 7. The
exceptional item relates to the
compensatory damages TCS
has to pay with regard to the in-
tellectual property lawsuit fi-
led by Epic Systems.A US appe-
als court in August had held a
compensatory damage award
of $140 million against TCS.

On October 7, the com-
pany will also consider a
proposal to repurchase its
own stock at its board mee-
ting, it said. TNN

TCS to provide
for damages in
US Epic co case

New Delhi:Monday’s GST Council mee-
ting promises to be a stormy affair with
the Centre and Opposition-ruled states
not just divided over compensation for a
“shortfall” in collections but also on the
issue of a dispute resolution authority
being pushed by Opposition-ruled states.

The demand was first echoed by Pun-
jab soon after the Centre presented the
new mechanism to borrow and extend
applicability of the compensation cess.
But the proposal has been rejected by the
government, with officials arguing that
it was shot down in 2011, with the stan-
ding committee on finance then headed
by former FM Yashwant Sinha and sub-
sequently by the GST-empowered com-
mittee chaired by Bihar deputy CM Sus-
hil Kumar Modi also rejecting it.

“The idea of the GST dispute settle-
ment authority is against the very ba-
sic tenets of the Constitution, which
are based on the principle of separa-
tion of powers and clearly defines the
sovereignty of the legislature. Such a
proposal, though already rejected by

Parliament, would be akin to suggest
that if there are some disputes among
the political parties in Parliament or
say, between Rajya Sabha and Lok Sab-
ha, then such disputes be referred to a
judicial body,” said a source.

The Constitutional amendment for
GST provided for the GST Council,
comprising state and Union finance
ministers, to evolve a mechanism. Flo-
wing from that, the all-powerful deci-

sion-making body has referred some of
the issues to various ministerial pa-
nels and committees, comprising offi-
cers to evolve a consensus on some of
the contentious issues.

But the main flashpoint is expected
to be the Centre’s decision to support
states in borrowing Rs 97,000 crore to
overcome the compensation shortfall,
when the overall gap is estimated at
over Rs 2.3 lakh crore. While the Centre
is pointing to having the numbers thro-
ugh support of 21states and Union ter-
ritories to back its plan, the Opposi-
tion-ruled states are not yet on board.

GST meet to be stormy
over Centre-states rift

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

COMPENSATION ROW

Mumbai: Combining advanced data
analytics tools along with CCTV foo-
tages from ATMs and other related
trails, markets regulator Sebi has
caught six people for front-running
equity trades for clients of IIFL We-
alth & Asset Management. 

The six people used what is
known as ‘mule accounts’ — which
involves utilising accounts of peo-
ple who could not be proved to be re-

lated to each other through KYC or
banking operations data. The six pe-
ople have been banned from the mar-
ket, pending investigation.

In a order by Sebi whole-time
member Madhabi Puri Buch, it said
that Santosh Singh, a dealer with IIFL
Wealth, used to pass on information
about trades by his employer’s
clients. On Sunday, IIFL Wealth &
Asset Management suspended Singh
and also started an internal enquiry
into the matter.

Sebi bans IIFL dealer, 
5 others for equity fraud

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

New Delhi: The govern-
ment’s decision to waive “in-
terest on interest” during the
March-August loan morato-
rium period will benefit all
individuals with loans up to
Rs 2 crore but if you have a ho-
me loan, especially one that
was availed several years
ago, your savings will not be
much. However, if you have
outstanding credit card loans
or dues, the benefits will be
quite substantial since inter-
est rates range between 19.5%
and 42.4% per annum.

The point to note, a public
sector bank official said, is
that the government’s propo-
sal waives interest on inter-
est during the moratorium,
but borrowers still have to
pay the simple interest for the
moratorium period.

To explain how the inter-
est on interest waiver works,
let’s take the case of a Rs 2-
crore home loan taken in
March 2015 with a tenor of 20
years. In March 2020, when
the moratorium first kicked
in, the outstanding amount
would have been a little over
Rs 1.75 crore. A simple inter-
est of 8% for six months wo-
uld translate to Rs 7 lakh.

This is just the interest bur-
den, which will have to be bor-
ne by the borrower. If this
amount is not paid in one shot
in September and clubbed
with the principal, then the
repayment period will be ex-
tended by 20 months, 17 days
with the waiver.

Without the waiver, 
the borrower would also ha-
ve to pay interest on interest
at 8% on this Rs 7 lakh for 

six months. This amount,
based on compound inter-
est, adds up to Rs 11,774, and
will effectively become your
gain as it has been waived.
However, it doesn’t mean
cash in hand but rather a
shorter loan tenor.

However, in the case of
credit cards, an outstanding
amount of Rs 1 lakh would
mean a borrower would have
to pay Rs 19,336. With the
waiver, the interest outgo is
Rs 17,940, so the benefit will 
be Rs 1,396 during the six-
month period.

Savings For Housing Loan
Borrowers May Not Be Much

Card users to gain more from
‘interest on interest’ waiver

Prabhakar.Sinha
@timesgroup.com

HOME LOAN TAKERS
ASSUMPTIONS: Interest rate 8%, loan term 20 years 
(240 months), 5 years of loan is over and moratorium 
option came into effect at the start of 6th year when 15 years 
(180 months) were remaining. Final gain will be the difference 
in the number of days between col D and col E

HOW MUCH DO YOU BENEFIT

CREDIT CARD USERS
Only those users who roll over credit — do not pay 
outstanding amount within the free credit period — 
to benefit from the waiver

CAR LOAN TAKERS
Assuming moratorium started from 16th month of 
the loan tenure and was applicable for 6 months

Loan 
Amount

(Rs)

Loan 
tenure
(years)

Interest 
rate

Simple
interest 

accrued in 
6 month 

moratorium 
period (Rs)

Interest 
on

interest 
(Rs)

Payment 
period

extended if 
interest on 
interest is 
added to 

the principal 
amount
(months

and days)

Payment 
period

extended if 
interest on 
interest is 
not added 

to the 
principal 

(months & 
days)

5 lakh 3 10% 15,482 326 7-m 5-d 7-m 4-d

10 lakh 5 9% 35,565 674 8-m 14-d 8-m 12-d

25 lakh 7 9.50% 1,02,878 2,058 10-m 16-d 10-m 13-d

50 lakh 7 8.50% 1,83,173 3,274 9-m 27-d 9-m 25-d

Gain
from 

waiver

Outstanding 
amount on 
card (Rs)

Interest 
rate (per 
month)

Simple interest 
during

6-month
moratorium  

(Rs)

If interest 
on interest 

is added 
(Rs)

Interest on 
Interest

1 lakh 2.99%   17,940 19,336   1,396 

1 lakh 1.99% 11,940 12,550   610 

1 lakh 1.50% 9,000 9,344   344 

A. Loan 
amount

(Rs)

B. Interest 
accrued
during

6-month
moratorium 

(Rs)

C. Interest 
on interest 

(Rs)

D. Repayment 
period extended 

if interest on 
interest is added 
to the principal 

amount (months 
and days)

E. Repayment 
period

extended if 
interest on 

interest is not 
added to the 

principal  
(months & days)

50 lakh 1,75,051 2,944 20-m 25-d 20-m  17-d

1 crore 3,50,102 5,887 20-m 25-d 20-m 17-d

2 crore 7,00,205 11,774 20-m 25-d 20-m 17-d

Since banks’ default option is to extend term rather than increase EMI, the 
moratorium increases term of loan by 20 months 17 days, instead of 20 
months 25 days that it would have risen by if interest on interest was applied

Gain from 
waiver

Some figures have been rounded off

Final gain will be the difference in the 
number of days in last two columns

Borrowers will still
have to pay simple
interest for the
moratorium period,
according to the
govt’s proposal

Mumbai: A sharply lower
close on Nasdaq on Friday, af-
ter US President Donald
Trump got infected with the
coronavirus may not have
much impact on trading on
Dalal Street this week. Mar-
ket players said the govern-
ment’s assurance to support
the most vulnerable borro-
wers in the economy by ta-
king on their interest bur-
dens for the March-August pe-

riod of the lockdown, has co-
me as a big booster.

The decision is expected
to help lenders from facing
huge financial hardships
and hence banking and fi-
nancial stocks are expected
to rally, analysts said. The
continuation of a rally in the-
se stocks, however, would de-
pend upon the decision by the
Supreme Court in the case re-
lating to charging interest on
interest for borrowers du-
ring themoratorium.

Mkts eye on interest call
TIMES NEWS NETWORK
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MANCHESTER UNITED LIKELY TO SIGN FORMER
PSG STRIKER, URUGUAY’S EDINSON CAVANI

TOP DRAWS ROGER FEDERER, SERENA WILLIAMS
CONFIRM PARTICIPATION FOR 2021 AUSTRALIAN OPEN

MI survive bowlers’ graveyard
De Kock’s Flair, Pattinson & Boult’s

Control With The Ball Sinks SRH

What is the first thing you would
do if you walked in to bat in the
final over with Kieron Pollard

at the other end? You would probably
look to take a single and give the destruc-
tive West Indian the strike.

A pumped up Krunal Pandya,
though, chose to back his big-hitting
skills. Having not had much to do with
the bat so far, the left-hander smoked a
hapless Siddharth Kaul for 6,4,4, and
then a 6 off consecutive balls to take the
Mumbai Indians to 208 for five against
Sunrisers Hyderabad on Sunday.

Krunal’s four-ball, blitzkrieg en-
sured that poor Kaul, replacing an in-
jured Bhuvneshwar Kumar in the Sun-
risers XI, ended up conceding 64 runs in
his four overs. With Pollard (25 not out,
13b, 3x6) and Hardik Pandya (28, 19b, 2x6,
2x6) doing what they do best, MI bludge-
oned 61of the last five overs, capitalizing
on opener Quinton de Kock’s free-flow-
ing 67 (39b, 4x4, 4x6). In reply, the Sunris-
ers needed to pull off their biggest-ever
chase, but fell short by 34 runs to finish at
174 for seven in 20 overs. 

Skipper David Warner (60, 44b, 5x4,
2x6) scored his first half-century of the
season, but a sensational catch by Ishan
Kishan at short third man off James
Pattinson cut short his innings. Talent-
ed youngster Abdul Samad (20, 9b, 2x6,
1x4) kept the Sunrisers’ challenge alive
when he smashed Jasprit Bumrah for
two sixes and a four, but the India pacer
had his revenge when the batsman skied
one off him to MI skipper Rohit Sharma
at extra cover. With MI’s pace battery of
Bumrah, Trent Boult and Pattinson
(two wickets each) firing on all cylinders
again, MI had little trouble in clinching
their third win, which propped them to
the top of the table.

Earlier, after opting to bat first on a
belter, Mumbai suffered a setback when
Rohit, who had teed off with a six off
Sandeep Sharma, edged the very next
ball — a wide delivery from the bowler

behind the stumps. Umpire Richard Il-
lingworth had ruled him not out, but a
wise referral by SRH, at the insistence of
wicketkeeper Jonny Bairstow, saw the
decision overturned. Fortune smiled on
the Sunrisers again as Suryakumar Ya-
dav (27, 18b, 6x4), who looked dangerous,
having smacked three consecutive fours
off Kaul, clipped a full toss on leg stump
to T Natarajan at short fine leg.

However, much to MI’s relief, de
Kock, who had managed scores of 33, 1,
14 & 0 before Sunday, brushed off his
poor form in style. His assault on the

Sunrisers spinners gave MI’s innings
wings. He was fortunate that Manish
Pandey dropped him in the seventh over
at long on off Abdul Samad when on 17.
Pandey later made amends by taking a
brilliant diving catch at long on to send
back Ishan Kishan (31, 23b, 1x4, 2x6),
with whom de Kock added 78 in 44 balls
for the third wicket. 

Missing Bhuvneshwar badly, the
Sunrisers tried to innovate by giving a
couple of overs to Kane Williamson, but
abandoned the experiment once the Ki-
wi’s part-time off-spinner went for 17 in
his second over. Rashid Khan was excel-
lent as usual, taking a good catch off his
own bowling to send back de Kock, while
Natarajan impressed again, going for
just 29 off his four overs. Sadly, Kaul’s
profligacy cost them heavily. 

Gaurav.Gupta@timesgroup.com

Quinton de Kock of Mumbai Indians finally hit form when he scored a 39-ball 67 that helped his team score 208
against Sunrisers Hyderabad. Mumbai then restricted Sunrisers to 174 for seven 
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QUICKGUN QUINTON

HALEP GETS POLISHED
OFF BY TEEN SWIATEK
2018 Champion Shocked;  Feverish Zverev Too Bites The Dust 

Even As Nadal Continues March Towards 20th Grand Slam
Prajwal.Hegde

@timesgroup.com

Iga Swiatek  is  19 and 
ranked 54 in the world. 
She’s gifted and she’s got 

game. Powerful, with soft 
hands and an intriguing sense 
of  court, all beautifully ce-
mented by a confidence that 
springs a late-evening sparkle. 

Top-seeded Simona Halep 
saw it from up close at Roland 
Garros, where she crashed to 
a 1-6, 2-6 fourth-round loss in 
68 minutes. Swiatek didn’t just 
produce a shock result, she 
shellacked her in-form oppo-
nent, drilling 30-winners past 
the sturdiest defense in the 
women’s game.

Last year Swiatek fell to 
Halep in a mere 45-minutes at 
the same stage of  the competi-
tion. The Romanian, then the 
defending champion, went on 
to lose to American teen 
Amanda Anisimova in the last 
eight. “I kinda felt maybe we 
can do the same scenario (this 
time), but change the names,” 
said the Pole, who goes up 
against qualifier Martina Tre-
visan in the last eight.

The Italian, ranked 159, 
pulled off  an upset win over 
the fifth-seeded Dutch Kiki 
Bertens, winning 6-4, 6-4.

The first match on the 
Philippe Chatrier court was 
up and away before Halep had 
weighed in. Swiatek took a 3-0 
lead in under seven minutes, 
studded by eight winners. The 
teenager then broke Halep in 
the sixth game with a peach 
of  a drop shot, closing out the 
set after just 24 minutes.

Even though  Swiatek 
broke in the opening game of  
the second set, Halep showed 

signs of  coming alive. A shot 
here, a counter there, a flicker 
of  hope. Playing deeper, a tad 
flatter, taking away time from 
her opponent. The top-seed 
staved off  four breakpoint op-
portunities to hold serve in a 
long-drawn third game, but 
Swiatek  underlined  she 
wasn’t stepping back. She 
served out the match in the 
eighth game.

The Pole, who punctuated 

her triumph with a yell and a 
fist pump, sunk into her court-
side seat. 

She covered her head with 
her jacket, which she lifted 
briefly to applaud her oppo-
nent as left the court. “I don’t 
know what happened! I was 
playing perfectly,” the Pole 
said.

“I was so focused for the 
whole match, even I’m sur-
prised I can do that.” 

RESULTS: 4TH ROUND
Men: 2-Rafael Nadal (Esp) bt Sebastian Korda (US) 6-1, 6-1, 6-2; Jannik 
Sinner (Ita) bt 6-Alexander Zverev (Ger) 6-3, 6-3, 4-6, 6-3. 
Women: Iga Swiatek (Pol) bt 1-Simona Halep (Rom) 6-1, 6-2; Martina 
Trevisan (Ita) bt 5-Kiki Bertens (Ned) 6-4, 6-4; 3-Elina Svitolina (Ukr) bt 
Caroline Garcia (Fra) 6-1, 6-3; Nadia Podoroska (Arg) bt Barbora 
Krejcikova (Cze) 2-6, 6-2, 6-3.

I am completely sick after the match with Cecchinato 
in the night. Yeah, what can I say? I’m completely 
sick. I can’t really breathe, as you can hear by my 

voice. I had fever, you know, as well.It was 38. It was 38 
in the night or in the evening.  I should not have played.” 

-Alexander Zverev

SINNER FIRST QF
DEBUTANT SINCE
NEXT FOE RAFA

Prajwal.Hegde
@timesgroup.com

Another 19-year-old, this one 
in the men’s draw, Italy’s 

Jannik Sinner knocked out 
fifth-seeded Alexander Zverev 
6-3, 6-3, 4-6, 6-3 to make the 
quarterfinals.

Sinner, ranked 75, slammed 
39 winners in the three-hour 
feature, but his statistic of the 
day was the breakpoints he 
converted — five of six 
opportunities — against the US 
Open finalist.

Zverev complained about 
not feeling his best physically, 
he had fever and was struggling 
to breathe. The world No. 7’s 
Covid test was negative.

In the quarterfinals, Sinner 
will play defending champion 
Rafael Nadal, who made the last 
eight a record 14th time at 

Roland Garros, with a 6-1, 6-1, 
6-2 win over American 
Sebastian Korda.

Sinner, calm and collected, 
is looking forward to test 
himself against the No. 2 seed. 
“The record Rafa has here 
nobody can beat that,” the 
teenager said. “He is super 
confident. It’s going to be a 
difficult match for sure. It’s 
important to go on court with 
the right attitude, trying to play 
your best tennis, which I have to 
do if I want to play at the same 
level as he plays.”

He will have to walk the talk.

Last year I wasn’t 
experienced 
enough, it was my 
first match in a big 

stadium and I was a 
little stressed. But I have 
made a lot of progress since 
then. Now I can handle the 
pressure.”

-Iga Swiatek

Iga Swiatek after beating 
top seed Simona Halep

Getty Images

THIEM SURVIVES GASTON SCARE
Austrian Dominic Thiem was made to sweat before advanc-
ing into the French Open quarterfinals as he ended French-
man Hugo Gaston’s dream run with a 6-4, 6-4, 5-7, 3-6, 6-3 
victory on Sunday. The third seed, who was beaten by clay-
court master Rafael Nadal in the final in the last two edi-
tions, was clearly frustrated against the resourceful 20-year-
old but eventually pulled through to set up a clash with 
Argentinian Diego Schwartzman. The 12th seed enjoyed a 
routine a 6-1, 6-3, 6-4 victory over Italian Lorenzo Sonego 
on Sunday and he goes into the quarerfinal in top form as 
he is yet to drop a set. AGENCIES

Mumbai Indians: R Sharma c
Bairstow b S Sharma 6 (5b, 1x6), Q de
Kock c & b R Khan 67 (39b, 4x4, 4x6), S
Yadav c Natarajan b Kaul 27 (18b, 6x4), I
Kishan c Pandey b S Sharma 31(23b, 1x4,
2x6), H Pandya b Kaul 28 (19b, 2x4, 2x6),
K Pollard not out 25 (13b, 3x6), K Pandya
not out 20 (4b, 2x4, 2x6). Extras (lb1, nb
1, w2) 4. Total (for 5 wickets): 208. 
Fall-of-wickets: 1-6, 2-48, 3-126, 4-147,
5-188
Bowling: S Sharma 4-0-41-2 (9d), T
Natarajan 4-0-29-0 (11d), S Kaul 4-0-64-2
(6d, 1w), A Samad 2-0-27-0 (1d), R Khan
4-0-22-1(11d), K Williamson 2-0-24-0.
Sunrisers Hyderabad: D Warner c
Kishan b Pattinon 60 (44b, 5x4, 2x6), J
Bairstow c H Pandya b Boult 25 (15b,

2x4, 2x6), M Pandey c Pollard b
Pattinson 30 (19b, 4x4, 1x6), K
Williamson c de Kock b Boult 3 (5b), P
Garg c R Chahar b K Pandya 8 (7b), A
Sharma b Bumrah 10(13b), A Samad c R
Sharma b Bumrah 20 (9b, 1x4, 2x6), R
Khan not out 3 (7b), S Sharma not out 0
(1b). Extras: (lb 5, w10). 15. Total: (for
7 wickets) 174.
Fall-of-wickets: 1-34, 2-94, 3-116,
4-130, 5-142, 6-168, 7-172
Bowling: T Boult 4-0-28-2 (11d), J
Pattinson 4-0-29-2 (8d, 1w), K Pandya
4-0-35-1(9d, 4w), J Bumrah 4-0-41-2 (8d,
2w), K Pollard 3-0-20-0 (6d, 2w), R
Chahar 1-0-16-0 (1w).
Result: Mumbai win by 34 runs. 
MOM: Trent Boult

SCOREBOARD

Without a shade of
doubt, spin is emerg-
ing king in the cash

rich league. Despite some of
the tall scores and amazing
chases, crucial passages of
play have been dictated by the
slow bowlers. Statistics might
not reveal the bigger picture
but the points table is a fair in-
dication of spin power. 

Bangalore have had a good
run, thanks to the guile and
craft of Yuzvendra Chahal.
The leg-spinner backs himself
to the hilt. Unless a bowler has
a huge amount of confidence
in his own ability, he can’t be
throwing the ball up and invit-
ing the batsmen to drive in a

format that is heavily loaded
in favour of the batsmen. 

The striking aspect of Cha-
hal’s bowling is buying wick-
ets. In my opinion the best way
to curb run flow is getting bat-
smen out. Supporting him
ably is Washington Sundar. In
drying up one end, he forces
the batsmen to take risks at
the other and that ends in bat-
smen making mistakes. 

From the time ODIs started,
spinners have had a huge role to
play. Abdul Qadir, Mushtaq,
Saqlain, Kumble, Warne and
Murali have all had pivotal

roles to play in limited overs
cricket and the current edition
of the league is proving the
same. I enjoy watching the likes
of Bishnoi, who are not over-
awed by the situation or the
pedigree of the opponent. They
go about their task well and that
augurs well for Indian cricket. 

Mumbai, have been well
served by Rahul Chahar and
the tidy lengths of Krunal Pan-
dya. Once there is pressure, its
difficult to wriggle out. The on-
ly option is to hit out and in Abu
Dhabi and Dubai that might not
be a logical option either. TCM

Crucial passages of play have
been dictated by spinners

HOW THEY STAND
TEAM M W  L N/R PTS

MI 5 3 2 +1.21 6

DC 4 3 1 +0.58 6

RCB 4 3 1 -0.95 6

KKR 4 2 2 -0.12 4

RR 4 2 2 -0.31 4

CSK 5 2 3 -0.34 4

SRH 5 2 3 -0.41 4

KXIP 5 1 4 +0.17 2
*UPDATED TILL THE KXIP VS CSK MATCH

MS Dhoni is someone who is not
known for
chopping and
changing the
playing XI. De-
spite his team’s
three straight
loss, he played

an unchanged team against
Kings XI Punjab. Chennai’s sea-
soned campaigners — Faf du
Plessis (87*: 53b, 11x4, 1x6) and
Shane Watson (83*: 53b, 11x4,
3x6) —repaid the faith as CSK
returned to winning ways,
hammering Kings XI Punjab by
ten wickets at the Dubai Inter-
national Stadium on Sunday.

The unbeaten 181-run part-
nership between Watson and du
Plessis is now the highest part-
nership for Chennai in the IPL
and by any team against Kings
XI. It was also the second-high-
est chase in IPL history without
awicket loss.

Dhoni, who questioned his
team’s ‘lack of professionalism’
after their loss against Sunris-
ers Hyderabad, must be a re-
lieved man. Their death bowl-
ing was on point as they re-
stricted Kings XI to only 26 runs
in the last three overs. They
looked sharp in the field, too,
and most importantly, their top
order clicked. Chennai also be-
came the first chasing team to
win on this ground this season.

With the gloves, Dhoni reac-
hed another milestone as he
completed 100 catches as wicket-
keeper in the IPL, only the sec-
ond wicketkeeper to do so after
KKR captain Dinesh Karthik.
Dhoni also has 39 stumpings to
his name.

Earlier, riding on a sedate
half-century from KL Rahul (63
off 52b; 7x4 1x6) and good came-
os from Mayank Agarwal, Man-
deep Singh, and Nicholas Poo-
ran, Kings XI reached 178 for 4.
Brief scores: Kings XI Punjab:
178-4 (K Rahul 63, M Agarwal 26, M
Singh 27, N Pooran 33; S Thakur 2-
39) lost to Chennai Super Kings
181-0 in 17.4 overs (S Watson 83*, F
Plessis 87*) by 10 wickets 

Faf, Watson
headline

10-wkt win
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London: Jose Mourinho hu-
miliated his former club Man-
chester United as Tottenham
swept to a stunning 6-1 win at
Old Trafford, while Arsenal
moved into the Premier
League's top four with a 2-1vic-
tory against Sheffield United
on Sunday. Tottenham boss
Mourinho was sacked by Unit-
ed in 2018 after a turbulent
reign, but it was his successor
Ole Gunnar Solskjaer who
was left red faced after a sham-
bolic display from the hosts. 

Despite taking the lead
through Bruno Fernandes’
second minute penalty, United
collapsed as they conceded
four goals in the first half of a

league match for the first time
since 1957. 

Tanguy Ndombele equal-
ised in the fourth minute after
dismal defending from Harry
Maguire and South Korea for-
ward Son Heung-min made it
two from Harry Kane’s quick
free-kick. United were reduced
to 10 men when Anthony Mar-
tial was harshly sent off in the
28th minute for his reaction to
apush from Erik Lamela.

That opened the floodgates
as United surrendered, with
Kane grabbing Tottenham’s
third in the 31st minute after
stealing Eric Bailly’s weak
pass. United were in disarray
and Serge Aurier crossed for
Son’s close-range finish in the
37th minute. Aurier drilled
home in the 51st minute and
Kane made it six. 

Real Madrid win
Goals from Vinicius Jr. and Ka-
rim Benzema plus some top
class saves from Thibaut Cour-
tois gave Real Madrid a 2-0 win
at Levante on Sunday for a
third consecutive La Liga vic-
tory. Brazilian forward Vinici-
us, Madrid’s match-winner in
Wednesday’s 1-0 win over Real
Valladolid, also gave his side
the lead at Levante, controlling
a loose ball inside the area and
taking his time to curl into the
far corner in the 16th minute. 

Real had to rely on another
exceptional performance from
goalkeeper Courtois to see out
the victory, before Benzema
added their second goal. 
Results: Arsenal 2 (Saka 61, Pepe 64)
Sheffield United 1(McGoldrick 83), Leices-
ter 0 West Ham 3 (Antonio 14, Fornals 34,
Bowen 83), Manchester United 1 (Fer-
nandes 2-pen) Tottenham 6 (Ndombele 4,
Son 7, 37, Kane 31, 79-pen, Aurier 51),
Southampton 2 (Djenepo 41, Romeu 69)
West Brom 0, Wolves 1 (Neto 56) Fulham
0. AFP

Tottenham slam 6,
humiliate United 

London: Ethiopian Shura Ki-
tata outsprinted Kenya’s Vin-
cent Kipchumba to win a
thrilling London Marathon
on Sunday as a stunned world
record holder Eliud Kipchoge
faded late in the race to suffer
his first defeat since 2013. 

In cold, wet conditions, 24-
year-old Kitata edged clear in
the final metres to win by one
second over Kipchumba in a
relatively slow two hours,
05.41minutes. 

Sisay Lemma of Ethiopia
was third in 2:5.35, with Kip-
choge, the hot favourite,
eighth in 2:06.49 having suf-
fered cramp and a blocked
ear. 

Kipchoge had won 12 of
his 13 previous marathons –
the blip being a second place
behind a then-world record in
his second outing over the
distance in Berlin in 2013. 

Earlier, Kenyan world re-
cord holder Brigid Kosgei
was a comfortable winner of
the women’s race in 2:18.58 as
American Sara Hall pro-
duced a great finish to snatch
second from Ruth Chepnget-
ich. The races, originally
postponed from April be-
cause of the Covid-19 pan-
demic, were run over almost
20 laps of a fenced-off course
in a “controlled secure bio-
sphere" around St James's
Park. REUTERS

Kipchoge suffers
first loss in 7 yrs

LONDON MARATHON

Shura Kitata (left), Vincent 
Kipchumba (right) and Sisay
Lemma who finished in that order
in the London Marathon

AP

Heung-Min Son of Tottenham
Hotspur scored two goals and
had one assist in their 6-1 win
over Manchester United

Getty Images

INTERNATIONAL
BASKETBALL: NBA Finals: Miami Heat vs
LA Lakers, 5 am (Sony Six)
CRICKET: Australia vs New Zealand
(women): 2nd ODI, 5.40 pm (Sony Ten 2)
CYCLING: Giro D’Italia: Stage 3, 4 pm
(Eurosport)
TENNIS: French Open, 2.30 pm (Star
Sports 2, Select 2)
NATIONAL
CRICKET: IPL: RCB vs DC, 7.30 pm (Star
Sports Network)

ACTION TODAY

CHIKKA’S
CORNER

KRIS SRIKKANTH

FITTEST PLAYER OF THE GAME

While Manish Pandey’s form with the 
bat fluctuates from time to time, 

there’s little doubt that he is one of the 
best fielders going around. The 31-year-old 
SRH batsman flexed his fielding skills 
against Mumbai Indians on Sunday when 
he took a stunning catch to dismiss Ishan 
Kishan. The left-hander hit Sandeep 
Sharma wide of long-on and seemed to 
have done enough to earn a boundary, but 
Pandey dived full length to his right even 
as the ball was dying on him and 
completed the catch. It yet again 
demonstrated how fit and agile Pandey is.

MANISH PANDEY

PTI

Veteran England pacer Stuart Broad says
his country’s cricketers are open to a pay
cut as it would be wrong for them to
remain on their current salaries when the
game is going through a financial crisis
owing to the Covid-19 pandemic. “I think
100 per cent there’ll be pay cuts. The
players are very aware of the situation.
With the ECB having to potentially lose
60-odd staff, it would be wrong that the
players stay on a similar pay,” Broad was
quotes as saying by Sky Sports.

Difficult to bat up the order: Morgan
Putting at rest the controversy about he

brought in late to bat
against Delhi Capitals,
England’s captain Eoin
Morgan, who is playing
the role of a finisher for
Kolkata Knight Riders,
said it is “difficult” to get

a spot higher up the order in a team which
boasts of so many “match-winners”.
Coming in to bat at No.6, Morgan hit an
18-ball 44 but KKR fell short by 18 runs
against Delhi Capitals’ on Saturday. “When
you look at our batting line-up, we have a
number of match-winners, so it’s very
difficult to go up the order,” he reasoned. 

GALLERY

English players ready
for pay cut, says Broad

PREMIER LEAGUE
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S tand-up comedian Balraj, who featured in the
10th season of Khatron Ke Khiladi and also
Mujhse Shaadi Karoge, has got inked for the

second time. While his first tattoo was that of a man
with a backpack sitting on a globe, this time around,
Balraj has got his mother and aunt’s portraits inked on
his shoulders. He shares, “My mother passed away in
1989 when I was quite small. My chachi brought me up
like her own child. Unfortunately, she died of cancer in
2015. The idea behind getting their portraits inked was
to have them by my side always. I may not have gadg-
ets, money or friends, but my two mothers will stay
with me till my last breath.”

The actor took all precautionary measures while
getting inked. He shares, “The tattoo artist used
everything new — right from needles, colours to
gloves. And no one else was allowed inside the studio,
at least not around the corner where I was getting my
tattoo designed.”

— Neha.Maheshwri@timesgroup.com
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THE DAILY CROSSWORD

ARIES March 20 - April 18 As the Sun is
still in the sixth house, it is the time to look
objectively at how your relationships are go-
ing.This is a positive time as Jupiter still as-
pects your sign, it is easier for you express
your thoughts.
TAURUS April 19 - May 19 This day is not
very productive for you, keep your expecta-
tions within reasonable bounds.Your romantic
affairs are under a cloud now.You speak your
mind without much forethought, tact.
GEMINI May 20 - June 20 Expenses shall
mount. Intellectual disagreements or differ-
ences of opinion and viewpoints arise now.
Though not a pleasurable time, this can be
a fruitful period to learn more about true val-
ues in life. This is a good time for buying,
selling and negotiating property deals.
CANCER June 21 - July 21 Increased
physical courage and a strong sense of
adventure combine to make this a very
interesting time. Beware of a tendency to
overreact. This is a time for being joyfully
spontaneous.
LEO July 22 - August 21 Social and per-
sonal relationships are smooth and harmo-
nious, if you show the affection and tender-
ness you feel. An opportunity for a new ro-

mance or friendship is likely to sur-
face now.
VIRGO August 22 - September 21
Today, you are very clear, decisive,
and credibly right, but you also tend
to stir up more controversy or com-
petitive feelings than is really nec-
essary. It is not enough for you to
simply feel loving toward another,
express it and show it physically.
LIBRA September 22 - October 22
Misunderstandings with a friend or
someone you are usually in harmo-
ny with are likely to arise now. Er-
rors made in haste, speaking too
forcefully, sharp words spoken on
impulse are all possible now.
SCORPIO October 23 - November
20 Right now you will say the things

you usually only think, especially to
people you disagree with.You want to avoid
light social conversation or trivialities that
distract you from your work.
SAGITTARIUS November 21-December 20
You are more acutely aware of differences
in style, taste, or values. You are quite im-
patient and easily frustrated. Friendships and
love relationships are favoured as you are
affectionate.
CAPRICORN December 21 - January 19
Verbal battles, disputes, and heated debates
are very likely at this time. Your desire for
love, beauty and pleasure is strong now and
you act on feelings and impulses more read-
ily than usual.
AQUARIUS January 20 - February 18 There
are opportunities for you to show off your tal-
ents to superiors.You aren’t happy with some
aspect of personal life. A good time to learn
practical skills and take care of business.
PISCES February 19 - March 19 Right now
you are prone to feel dissatisfied with your
personal life, especially the romantic side of
it. There may also be tensions in a close re-
lationship. But, this is good time to get in-
volved in any intellectual work.You may find
something you believed to be lost.

BIRTHDAY TODAY

You may be given additional responsibility at work.
Work harder to prove yourself.

Tip: Your lucky colours are orange, bronze, green,
white and cream. Your lucky gems are diamond, topaz,
jade, turquoise and amber.
You share your birthday with: Adil Hussain,
Kate Winslet
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WHATZIT?

Voiceover MINDBENDER

1) Points,2) Chains,,3) Scales,
4) Meters

RECEIVE,rice,vice

JUMBLE

Jumbles:DUNCE KNACK PODIUM FACTOR
Answer:The circle had been sick for a while but was happy to be — 

UP AND AROUND
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SPELLATHON

How many words of four or more let-
ters can you make from the letters
shown in today’s puzzle? In making a
word, a letter can be used as many
times as it appears in the puzzle. Each
word must contain the central letter.
There should be at least one seven let-
ter word. Plurals, foreign words and
proper names are not allowed. British
English Dictionary is used as reference.
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Today’s Ratings: 01-Average 
02-Good 03-Outstanding

MINDBENDER

Rules
Connect adjacent dots with vertical or

horizontal lines, creating a single loop (Fig A).
Crossovers or branches are not allowed 

(As shown by dotted lines in Fig B).
Numbers in the puzzle indicate the number of

lines that should surround it, while empty cells
may be
surrounded by
any number of
lines.

You can’t draw
lines around
zeroes.

Each puzzle
has just one
unique solution.
How to begin:
Example (Fig A) -
Begin with the
zero next to 3.
Since no lines
can be drawn
around zero,
mark crosses
around it, as
shown. Now there is a cross in one space around 3. So we know the three
lines of 3 can only be drawn in the remaining three spaces. Next, these lines
can only be extended in one direction each. Continue, using the same logic.

How to play
1. A number
may appear
just once in
each row or
column.
Eliminate
repeat
numbers by
darkening
cells. (see
example)
2. Darkened
cells must
never be
adjacent in 
a row or
column.
3. Unmarked
cells must create a
single continuous
area, undivided by
darkened cells.
4. Every time 
you darken a 
cell, you can
automatically 
circle its vertical 
and horizontal 
neighbours, which
means they cannot
be eliminated.
5. Any cell 

“sandwiched”
between
neighbours of 
the same value
can be circled.
(e.g. )     
6. A “triple”
is a special 
case of 
sandwich.
Circle the centre
cells, and darken
the ends.
(e.g. )

6 4 6

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES HITORI

Level: Easy

(Fig A) Not allowed
(Fig B)

Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking crosses in spaces
between dots where a line isn’t possible, i.e., if you have already
completed required lines or where a line extension may create a branch
or cause a deadend (Fig B)

H O W T O P L A Y

Fill in the grid
so that every
horizontal row,
every vertical
column and
every 3x3 box
contains the
digits 1-9,
without
repeating the
numbers in the
same row,
column or
box.You can’t
change the 
digits already
given in the
grid. Every 
puzzle has 
one solution.

Level: Medium

SUDOKU CHALLENGE
ENGINEERING | MANAGEMENT | MEDIA | LAW | LIBERAL ARTS

6 6 6

Figure out what the trio in each set have in
common. Each answer is a six-letter plural

word, ending in -s.

1) Hunting dog, Compass, Scoreboard

2) Dungeon, Jewelry store, Sequence
3) Fish, Sheet music, Dieters

4) Municipal parking lot, Electric utility,
Rhythm in verse

#CORONASUTRA
The best of locked-down creativity

Image: Instagram

“The quarantini: 1 1/2 oz vodka,
2/3 oz Kahlua, 2/3 oz espresso cooled,

shake with ice and stir.”

Y ears ago, Amar Upadhyay became
hugely popular as Mihir Virani in Ekta
Kapoor’s Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahu

Thi, however, he quit the show to try his luck in
films. When he returned to TV, no roles that he
did thereafter could match up to the popularity
of Mihir Virani. The television world is now
abuzz about the actor doing a television show
with Ekta Kapoor again. He says, “Doing
Kyunki... was one of the best experiences of
my life and now, it feels like I am back home.”

Ask him about the reasons that spurred him
to quit Kyunki... and Amar is quick to dismiss
it, saying, “That’s in the past.” He explains, “I
was young and did not want to play an older
man at that stage. To add to it, people around
me also kept saying that you should be playing

a hero in films. So, when I took the step to quit
the show, it felt like the right decision at the
time, today, I feel differently about it — it was-
n’t a wise decision! Having said that, I don’t
regret the decision, because I have learned
from the experience. When you are at the cross-

roads, you have to pick a direction and walk.
Whether it is right or not, you’ll know only
after you have walked down the path.”

The upcoming show is based on a story of
a young girl marrying an older man, which
will be played by Amar. Happy to have bagged
the show, he says, “I keep reminding myself
that when God gives you something, you
should not throw it away unless he takes it
away from you.”

— Hasti.Doshi@timesgroup.com

Doing a show with Ekta
Kapoor again, feels like I am
back home: Amar Upadhyay

Amar Upadhyay

T V show Yehh Jadu Hai Jinn
Ka is set to wrap up in
November. One of the rea-

sons is the budget of the show.
Says a source, “It’s proving to be
expensive because of the VFX
used. Also, it was a show with a
definite storyline and was planned
as a finite series. The makers felt
that it was unnecessary to drag the
story further.”

The rumours of the show going
off air have been doing the rounds
for past few months, but it was ear-
lier reported that the show got an
extension. However, we have
learnt that it will finally go off air
in the second or third week of
November. The show that will
replace it is yet to be decided.

— Akash.Wadhwa@timesgroup.com 

Yehh Jadu Hai Jinn Ka to end next month

Balraj gets inked for
the second time

Amar with Smriti Irani in Kyunki Saas
Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi

Vikram Singh Chauhan and Aditi Sharma in
Yehh Jadu Hai Jinn Ka

(L-R)
Tattoo
portraits
of his
aunt and
mother

Balraj
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Onkar.Kulkarni@timesgroup.com

A fter spending nearly six
months at home, owing to the
pandemic, Taapsee Pannu

started shooting for her Tamil film in
Jaipur last month, and it made her
nostalgic. She tells us, “As a kid, I used
to be excited and would look forward
to returning to school after vacations.
Remember that feeling when a kid goes back to school after a
long break? It felt exactly like that.”

Though Taapsee was back to doing what she loves the
most, she says that the big gap led to a dip in her confidence
while facing the camera. She elaborates, “I was slightly
nervous, as I hadn’t worked for five months. It made me doubt
myself. I thought, ‘Would I be as good as I was, in front of the
camera?’ I wondered whether I would have to start from
scratch, as the craft of ‘acting’ wasn’t exercised for many
months. So frankly, that little anxiety was there. But I am glad
that it all went smoothly.”

Taapsee, who has wrapped up the schedule, shares that the

film co-starring Vijay Sethupathi
was shot amidst a controlled
environment to avoid any risks. She
says, “We shot most of the film at the
same location that we were staying
at. Hygiene measures and all
necessary precautions were taken
care of.” Talking about adjusting to
the new normal, which included
fewer crew members and many

safety measures, the actress says, “For the first few days we
were getting used to the sanitisation process, being in masks
on sets, etc. Following all the measures did affect the pace of
the shoot in the beginning, but in a couple of days, we got
used to it.”

With the film being shot on the outskirts of the Pink City,
Taapsee took the opportunity to spend time amidst nature.
“We were shooting in the middle of a village, and there were
small hills around us. So, on the day that I had a holiday, I
went trekking. It was such a lovely experience. The view from
the top was breath-taking. I spent hours sitting there just
staring at the scenery,” she informs.
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Taapsee Pannu shared
this picture after 
wrapping up the shoot

Follow us on: twitter.com/BombayTimes facebook.com/BombayTimes instagram.com/BombayTimes
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Abhimanyu.Mathur@timesgroup.com

E arlier this week, the Uttar Pradesh
government granted Y+ category
security to actor and Gorakhpur

MP Ravi Kishan. This followed reports of
threats to the actor’s life after he raised
the issue of drug abuse in Bollywood in
the Parliament. The last few weeks have
seen Ravi Kishan, the Parliamentarian,
more in focus than Ravi Kishan, the
actor. The 51-year-old says it’s deliberate
— a chance to “use the platform given to
him”. Excerpts from a chat:
There have been reports that you have
received threats after you raised the drug
issue in Parliament.
Yeah! You are talking about cartels and
drug traffickers. So, the minute you talk
about it, woh to laazim hai that you will
be on their radar, be a target. There is a
chance you may be shot. That’s why
nobody touched all this.
Then what prompted you to do so?

If I thought all this, I would have never
been able to do anything. People would
forever know me as Ravi Kishan, the
actor. They wouldn’t know that there was
another person beyond that. This drugs
issue was bothering me for a long time.
When I started in the industry, I hadn’t
seen all this that I have in the last seven-
eight years. I had to speak up, warna agli
generation ka kya hoga? An artiste is not

an ornament in the Parliament. If I am
there, given a platform, I wanted to use it
and be a voice.
The notion that drugs are consumed in the
film industry has existed for years. Why is
it such a matter of interest right now?
It was never this bad. A sort of cool
attitude has developed about chemicals.
Gaane ban rahe hain iske upar jahan cool
bataya jaa raha tha isko. In fact, I had
raised the drugs issue in the Parliament
earlier, too, two sessions ago. Just that it
did not get this much publicity then.
But it has been pointed out that the focus
the Bollywood drugs case is getting may
be distracting the country from other
important issues, and that it is being
exaggerated.
We have to raise issues and me being from
the fraternity, I have to do it. Aur kaun
karega? I have raised 148 questions in
Parliament. This is why I am there, to
raise issues, to ask questions. And you

must realise that my questions are to my
own government. They are in power, unko
jawab dena padega na. I did that and I had
assumed Jaya ji (Jaya Bachchan), being
my senior, would support me but reaction
ulta aaya wahan se.
You have said Jaya Bachchan is a senior
and you touch her feet in the Parliament.
Having being involved in a verbal sparring
match where harsh words were said,
will that equation change?
No way. She is my senior and that
thought can never change. I am from
that school where if a senior walks
into a room today, we stand up. Senior
ki gaadi bhi pass hui toh hum khade
ho jaate hain.
But if such respect exists in
Bollywood, then why have
disagreements in the fraternity
become so pointed and sharp of late?
Be it any issue — politics, drugs, or a
star’s death — it invariably leads to

mudslinging, whether on Twitter or on
news debates, or in the Parliament.
I don’t support this culture of impulsive
Twitter messages and posts. This civility,
this sanyam, has gone from discussions
in Bollywood. See, this industry has
several Bharat Ratna, Dadasaheb Phalke
Award and Padma award winners. People
idolise us and they hang on to every word,
every move of ours. I have worked with
some of the biggest superstars in the
south. They conduct themselves with
such dignity, such tehzeeb because they
know that in places, they are almost
worshipped as gods. We have a
responsibility to be civil. In today’s time
— be it on Twitter or anywhere else — we
have to be really careful about our
language. That determines what message
you are sending out and how people
perceive the industry. I get really upset by
the language. Seniors ko aapko izzat deni
hai. There might be 200-300 role models in
a population of 135 crores in India. Many

of them are from Bollywood. Toh aapko
bahut gaur se chalna hoga.
There is a side of Bhojpuri cinema that has
developed over the years that relies on
content that many classify as obscene and
vulgar. Anubhav Sinha, on Twitter, recently
said you must raise this issue as well – on
how obscenity has gripped Bhojpuri films.
They may not know my Bhojpuri film
won a National Award (Kab Hoi Gavna
Hamar in 2005). They have just used
Bhojpuri for item songs in their films and
commercialised it. So many legendary
filmmakers from Benares, Lucknow and
Bihar are there, but none of them have
come to clean up the Bhojpuri cinema. If
they are that concerned with obscenity in
Bhojpuri cinema, being from the region,
why didn’t they come and help me? Main
toh keh raha tha sab se ki aao yahan film
banao. Inko aana hi nahin tha kabhi.
Sudhaar dete. Akela Ravi Kishan kya kar
lega? They are from this land only. And
let’s not talk about obscenity, because that

exists in every film industry.
Are you saying that the level of
obscenity in Bhojpuri cinema is no
different from any other cinema? Why,
then, has it acquired the image of
being vulgar?
What I am saying is that there are
music videos in Bhojpuri that are
obscene. They exist and many people
mistake them for Bhojpuri cinema.
Bhojpuri cinema is much more than

just those songs. Un music videos ne
naam kharab kiya hai. I am bringing a
censor for that.

RAVI KISHAN

MY EQUATION
WITH JAYA JI
WON’T CHANGE
BECAUSE OF WHAT
WAS SAID. SHE IS
MY SENIOR AND
THAT THOUGHT CAN
NEVER CHANGE

Jaya Bachchan

I don’t support this culture of impulsive
Twitter messages and posts: Ravi Kishan

AN ARTISTE IS NOT
AN ORNAMENT IN
PARLIAMENT. MY JOB
IS TO RAISE QUESTIONS.
IF I AM THERE, GIVEN A
PLATFORM, I WANTED
TO USE IT AND BE A
VOICE

Anubhav Sinha had taken a dig at Ravi 
Kishan for ignoring the reality of Bhojpuri film
industry even as he raised the issue of drug
menace in Bollywood in the Parliament
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Malaika Arora got back to work soon after
TV shoots commenced, post the
lockdown. However, she had to take a

break when she tested positive for COVID-19 on
September 6. Now, after almost a month, Malaika,
who is a judge on the dance reality show India’s
Best Dancer, resumes work today. “I feel healthier,
stronger and am raring to go,” she says.

The actress, who initially experienced fever and
weakness, heaved a sigh of relief when she tested
negative for coronavirus last week. She says, “After
14 days when I stepped out of my room, I was so
used to being isolated that after five minutes, I went
back to my room and locked myself in (laughs!).”

Malaika is happy that she can be around people
once again. Talking about being back at work, she
shares, “I was eager to see the contestants and
their performances. I am also looking forward to
meeting my co-judges. I am just overall gung-ho
about getting back into work mode.”

Ask Malaika who kept her spirits high when she
was in isolation, and she says, “It was my family and
my house help, and of course, my girl gang. They
have been so amazing. From checking on my health
regularly and sending good food to keeping me
entertained with crazy videos and jokes on our
group, they did everything to pamper me. You feel
blessed when you realise that you are fortunate to be
surrounded by people who care so much for you.”

Malaika Arora resumes shooting
for her dance reality show today

KHLOÉ TO TROLLS: DON’T UNDERSTAND HOW
BORED OR UNHAPPY SOME PEOPLE CAN BE
KHLOE KARDASHIAN has hit back at “bored and unhappy” trolls after they
questioned her “changing” appearance. Addressing the furore, Khloe tweeted,
“I'll never understand how bored or unhappy some people can be. I am
someone who would never comment on something unless it's positive. I believe
in uplifting and complimenting one another. Who has the time chiiiillllldddd?!
Time is precious boo. I’m spending it on happy things (sic).” — Agencies

JOE JONAS 
DEBUTS BRIGHT
PINK HAIR FOR 
BREAST CANCER
AWARENESS MONTH

JOE JONAS shared a picture of him
flaunting bright pink hair on Instagram
Story. The 31-year-old musician went pink
in the honour of Breast Cancer Awareness
Month. This isn’t the first time Joe has
sported pink hair. During the 2016 Kids’
Choice Awards, Joe had debuted a pink
hue swirled with blue for his appearance
with his band, DNCE. — Agencies

Malaika
Arora

Rachana.Dubey@timesgroup.com

Rapper Yo Yo Honey
Singh will be a part of
the video shot for his

track Shor Macheygaa, which
will feature in director Sanjay
Gupta’s Mumbai Saga. The
video will see him sharing
screen space with the film’s
lead actors, John Abraham
and Emraan Hashmi. The trio
recently shot the song at a
studio in Andheri over two
days. The shoot had all the
safety measures in place —
from thermal checks and

sanitisers to the crew wearing
PPE kits and masks, and
social distancing being
followed by the crew.

For the track, the rapper
collaborated with Hommie
Dilliwala, a 20-year-old
singer-songwriter groomed
by him over the last three
years. When BT caught up

with Honey Singh during the
shoot, he said, “We made this
around 18 months ago, with a
jungle-tribal theme in mind.
It took us less than a day to
write and produce the track.
Uske baad toh hum usko Dilli
ki sadkon pe bajate phir rahe
the. We had other singles in
the queue, but this song got

pushed. Luckily, Sanjay sir
liked it, and I was told it
would be a part of his film.”

Talking about being on a set
amid the pandemic, he said,
“Initially, I wondered how we
would shoot in this scenario,
but all safety precautions were
followed with utmost diligence.
The pandemic has shaken up
all of us, but returning to work
is one way of rebuilding the
spirit that we are known for. I
am excited about this video
because, in the last few years,
I’ve featured in my music
videos, but not in a film song.”

Yo Yo Honey Singh joins John and
Emraan for a song in Mumbai Saga

Yo Yo Honey Singh on
the set of the song

John Abraham Emraan Hashmi

Prathamesh Bandekar

TAMANNAAH BHATIA
TESTS POSITIVE FOR

COVID-19
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